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Introduction, 2020
Rob Jackson
What a pity a writer as funny as Bob Shaw never wrote an autobiography.
His ability to laugh at himself, especially his own mistakes and those of
others, and find the fun in his own adventures and misadventures was
unparalleled.
But wait – yes, he did write an autobiography!
He wrote it as he went along, mostly in articles for fanzines. And this
compilation is it, or at least the first part of it. He was one of the funniest
autobiographical writers anywhere, inside fandom or in the rest of the big
wide literary world.
He first practised his writing skills and self-deprecating humour in his
twenties, as one of the stellar contributors to the legendary Irish fanzine
Hyphen, edited mainly by his Belfast compatriot Walt Willis.
Hyphen ran from 1952 to 1965 (though with one further Willis-edited
issue in 1987), and there were episodes of Bob’s column, “The Glass
Bushel”, in 29 of the 36 issues in the main run of the fanzine (and another in
the 1987 revival). Many will know already that the name of the column was
because a glass bushel was the only sort of bushel Bob was prepared to hide
his light under. That title is truer than even Bob would have been willing to
admit, as the light deserved to shine more widely then, and still does now.
Though Bob continued to write funny and thought-provoking articles for
fanzines right up till his untimely death in 1996, “The Glass Bushel” in
Hyphen is where it all started. Walt’s personal and professional life forced
Hyphen to take an indefinite break from publication in the mid-Sixties; but
Bob continued to write, largely for British fanzines, in the Seventies.
Gannetfandom, the Tyne and Wear-based fan group where I cut my fannish
teeth in the Seventies, chose Bob as the Guest of Honour at the 1974
Newcastle Eastercon, Tynecon 74, and the mutual affection between Bob and
Gannetfandom ran strongly right through the rest of the Seventies.
Partly this was because we were not too far away from where he was
then living, in Ulverston at the south end of the English Lake District, but
largely because we thought he was a lovely bloke who wrote brilliantly, both
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professionally and in fanzines. I was lucky (and perhaps insistent) enough to
publish a good number of his pieces in my fanzine Maya. It probably did no
harm that Maya was quite a high-profile zine of the time, an expensive
photolitho production when most fanzines were still duplicated, with a
slightly obsessive attention to careful layout and an ambitiously large mailing
list.
As well as two of his Serious Scientific Talks (to be found in the other
ebook in this series so far, The Serious Scientific Talks), he also kindly let me
publish three other pieces which, had Hyphen still been going, would
probably have appeared under the “Glass Bushel” title. Belatedly, his
brilliance was recognised in 1977. I will let Ian Williams take up the tale,
with this introductory quote from his article “Gannets at the Cosmic Cocktail
Party”, originally in Ian Maule’s Nabu 5 but reprinted in Tyne Capsule, also
now a TAFF ebook:
To say Bob is popular is something of an understatement. Since
Tynecon in ’74 [actually since the early Fifties – Ed.], Bob has
been entertaining fans at conventions and in fanzines with wildly
funny humour. In 1977 he was voted Best Fan Writer in the
Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards (the FAAn Award). Other
winners were Rob Jackson and Harry Bell, two members of the
North East’s Gannetfandom. And the then British agent was a
certain Ian Williams.
So Bob invited us over for the weekend to be presented with
his award – incredibly the first award he has ever won.
Ian goes on to describe the unbelievable hospitality they provided us with –
not only visiting an inordinate number of attractive pubs (and downing at
least as much strong drink as you’d expect), but on return to Bob and Sadie’s
home being regaled with a meal of peppered steak – and even that wasn’t the
end of the food; later in the evening there was a supper based round what I
remember as about a soup tureen’s worth of a delicious dip with cream,
tomatoes and some other flavouring. (Am I permitted to have forgotten
exactly what, forty-three years later?)
I am also notorious for having an absolutely useless memory for
conversations on such occasions. But burnt with fascination in my memory is
one that evening about spontaneous human combustion.* Bob saw this as a
mystery, but that some of the reports of it were too believable to have any
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other explanation. I remember it as an example of Bob’s ability to let his
imagination run free into wild flights of fancy, but always based on a solid
grounding of scientific or at least believable fact.
* This, with a suitably far-out SF rationale, became the theme of his 1984
novel Fire Pattern.

But that was Bob all over – he could take facts and lead them down all
kinds of byways. Which is exactly what he did with all the adventures,
misadventures and escapades he wrote up in his fanzine articles. Never a dull
moment with Bob. Yet somehow with all the mishaps he would get through
them and come up smiling.
The quality of that writing deserved more recognition, and in the
Seventies we knew it at the time. I can’t now remember whether it was my
own idea or if it arose from some sort of group-mind chat in a pub
somewhere, perhaps a chat at a con, or an early Surrey Limpwrists meeting.
Bob must have given his blessing right at the beginning and agreed to choose
the columns and provide the introductions. Soon after moving from
Newcastle to Surrey late in 1978 I started putting together a collection of
Bob’s choice of the best of his “Glass Bushel” articles, as an A5 chapbook
called The Best of the Bushel.
Walt Willis – who had made a thoroughly welcome return to at least a
modicum of fan activity by then – wrote a thoughtful introduction, as
reproduced here. It was illustrated by Jim Barker, whose sense of humour
meshed totally with Bob’s and who was then incredibly willing and
productive as a fan artist – so he usually finished up illustrating most of
Bob’s work. The 500 copies sold out quite quickly.
After this and the original The Eastercon Speeches chapbook were
published, Bob’s fannish writing was also deservedly recognised more fully
with two Best Fan Writer Hugos, at Seacon ’79 and Noreascon II in 1980.
He continued to write for fanzines for the rest of his life, latterly in the
southern United States, where he moved to join his second wife Nancy; they
married in late 1995. (Sadie, alas, had died suddenly in 1991.) Another
collection of his later fannish work, BoSh Goes South, compiled by Charlotte
Proctor, is available for reading or download at
www.fanac.org/fanzines/Fanthologies.
So we in the UK aren’t the only people who see the brilliance and
humanity in Bob’s writing. Now read on, have a laugh, and have a think.
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Rob Jackson, June 2020
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Introduction, 1986
Bob Shaw
Did you ever try to explain to a non-SF person exactly what a convention is?
You can’t do it! Not properly, anyway. No matter how much
explanation and detail you go into about the various events and activities,
you’re always left with the sense of having failed to make your audience
understand that unique quality which makes the whole greater than the sum
of its parts, which makes a convention something special to you.
There is a similar problem with SF fanzine writing.
A newcomer to the fanzine field usually expects solid blocks of SF
criticism, comment and news; and quite often he recoils with the age-old cry,
“There’s too much irrelevant and personal material in fanzines, and not
enough about what brought us all together in the first place.”
But if he perseveres with fanzines he will discover that much fanzine
writing, as with conventions, has that special Ingredient X which is so hard to
define. The word we coined for it long ago was “fannishness”.
It is possible to attend a fan meeting where the subject of SF doesn’t
crop up at all in an entire evening’s conversation, and yet to leave that
meeting with the pleasantly sated feeling which might come if nothing but SF
had been discussed. The reason for this phenomenon is that everything said
has been filtered through science-fictional minds. In other words – the
conversation had fannishness.
Well, the pieces you’ll find in this book also have fannishness.
They were written as labours of love, without thought of material
reward, for the sheer joy of their inherent fannishness.
Fannishness! the word keeps appearing because it’s the only one we
have for a rare and precious commodity – and if you don’t already understand
it I can only suggest that you read on....
August 1986
This was written for Bob’s 1986 hardback collection Messages
Found in an Oxygen Bottle, a mixture of Bushel columns and
Serious Scientific Talks published back-to-back (Ace Double
10

fashion) with Terry Carr’s Between Two Worlds, on the occasion
of Bob being toastmaster and Terry a guest of honour at
ConFederation, the 1986 World SF Convention held in Atlanta,
Georgia. [Ed.]
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The Best of the Bushel
The following columns from Hyphen 12, 14, 16, 18, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31
and 32, plus “Ad Astra?” from The Scarr and Vector, were first collected in
1979 as the Paranoid/Inca Press booklet The Best of the Bushel edited by Rob
Jackson and illustrated (including covers) by Jim Barker. Each column had a
new introduction by Bob Shaw himself, and the booklet as a whole was
introduced by Walt Willis.
Some of the columns were slightly amended by Bob for the The Best of
the Bushel.
Now read on....
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Introduction, 1979
Walter Willis

It is a great handicap for a writer or speaker to be given an excessively
fulsome introduction. Too often there is nowhere for him to go from there but
down. So, if only for the sake of your enjoyment of the pieces which follow,
let us agree that they are mere trifles, hastily scribbled on the back of plans
for bits of aeroplanes for an obscure amateur magazine of doubtful legibility
and minuscule circulation.
So that’s enough about Bob Shaw; let’s talk about me, and in particular
how I contracted this obscure mental illness I have, which causes me to
believe that everything Bob Shaw writes is funny or profound, or both.
Obviously it is a rare disease, because if it were common, Bob Shaw
would be much richer than he is. He would be able at least to have a separate
pair of braces (US – suspenders) for each of his pairs of trousers, which he
once confided to me was how he would know when he had become really
well off.
I can pinpoint the exact moment when I contracted my affliction. It was
when I was stencilling one of Bob’s early columns and I came on a phrase
about someone being kind to “a poor but clean old man”. With the ice-pick of
that deadly little word “clean”, Bob demolished the whole unstable edifice of
my middle-class, patronising Left Book Club socialism. I was never quite the
same again.
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On another occasion I rashly exposed another facade by quoting Oscar
Wilde’s line, “Each man kills the thing he loves”, unconsciously convinced
that any statement so often quoted must be valid. Bob on the other hand
considered it as if it had just been published in the letter section of the Belfast
Telegraph. “That,” he said, “is not true.” I looked again; of course it was not
true. It was romantic rubbish, like God knows how much other similar
claptrap I had believed just because it was fancy, and famous.
Perhaps “profound” is not quite the right word for this quality in Bob’s
writing: it implies a portentousness which is foreign to him. So let’s call in
aid another remembered conversation. We were discussing the nature of
humour, as we often used to do, and he mentioned with scorn the theory,
often associated with the name of Chaplin, that there is an element of pathos
in all great comedy. It was, I agreed, nonsense. Where was the pathos in
W.C. Fields or the Marx Brothers? The pathos in Chaplin is a cop-out, like
the sentimental song with which the old-style comic used to get himself off
the stage.
But later I got to thinking there was a germ of truth in there somewhere.
To be funny, humour must skate over the thin ice of pain, and this requires a
mordant observation of the human condition: whether it is the discomfiture of
a fat man slipping on a banana skin or that of the innocent reader tripping
over a pun.
It is this element of realism which I detect in Bob Shaw’s writing and
which I am tempted to identify as the missing element which industrial
Belfast has to add to the rather airy-fairy Celtic tradition of literature. The
main characteristics of Irish writers of the tradition which culminated in
James Joyce and Flann O’Brien were fantasy and word-play, both well
represented in Bob. But I also detect in his work the gritty reality of the
industrial working class, always epitomised for me in the Belfast saying, “A
borrowed saw cuts anything.”
I see that by appearing to cast Bob in the role of a one-man Irish literary
renaissance I am in danger of betraying the intentions of this introduction, but
I must mention one notable remark of his: “When you’ve read a book and
then forgotten it, you’re left with a different kind of ignorance.”
I have been thinking over this remark for some 25 years now and my
conclusion is that it says more about the nature of education than any single
sentence ever written; and that is what I meant about Bob being profound.
Just think: you go to school, secondary school, maybe university and then
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you get a job. A year after that, what is left of all that expensive education?
What facts can you actually muster about the Austrian Succession or the
exports of Tasmania or whatever? What is left, and what is really important,
is a matrix, a framework, into which you can put the facts when you have
occasion to require them again. So it is the matrix which counts and therefore
no disconnected fact or subject should ever be taught. It follows that all
education should start with cosmology and work inwards to the individual, or
start with the individual and work outwards to cosmology.
Writing of course is a sort of education, and the same rules apply to it.
And humour, of course, since it is concerned with the individual, must work
from the individual outwards. You will find this in Bob Shaw’s writings.
They are all part of the matrix of his own life and experience, without
extraneous falsity or pretension, and when you have read them you remember
them. They have integrity.
But I see I am again in danger of overselling these inconsequential
fragments. Ladies and Gentlemen, in the unavoidable absence of the speaker
we first invited, may I introduce Mr........ er...... Bob Shaw, whose talk I am
sure will be of interest to...... ah...... those who are interested in his work, and
who needs no introduction.
1979
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Pyrotechnics
This column, written more than twenty years ago, remains the one
which gives me the most pleasure to re-read. It is the most
evocative and nostalgic, perhaps because of the ambience of
Fireworks Night. Certainly, the occasion provided a perfect
opportunity to bring all of the characters of Irish Fandom together
on the stage and show them in action. It is sad to reflect that,
because of the Northern Ireland situation, the authorities had to ban
fireworks and therefore Halloween can no longer be celebrated in
the way I described here, in the winter of 1954....
On Saturday, October 30, the city of Belfast held its Halloween celebrations.
[Note: this is the Irish equivalent of Guy Fawkes day.] There was the usual
number of explosive sounds and bright flashes of light extending into the
small hours of Sunday morning. By Sunday night the last newly neurotic cat
had descended from the trees and all but the most cautious of old ladies had
removed the plugs from the ears of their pet canaries. By Monday the city
had relapsed into its normal, quietly humdrum existence....
Heh! Heh! Heh!
We held our display on Tuesday night.
At a quarter to eight George Charters arrived and I let him in. He was
wearing a bulky tweed coat and a bulky tweed cap, an outfit which makes
him look rather like a hairy mammoth with herring-bone skin. “Ah, there you
are,” he shouted. “I’m going to let you and the rest have it. I’m in form for
bloodshed. Just let me get at yiz – I’m dangerous tonight.”
“Wait a minute, George,” I said, “we won’t be playing ghoodminton for
a while yet – we’re having a fireworks display first.”
“That’s a pity,” he replied, “I was looking forward to a friendly game.”
We went out to the back where the others were gathered watching Walter let
off a few Fairy Sparklers for the benefit of his small daughter and two of her
playmates. We arrived just in time to hear the last of an argument between
him and James. James had tied two threepenny rockets together and fixed a
sparkler onto the bottom of the sticks. Walt had said that this contraption
would rise no higher than a single rocket, which remark had caused James to
fall back on his BIS jargon in indignant denial. He spouted a lot of highly
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technical data and knelt to ignite his masterpiece. He lit the sparkler and the
two fuses and leapt back, glancing resentfully at the layer of slightly leaky
cloud a mere two thousand feet up. He resigned himself to losing sight of the
rocket before it really got going.
We all stood there in the damp darkness – waiting. The sparkler burned
merrily inside the milk bottle for about three minutes and then went out.
“Stand back,” warned James as we closed in a bit. “It will go thundering
skywards any second now.” About a minute later the slightly touched paper
was all consumed and the rockets began to blast. They thundered skywards
for about ten feet, faltered, keeled over and wobbled drunkenly along the
ground for a short distance. They barely cleared a fence and expired fitfully
in somebody’s back garden.
We could see that James was shaken, that his faith in rocketry was
shattered, so nobody spoke. We just laughed.
“Let’s get on with the other stuff,” said Walter. “What else have we?”
As I told him about my deadly arsenal of Atomic Crashers and Little
Demons, and John Berry babbled enthusiastically about the blast areas and
flame throwing abilities of his stuff, it seemed to me that Walter’s face paled
slightly. “I’ve been thinking,” he announced after a few moments. “There
isn’t much space here – let’s all go round to my father’s house.” This seemed
a good idea so we set off. As I passed James he was staring at the point where
his rocket had disappeared and muttering, “The fools! The poor fools!
They’ll never reach the Moon.”
With rustling raincoats and squelching shoes we trooped along through
the fine drizzle to a house several quiet streets away. Walter opened the front
gate and ushered us all in; for some reason he seemed happier now, and
placed us at the side of the house with a severe injunction to keep quiet. We
huddled against the gable while Walter brought Carol and the other two little
girls to the front door and rang the bell. We listened with bated breath as he
explained how, out of the goodness of his kindly heart, he wanted to treat the
children to a few fireworks. He reappeared and we trudged round to the back.
I saw the rain-blurred faces of Walter’s father and mother peering out of
a side window as Walter went by with his silent retinue of small children.
The faces began to withdraw, then reappeared hurriedly as Madeleine Willis
and my wife Sadie passed into their ken. They remained there in silent
bewilderment as James and his fiancée Peggy went by, closely followed by
John, then me. They drew back instinctively as George lumbered past in the
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rear in his bulky tweed overcoat and bulky tweed cap. I felt sorry for those
faces.
To begin the display we shot off a few rockets in their natural state.
These flew quite well but they all seemed to fly in the one direction – towards
a dimly seen house in the row whose back gardens abutted on the one we
were in, separated from us by a tennis court. After we had tired of this we
began the second part of the show – the aerodynamic section. I had brought
some of the flying squibs known as “Flying Imps” and glued wings onto
them making them look like tiny V2s. I felt proud of these little spaceships
for they flew perfectly, although the weight of the wings always brought
them down again. Funnily enough, these too all landed on or around the same
house. I became distinctly aware of slight stirrings of life from the direction
of this ill-fated building, but it didn’t seem worth mentioning.
The next item was the ascent of John’s Viking. He had sawn the stick
off a shilling rocket and glued on balsa wood wings and painted it in big
black and white checks. It was lovely looking. We lit it and stood back. At
that moment we heard an aeroplane passing over very high and somebody
suggested trying to bring it down, somebody else began to hum “Dragnet”
and I heard Walter muttering something about lighting the blue paper and
retiring from fandom. At that moment the Viking took off. It was magnificent
the way it climbed on a pillar of blinding incandescence, just the way they do
in the books. Everybody agreed afterwards that it was the best thing in the
show. There was only one thing wrong. John must have made one of the
wings heavier than the others, because pretty high up the rocket leaned to one
side and turned over, still blasting away. I looked round for a shovel with the
vague idea of digging a slit trench, but I need not have worried – it nosedived
the same house as before.
Next I let off some of my high explosive ones but only a couple of them
banged and Walter’s father came out to see what was happening. He looked
at his garden which we had reduced to a pretty fair imitation of Flanders. I
heard him say, “This is a good place to let them off,” and he wasn’t even
slightly sarcastic. Honest.
Sadie and Madeleine were beginning to get bored with the poor
performance of the bangers so they called for something new. James must
have been still carrying the mental scars of his earlier brush with the force of
gravity, for he suggested tying two rockets together so that they face in
opposite directions.... “Let them lie there and strain.” This sadistic idea was
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quashed by John, who suggested tying four rockets together and holding
them with pliers until they were all firing. James countered this by pointing
out that we had no parachute to wear “just in case”.
We finally decided to tie an Atomic Crasher onto a rocket. Now, I have
a theory about these particular squibs. I bought them in one bundle and I
think that, by some mistake in the factory, the first six I lit had had no
explosive in them. Also I think that all the powder that should have gone into
them went into number seven. As luck would have it that was the one we put
on the rocket. While we were sellotaping it on James, who was beginning to
recover his faith, worked out the chances of a good flight. “A 3d rocket and a
1d banger... hmmm! That’s a pretty good lift – a three to one ratio.” Getting
even more hopeful, he said we might even break the sound barrier. I never
heard of anything sillier – for supersonic flight you need a sixpenny rocket at
least.
Anyway I lit the Atomic Crasher, waited a few seconds, and then lit the
rocket. It went up at a terrific velocity. It had achieved quite a fair height
when the weight of the banger pulled it over to one side. It turned and
zoomed downwards, its trail of sparks now reinforced by those from the
squib. It disappeared from view behind a hedge, but we could see that it had
landed... yes, that’s right... fair and square in the backyard of the same house.
Exactly at the moment of impact the Atomic Crasher exploded. I saw the
intervening hedge limned with crimson flame and the ground shook below
our feet. Everybody burst out laughing except me – I had belatedly
remembered that there had been somebody moving out there. Somebody in
our group said in a stricken voice, “My Ghod! The Russkis have got in first.”
James said, “The lights are going out all over town.” When our ears stopped
ringing we realised that every dog for miles around was appealing in a loud
voice to its canine Ghu to come and save it. Suddenly through the sounds in
my head and the, I suspect, slightly hysterical laughter and the yammering of
the dogs I heard what I had been dreading to hear –
From the direction of that last appalling detonation, borne on the rainladen night air, there came faint piteous cries.
I don’t know what the poor devil was trying to say but he certainly
sounded as if he was in a bad way. My sleep is still haunted by his faint
bleats of bewilderment mingled with pure fear and helpless, impotent anger.
James, who was by this time once more his old devil-may-care self, gleefully
whispered, “That gap in that row of houses wasn’t there before.”
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The more prudent of us decided that we had better move on before the
police cars arrived, so we gathered our gear and set off back to Walter’s. As
we were walking back I found a Flying Imp in my pocket so I let it off in the
street. I can’t remember much about the ensuing few seconds but John has
covered it for me....
•
[JOHN BERRY writing: I noticed that Bob was absent. I looked round, and
saw him bending down by a front gate. I hurried on, presuming he was trying
to complete the night’s destruction by blowing up the gate with his last
Atomic Crasher. Seconds later I heard a hissing noise, followed by a cry of
frustration. I looked round, startled. There was Bob, eyes protruding, cheeks
puffed out, his feet a sheer blur of slashing movement. He flashed past, coat
tails akimbo, hotly pursued by a Flying Imp with a long comet-like tail. The
nose of the Imp was about 2½" from Bob’s nether regions. I yelled to the
crowd, and they parted respectfully to make way for the strange procession.
There was a final devastating explosion, then silence and utter darkness. We
pulled Bob from the hedge, carefully removing the Imp. Sadie retrieved his
collar and tie from a nearby lamp-post. We eventually managed to calm him
down, none the worse for his impulsive flight.]
•
[BOB SHAW Ctd.] Thank you, John. Personally I refuse to believe that I
could ever behave in such an undignified manner, but let the readers judge
for themselves. See the way when anybody makes a crack at me I just laugh?
Back at Walter’s I planted my remaining banger in the damp earth and
lit it. To tell the truth I was still thinking about that unknown soul whose
evening reverie had been so rudely shattered... that’s how I failed to notice
that the blue paper had broken off this one. I absent-mindedly touched the
match to it and found to my horror that I was squatting (off balance too) in a
shower of sparks from a prematurely exploding Atomic Crasher. Gibbering
horribly with undiluted fear I took off down the path, travelling about six
inches above the ground. I crashed through the world record for the twenty
yards, the sound barrier and several ranks of grinning fans and femmes. I was
proud of that dash – it made me feel like one of the Unkillables in Final
Blackout. Gritting my teeth to keep my heart from bouncing out onto the
ground I turned to witness the explosion of the Hell-Bomb.
It went...... “phhht”.
A dimly seen object that I had taken to be a huge pile of dustbins painted
20

in zigzag camouflage turned out to be George Charters in his bulky tweed
coat and cap. It said, in a patient voice, “Now will you go up and play
ghoodminton?”
So we all went in for friendly, safe, predictable ghoodminton.
December 1954
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BoSh Goes Loco
This column appeared in “-”* in June of 1955. I wrote this
introductory paragraph almost exactly twenty years later in a
newly-completed office-cum-study which I had built in my garden,
and – this is Ghu’s truth – I had to stop for a minute in the middle
of it because a small dark spider came running in from outside and
went for me! It was moving so quickly that I had a few panicky
moments before I managed to kick it to death. I have a sneaky
feeling they’ll get me yet....
* Perhaps needless to explain this occasionally-used short form of Hyphen. [Ed.]

The other day I was sitting as is my wont (I always sit this way. I can’t
help it. Sometimes as I lie taking stock of my life in the long introspective
hours of the silent night I say to myself, “BoSh, old chap, you’ll just have to
stop this sitting as is your wont – give it up while there is still time. Before it
gets to be a habit.” But it is no use. My wont shakes its head, gives me a
smog glance and I have to follow soot. Anything my wont won’t want I
won’t want). honing the edge of my ghoodminton bat and thinking to myself
that if John Berry could attempt to train a budgie to talk I should be able to
train one to hone my bat. Come to think of it, I was just muttering, have I not
heard of pigeons that do that? Suddenly Walter spoke to me.
“Do you realise,” he said, absent-mindedly straightening the barbed wire
on the ghoodminton bat, “that ‘The Glass Bushel’ is Hyphen’s oldest
department? The only one in since the beginning!”
I was amazed. Here in Belfast among my circle of inmates I have a
reputation for the transient nature of my projects, which usually fade out after
a few short days of uncertain existence. Could I have done this glorious
thing? After the initial shock had worn off I began to think about my column
and all the things that had happened to me since I first began it.
One of the things that immediately springs to mind is the way in which
after every GB in which I devoted all my space to a semi-pro type story, we
received an anguished protest from Gregg Calkins who apparently hates that
sort of thing. Write about fans! He has said this so often that I am going to do
just that to please him. Now. The only fans that I know enough about to
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enable me to produce an article on them are those here in Ireland and since
the arrival of John Berry, sometimes known here as The Chronicleer, this is
not possible. He writes up everything. I did have the idea of shouting
“Copyright” in a loud firm voice immediately anything of interest took place.
This worked all right – once. That was the fireworks article a few months
back. But John, sensing that his supply of material was being imperilled, only
shook his head doggedly, causing a shower – almost Fortean in nature – of
old toothbrushes and long lost combs to fly out of his moustache, and retired
into the corner to devise his countermove. When he produced his answer to
my ploy it was devastatingly simple, as only his sort of brain could produce,
and unbeatable.
John now writes up everything before it happens. This accounts for the
large fantastic element that creeps into his articles and it also means that I
have to retract my scope even further. There is only one field of material left.
Me.
From now on every GB will contain some fresh outpourings, more
wordy flows from yet another and another faucet of my character. Now read
on....
There is a dark shadow over my life far more ominous than the one cast
by Them in the film of that name, because after all it only took a few army
divisions equipped with flamethrowers and bazookas to rout that menace.
Nothing to it. But when ordinary, everyday, common or garden insects pick
on you, you’ve had it. There is nothing you can do, you see. When fifteenfoot ants wander about knocking down houses and frightening policemen, the
general public is solidly behind you when you start shooting thermite about;
but, just try anything like that on an ordinary insect and you’ll soon find
yourself a social outcast.
Why is it necessary to use such drastic measures on poor little creepers,
you might say. Well, it all began with the time I brutally murdered two
spiders. The first one fell victim to my airgun under very extenuating
circumstances which were described in Vin¢ Clarke’s late and very lamented
SFN, so I will not go into that here. The second one I hit with a pickaxe.
I remember the day well. I came out of the drawing office in a hurry to
get home to my tea and ran down to the workshop where I had left my
bicycle. I was just about to jump on when I noticed a spider, a large stupidlooking spider, dangling around the chain wheel. If I rode away it would get
smeared all over everything and I didn’t like the idea of that, so I tried to
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shake it off. It refused to come.
I spent long impatient minutes trying to dislodge the brute, and when I
finally succeeded I was gibbering with rage. The spider scampered away up
the brick wall and it seemed to me that I could detect derision in the way it
wobbled its legs. I looked around for something to hit the thing with and my
gaze alighted on a huge pickaxe that a workman had left lying about. I hefted
it and swung it at the wall, grinning ferociously, and when I looked to see the
result I found an inch-deep hole in the wall with spider’s legs sticking out all
round the perimeter. They were waving gently like palm trees on the edge of
a small lake.
I was immediately sorry for what I had done so I apologised to the tiny
crater, looked all about to make sure that I hadn’t been seen and rode off
home. Another spider must have seen its mate encountering the insect
equivalent of the atom bomb though, for, ever since that day, all varieties of
tiny winged and many-legged things have been attacking me.
Have you ever been savaged by a moth? I can tell you it is a fearsome
sight to see a berserk moth flying at you without a hope of doing you real
damage or getting away, like a Jap suicide pilot bent on his own destruction.
The night that happened to me I was lying in bed reading when I realised that
this moth had entered through the open window.
I decided to treat it with contemptuous disregard and continued to read.
Suddenly I felt a stinging blow on the ear and then another on the face as I
looked up to see what was happening. At last I realised the horrible truth. I
was being attacked by a defenceless moth! Wasps I can handle with ease
because I don’t mind hitting them and they don’t move as fast as a
shuttlecock, but this was too much. Mewing with fright I drew back into the
corner and made blind swipes at the moth, which was keeping up its insane
onslaught. I felt the way Goliath must surely have felt as he noted the
fearlessness of David’s advance.
Suddenly I landed an uppercut on the moth and then, as it was flopping
about in the air, I sent in a right hook that knocked it into a big box in which I
kept books and junk. I went over to have a closer look at the dead hero. I
leaned over the box. Boink! It came shooting out again at tremendous speed
and hit me on the face.
It was psychological stuff. By this time I was in a dead funk and it was
all I could do to start throwing punches again, but after a series of panicky
swipes I hit the ferocious moth and, as luck would have it, it landed back in
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the box. This time I took no chances. I dashed over, almost hysterical now,
and lifted the box and shook it up and down, churning all the stuff inside
about like stones in a concrete mixer. After minutes of this I set the box down
and went back to bed without looking inside.
About half an hour later, when I put out the light to go to sleep, I was
lying in the darkness when I heard something. It was the moth fluttering
about inside the box among all the books, old poster colour pots, telescope
parts and throwing knives. I closed my eyes tight and lay there without
moving and, after a long long time, the noise went away.

The above account is quite true and it shows the horrible way in which the
insects work – they can’t win but they fight anyway. Like the story about the
aliens whose way to fight was to dash up to their enemies and cut their own
throats. Another night I came up to go to bed, threw back the sheets and was
just about to hop in when I realised I had seen something black disappearing
in below the blanket. Cautiously I pulled the bedclothes back a little further
and discovered a beetle clinging to the sheet.
Now this was a tricky problem. I wasn’t going to actually touch the
thing and yet I had to get it off onto the floor so that it could be disposed of. I
dragged the sheet in question to one side of the bed, so that the part to which
the beetle was clinging was hanging over the side, and flapped it about with
all my strength. When I had finished the beetle was still hanging there
unperturbed. Feeling the old dread coming back, I looked around wildly for
something to use and I noticed one of those things like mops that are used for
polishing linoleum. It was out on the landing. I brought it in, closed the door
and played several golfing shots at the beetle. It was no use. In the end I had
to put the sheet right down on the floor and sweep the thing off, making a
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mess of the sheet as I did so. Once on the floor the beetle just sat there,
probably picking the torn shreds of linen out of his powerful claws or
whatever it is they walk about on. Feverishly I looked about for my shoes;
then I remembered I had come upstairs in my socks, so it was the mop again.
I put it over the beetle with the handle sticking vertically upwards and leaned
on it with all my might, turning it round and round for good measure. When I
looked under the mop there was no sign of any intruder so I concluded I had
crushed it right into the floor and I set the mop against the wall, changed into
my slumber suit and got into bed.
A minute later I saw the beetle come walking out from under the mop.
At two in the morning when your confidence in yourself has been badly
shaken, this is not funny. I leaped out of bed, grabbed the mop and pounded it
vertically downwards onto the beetle. In the other bedrooms people began to
stir and mutter in their sleep, but I was past caring. I looked down and the
thing was still there. I began a regular pounding, heedless of the startled
grunts from the room next door, and after about twelve blows there was no
sign of the beetle on the floor.
This time I was not to be fooled. I turned the mop upside down and there
it was clinging onto the strands. Giggling faintly, I dashed out onto the
landing and ran downstairs to the kitchen, determined to burn the beetle to
death. The fire had not been lit that day. I set the mop down and the beetle,
sensing that I was really out for blood, scuttled out moving at roughly the
speed of sound. It went round the room several times looking for a dark place
to hide, and as our kitchen is small and compact and fairly modern, it didn’t
find one.
When I had overcome the instinctive fear that this unexpected ability to
travel like a speeding racer had inspired in me, I lifted one of the heavy chairs
so that the front legs were about half-an-inch clear of the floor. It was very
dark and safe-looking in below them. The beetle swerved sharply and
skidded to a halt under one of the legs.
Feeling ashamed of myself for the underhand trick I had played, I let the
chair fall and went up to my bed.
•
The above are only two examples taken from my casebook – there are many
others. Readers of Paul Enever’s Orion might remember the description of
how a daddy-longlegs drowned itself in my tea, which is another method of
attack. However, now that I have got this down on paper I feel better about it
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all because, if I am ever found dead in an empty room with my eyes glazed
over with fear and a water pistol half full of insecticide in my hand, perhaps
somebody will remember this and call out a few army divisions equipped
with flamethrowers and bazookas and thermite bombs and tanks and rockets
to hunt down and destroy the dirty rotten flea or beetle that did it.
•
How many fans know that there exists another worldwide organisation which
has advantages and interests to offer even greater than those we derive from
fandom? The name of this mysterious organisation? It is none other than the
Boy Scouts!
Yes, I too have always regarded the familiar Scouts with their proverbial
knobbly knees and arrays of badges as being people wasting good energy that
could have been used for the production of fanzines. I used to sneer at them
and shout, “Come on the BB,” from the window of the bus when I passed one
of their troops, but that is all over now.
The reason for this change of heart? Well, the other night I happened to
glance through a copy of Scouting for Boys by Lord Baden-Powell, which is
the basic literature of the organisation. It is a series of informal lectures,
called “Camp Fire Yarns”, on the various topics of interest to Scouts. It is the
Scout equivalent of The Enchanted Duplicator.
In CFY No. 7 which is entitled “Signals & Commands”, I came across
this interesting little problem. See how you get on with it: it beat me, so I’ll
give it exactly as in the book to keep everything fair.
In the American Civil War, Captain Clowry, a scout officer, wanted
to give warning to a large force of his own army that the enemy
were going to attack it unexpectedly during the night; but he could
not get to his friends because there was a flooded river between
them which he could not cross, and a storm of rain was going on.
What would you have done if you had been he?
Well, I sat and thought about this for some time and the best I could think of
was to get into the river, swim down to the sea, take a boat to India and settle
down to planting tea or cotton or something, and find out what happened in
the papers. Somehow I was pretty sure this wasn’t the right answer so I read
on to see what an experienced scout would have done. Here it is exactly as
printed on p.56:
A good idea struck him. He got hold of an old railway engine that
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was standing near him. He lit the fire and got up steam in her, and
then started to blow the whistle with long and short blasts – what is
called the Morse Code alphabet. Soon his friends heard..........
You can just imagine all the Scouts who had been working on this problem
slapping their knobbly knees in self disgust and saying, “Of course! Why did
I not think of that? It’s the obvious thing to do....” But to me, a member of the
uninitiated, this casual employment of old railway engines that just happened
to be standing about smacked of magic, another and alien way of thinking.
Puzzled and curious I read on through the book in the hope of finding
something that would throw light on the problem; then at last I discovered
one pregnant sentence that solved the whole thing. When you knew the real
facts there was actually nothing queer about the idea of a railway engine and
the wherewithal to get up steam in her standing on the bank of a flooded river
during a civil war. Here is the sentence:
... but it takes a good deal of practice before a tenderfoot can get
into the habit of really noting everything and letting nothing escape
his eyes.
There was a lot more in the same vein, saying that a trained person can see
things that are there all the time but which the layman cannot perceive
through not knowing how. After thinking this over, it dawned on me that
there was no mystery or coincidence at all involved in the episode mentioned.
You see, although we are blind to them and don’t know they are there, the
whole world is covered with old railway engines and heaps of coal! They are
everywhere.
When next you go out to work, look again at the trolley bus that passes
you in the street. Strip away all preconceived notions and attitudes of mind.
Now do you not see that it is really a large locomotive? Look at your
neighbour’s rock garden; is it not really a heap of nutty slack? Those prefabs
across the way: is that not something suspiciously like wheels peeping out
from below the window box?
Probably most of you, steeped in your habits of thought, will never be
able to see through to the real nature of the world around you, and perhaps it
is just as well. Just think of the tremendous impact on human affairs if this
knowledge became generally accepted! Just considering one aspect of this,
the field of literature would be thrown into a state of chaos.
For instance, all those stories of the good girl whose boyfriend drops her
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on a lonely country road in the middle of the night because she refuses to
cooperate with him in his nature studies would look pretty silly if you read
something like this:
“What was I to do? I had no idea that Jack would turn out to be the
sort of person he was, and as he sat there holding the door of the
car open invitingly I was tempted to get back in beside him, for it
had begun to rain and I was scared.
“My resolution began to waver.
“Suddenly I had a good idea. I climbed into an old railway
engine that was standing nearby, got up steam in her and drove
back to the town....”
And furthermore there is no longer any justification for early pioneers in the
West making a circle of their waggons and shooting out a losing battle with
Indians. The Apaches or Sioux would probably be completely demoralised to
see a fleet of old railway engines charging at them from behind a screen of
covered waggons. It requires only a little imagination to realise that nearly
every great book in the world would be spoiled. Even the titles wouldn’t look
the same. Who could enjoy a book or a film with such names as:
Uncle Tom’s Driving Cabin
The Ascent of Coalheap Everest
Pandora & the Flying Scotsman
Desire Under the L.M.S.
With this disquieting thought planted firmly in your minds I will now
conclude this appearance of the Glass Bushel, Hyphen’s longest lasting
department. If any of you think of any further effects or consequences I
would be glad to hear of them so that I can incorporate them into the next
GB, thus giving you lots of egoboo and saving me lots of work. In the
meantime, I am going to pop over to the loco for a pint.
June 1955
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Canadian Capers (1)
In 1956 the Shaws emigrated to Canada for almost three years, and
the following column describes our first encounters with Dave
Rhodes, one of the most entertaining characters I ever met. I still
treasure the conversation I overheard between him and his miserly
landlady when I called to give him a ride to work one morning:
Landlady: I’ve given you a marvellous treat for your lunch
today.
David: What is it?
Landlady: Sardine sandwiches with garlic.
David: You’ll have to make me something else – I hate garlic.
Landlady: I didn’t put much garlic in.
David: Doesn’t matter. I can’t bear the taste of garlic.
Landlady: I put hardly any in.
David: I don’t care.
Landlady: In fact, I put in so little garlic you can’t even taste
it.
David (sniffs): Some bloody treat!
This is the first GB to be written in Canada, and as I have done a lot of
rambling of late this article will do the same. Anybody that has moved his
abode and effects over a long distance will know what I mean when I say that
things get a bit disorganised, so for once the GB will not have that precision
of structure, that beautiful balance and intricacy of relationship between its
separate parts for which all my previous columns have been noted. I daresay
it will turn out to be a sort of trickle of consciousness effort.
The journey over here was more or less uneventful.
Sadie and I wandered around Liverpool for a few hours and then went
aboard the Empress of Scotland after passing through the customs. The only
thing of note there was that I found myself sitting opposite a small man with
a weatherbeaten face not unlike that of a moronic gorilla. I conceived an
instant hatred for him and prayed that I wouldn’t see him on the voyage. We
had lunch on board at one thirty and the ship sailed at four.
When the ship was wriggling out of Liverpool I went to the Chief
Steward to make dining-room reservations. I joined the line and found that I
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was standing right behind gorilla-face. I watched his moronic face and
listened to his moronic conversation with an almost equally moronic
companion. It turned out he originally came from Scotland but had lived in
Canada for thirty years. He liked his friends to call him Scotty. He
pronounced it Scaddy.
I was relieved when a thick-set young man who looked like an
intelligent Raymond Burr tapped me on the shoulder and introduced himself
as David Rhodes. He was another draughtsman going to the same firm as I
was. Cook’s had made us mutually aware of each other some weeks previous
and Sadie had sent him up from the cabin where he had called to see me. We
talked for a few minutes, but the proximity of gorilla-face was too much for
David and he arranged to meet me later. I booked our places at a table and
got David a seat with us. As it happened, there was another structural
draughtsman, from Wales (David is from Glasgow), at the same table. We
had a sort of convention.
Nothing much happened that day as Sadie and I were tired out through
not being able to sleep on the crossing from Belfast on the previous night.
I rose early next morning and went up on deck. The sea was rough and
the ship was rolling quite a bit. I saw the mountainous coast of Ireland quite
near and remembered that the passenger list had shown the route to pass close
to Donegal. I immediately began to look for Port na Blach where the Willis
and Shaw families had spent the previous summer holidays. I soon found it
and a host of other familiar landmarks and was just about to dash down and
arouse Sadie when I noticed something wrong.
Ireland was on the right side of the ship instead of the left. I got a bit
worried over this and decided that something was wrong with the ship, and
they were putting back to Liverpool without saying anything for fear of
panic. Just then Glynn, the Welsh draughtsman, showed up and I explained
my fears to him. He laughed uproariously for a minute at my folly and then
informed me that we were passing south of Scotland. He pointed out distant
mountains beyond the first range on the coast and reeled off a string of place
names in the Hebrides. I was impressed.
Just then David appeared with the news that the ship had changed from
the planned course to miss bad weather and that we were passing south of
Ireland. Glynn muttered something about distances being deceptive over
water, and went below. I took my first look at the extreme South of Ireland
and marvelled at its resemblance to the North of Ireland. That was the first
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day out and the ship covered 316 miles in rough sea. I noticed that the diningroom crowd had been reduced to about half by the motion of the ship.
Considering that the ship weighed 26,300 tons I had expected the
motion to be very slight, but the ship really rolled about. The wind was force
5, i.e. a fresh breeze. The next day the wind was 6 to 12 and we covered 415
miles. Next day the wind was 10 to 12 (12 being hurricane) and we only did
178 miles. I’m telling you all this because on the menu for the last dinner it’s
all set out for you and it’s a pity to waste it.
Eating was an experience under those conditions. The famous Shaw gut
adjusted to the antics of the ship immediately and I never felt better in my
life. I used to go up onto a perilous-looking bridge projecting over the
extreme end of the ship and watch the sea fighting into the sky for hours. The
spray-laden air gave me quite an appetite, and I used to go into the diningroom anxious to do justice to the fine food we got. By this time the tables
which had started off with about ten people apiece were only seating one or
two. It was fascinating to watch the reactions of ordinary people to the
pitching and rolling of the floor. Most of them leaned against the roll of the
ship in an effort to keep vertical. This was in accordance with the advice of
the Chief Steward, who walked around most of the time with that superior
look that experienced seamen get in bad weather. He was an adept at this
technique of staying vertical.

It only failed him once. The ship heeled over even further than usual, and the
Steward was leaning forward with his nose almost touching the floor,
smirking to himself. Just when the slope was greatest the ship gave a little
kick which lifted the Steward’s rubber soles clear of the floor and, obeying
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the law of gravity, he shot down the slope like a torpedo. Accompanied by a
shower of cutlery, bread rolls, baked potatoes and apples he sped through a
crowd of waiters who were clinging to stanchions, and ended up below the
cutlery sideboard. He was still calling out in a muffled voice, “Lean against
the roll of the ship! Stay vertical!”
There was another school of thought which deemed it better to go with
the ship and remain in a plane normal to the floor. Unfortunately this group
diminished sadly when its leading exponent, a thin, pale woman, went head
over heels backwards out of her chained-down chair and banged her head on
a table about twenty feet away. She went around for the rest of the voyage
with a bewildered expression on her face and a swathe of bandages around
her head.
My own idea was to go willingly with the ship, but to keep a firm grip
on something immovable. I gripped the leg of the table with my knees and
am happy to say that I didn’t lose a bread roll during the whole trip. The rolls
were great fun. We got them with every meal, and there was always a couple
of dozen of them scuttling up and down the floor. Plates and saucers would
often float quite leisurely off the tables, poise in the air for a tantalising
instant and then dash themselves onto the floor. People would aim carefully
at a piece of bread and then with great deliberation smear butter along their
forearms. One waiter tore by us on one leg with his tray completely out of
control and smashed into the wall. He must have had a sense of humour, for
he looked the elderly lady he was serving straight in the eye, delicately lifted
her upended soup-bowl and held it out to her, dripping and upside down.
“Your soup, Madam,” he grinned, and staggered away roaring with laughter.
On the fifth and sixth days the weather was comparatively smooth and
we put into Halifax on a foggy evening. We went through the Canadian
customs and boarded our train, and found that gorilla-face, who had been
everywhere I went on the ship, was in the same compartment. He was within
a few feet of me for the next two days, and he didn’t drop dead, which shows
there is nothing in thought transference. The only satisfaction I got was when
they found out that David was a Scot and sent for him to have a drink. David
went down, drank all their whiskey, and came back.
David is like that. Nothing daunts or hurts him. The first morning we
went to work he pounded up to the front door, which is one of those modern
glass efforts, and twisted the handle. It didn’t open the door, so he gave an
impatient push with his shoulder. I said that he was like Raymond Burr –
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built like a grizzly bear. The door was not meant for treatment like that. It
split from top to bottom, and the glass slowly disengaged itself from the
frame and dropped into the porch. A number of the firm’s employees were
about, and while I was trying to shrink into the ground for having even been
near him David surveyed them coldly and disgustedly, then crunched through
the broken glass into the building. Those whom he had looked at seemed to
quail slightly. He made them feel guilty about being in a firm that put up such
shoddy doors.
David disrupted the Drawing Office when we finally got settled into it.
It was the quietest, most industrious place I ever worked in, and I felt
compelled to sit down and shut up. We worked for a time during which the
only sound was that of racing pencils. Suddenly, at the top of his voice,
David burst into a solemn ballad called “The Virgin Sturgeon”, which dealt
mainly with the aphrodisiacal effect of caviar upon various of the singer’s
relatives. Several of the draughtsmen around him went rigid with shock, then
sat around with sickly smiles until he had finished. Office doors in other parts
of the building opened and enquiries were made. David didn’t notice.
He sang at intervals through the morning, each time with the same
effect, until he felt it was time for tea. When he was told there were no teabreaks he was astounded. The men that had broken the news to him were
from Holland, and David informed them that if they had not been from such a
backward, uncivilised part of the world they would never have let themselves
be tricked into slave labour for a gang of profiteers. The chief draughtsman
developed a pained expression during this loud speech. It grew more
pronounced during the day as David, still disgruntled, held up to voluble
ridicule everything about the firm that differed from the way he liked it. I
think everyone was glad to see him go home that evening.
Next day he had recovered his good humour, and in an excess of good
spirits jerked the lever too hard in the toilet and flooded the place out. By this
time the men were beginning to get used to his singing, so things were not
too bad. A couple of days later he showed up with some tremendous
calculation which involved the rate of currency exchange, average wages
throughout the world, the difference between lunar and calendar months, and
numerous other factors. The end result of this calculation, he announced in a
loud voice which carried through the whole building, was that we were all
being paid the equivalent of £5-6-8 a week back home. Men that were
standing near him scurried away. More doors opened. David didn’t notice.
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The Glass Bushel will be written in Canada for the next two years or so,
but if I have to go home before that – you will know the reason why.
August 1956
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Rush Report re Portrush
This particular article is, to me, proof positive that everybody
should keep a diary. I go around thinking I can remember all of my
life in detail, but in fact I can’t – and this becomes apparent when a
very old piece of writing turns up to act as a memory-jogger. I read
the following article after a lapse of more than twenty years, and it
might have been written by a stranger. Some of the names
mentioned in it were meaningless to me at first, until certain brain
cells were reactivated and it all came, as they say, flooding back.
I’m glad it did, because it made me realise how much my lot has
improved since I was a member of the Boys’ Brigade.

John Berry’s adventure in the last Hyphen set me thinking of the first time I
saw that little holiday resort. It was during that period of my life when I was a
reluctant member of the Boys’ Brigade, and the Company went there for
summer camp one year.
A series of minor disasters with tents and equipment had inspired in the
Company officers a deeply rooted distaste for the great outdoors, and, by the
time I joined, the word “camping” had come to denote taking over a cheap
boarding-house for a week. The adventurous souls who had decided to make
the trip in this particular year mustered in the railway station one grey, drizzly
Saturday morning. The rain was coming down in leisurely, vertical lines and
looked as if it could stay that way indefinitely.
Things began to go wrong almost at once.
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One of the lieutenants hated me. His name was Johnny and he was a
large, beefy young man with a round, red face and humourless eyes. He hated
me because at that particular time I had a particular gasping sort of laugh
which I was totally unable to control, and which sometimes reduced me to
the point where I had to lie down to recover my power of breathing. I think
he felt that this was bad for discipline.
I saw Johnny working his way down the line (we were queued at the
barrier) collecting our money so that we wouldn’t lose it. My parents had
warned me that I was getting only a certain amount of holiday money and
that I had better conserve it if I wanted to have enough for the camp. I had
ignored the warning and they had remained firm – with the result that I had
slightly less than a pound with me. Some of the others had ten times that.
When Johnny asked me for my cash I said, “No.” I didn’t want to let
him know my weak financial position. The part of his neck that bulged over
his collar turned a deeper red. He lifted his gaze to the sooty trusses and rainwashed skylights of the station and stood like that for a moment. After a time
he said, “Why?”
I didn’t know what to say. I glanced wildly around me for succour and
saw only my friend McCreedy moving away from us towards the barrier.
McCreedy was a thin pale youth who had only been drawn to me by the fact
that I was more persecuted in the Company than he. By a strange coincidence
he too was having a difficult period as far as laughing was concerned. He was
in a sort of “silent heave” stage and his efforts to control this made his face
twitch in an alarming manner.
I could see from the convulsions of McCreedy’s body and the spasmodic
movement of his ears that he had seen me being put on the spot and the sight
had brought on one of his attacks. To my horror, I felt my own lungs give a
sympathetic squeeze and a preliminary sob escaped my lips.
Johnny recognised the danger signs. “Shaw,” he gritted murderously, “I
hope you’re not going to start.”
“Hhawnngghhh! Hhawngghh!” I said weakly, trying to ignore
McCreedy who was now a purplish colour and twitching from head to foot
like a veteran of chorea. The situation was saved by Johnny noticing that the
Company had moved through the barrier and was boarding the train. He gave
me a threatening-pleading-reproachful look, grabbed his bags and ran away. I
could see that he was worried about how his holiday was going to turn out.
At Portrush we emerged from the body-warmed, clammy interior of the
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carriage (all the Privates had managed to squeeze into one section, thus
making it impossible for an N.C.O. to travel with us) into the same kind of
light, persistent rain. We made a rough formation and marched off to the digs
lugging our cases. I still remember that cheerful march vividly – jogging
along through the grey, spotless, rain-scoured streets, smelling linseed oil
from cricket bats, seeing muddy football boots dangling from rucksacks,
being slapped with wet inner-tubes which some of us had brought to use as
water-wings.
We reached the boarding house, settled in, made gleeful discoveries
about who was in the same room with whom, and had our first meal. When
the meal was over we went out and found that the rain had stopped.
I was lounging around the entrance when a fellow called Wishart
approached me. “Let’s go down to the fun fair,” he said. I was quite flattered,
because Wishart was one of the leading members of the Company, but I was
chary about starting to squander my little stock of cash so soon.
“I don’t know if I can,” I hedged. “My money...”
“Never worry about money. I’ve got plenty here,” he said. “Let’s go.”
This was great; I went with him to Barry’s where we rode on dodgems,
shot rifles, raced in little racing cars, ate ice cream, fed the slot machines,
and, in general, had a good time. When we got back to the digs at about
eleven I went to my room where I played Monopoly with McCreedy and
another unfortunate called Knox. I even did well at Monopoly, which was
unusual for me as I had a fatal weakness for buying cheap property with low
returns.
The game had been in progress for about half an hour when there was a
knock at the door and Wishart came in.
“Welcome, kind and noble Wishart,” I blabbered loudly. “Wilt thou sit
with us and share our humble repast?” McCreedy and Knox looked at me
admiringly – I was Wishart’s friend. I was a success.
Wishart produced a piece of paper, handed it to me and said, “There’s a
list of all the things we did down at Barry’s. You owe me eight bob.”
This was about half my stock. I mustered a trembling smile and gave
him his money then went back to Monopoly. I got put out of the game and
went to bed. I felt sick.
Next day things were fairly quiet. I kept out of Johnny’s way and
managed to reach bedtime without losing any more cash. On Monday
morning the stamp-collecting fiend descended on me. “I’ve discovered a
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great shop,” he told me. “Come on down and see the stamps.” I went and
looked them over, said they were very nice and that I was sorry I couldn’t
buy any as it would leave me broke.
The fiend told me reproachfully that he was going to spend all his
money on them, and that a real collector was prepared to give his all to the
cause. I felt ashamed. Here was I trying to conserve a few miserable shillings
when the fiend and I could be sharing our hobby, talking, going for long
walks during which we could monkey about with our stamps and in general
act like a couple of Gibbons.
I spent all my remaining cash with the exception of two shillings which I
felt might see me through any emergency which might crop up. It cropped up
about ten minutes later. When we left the shop the fiend said, “I think I’ll go
and buy some presents and stuff to take home, then I’ll have a feed.”
“But you spent all your money on stamps,” I reminded him.
“That was all my stamp money. I still have my holiday money.” He set
off briskly in the direction of Woolworths.
I tottered after him, tugging his sleeve. “Wait a minute,” I pleaded. “Are
we not going to go on long walks talking about stamps an’ albums an’
postmarks an’ tri-ang....”
“Are you mad?” he said, shaking my grip off. “I can talk stamps any
time. Right now I’m on holiday.” He quickened his pace and left me standing
in the street wondering who it was up there didn’t like me. I went back to the
digs and sat on the front step trying to budget for the next six days with 24
pennies. Finally I got an idea.
I went and found Knox. “Knoxy,” I said, “How about going up the town
and buying a fishing line and hooks? Then we can have fun all week and it
won’t cost anything.”
Knoxy’s long gloomy face reflected the mental turmoil my proposal had
engendered inside his untidy head. He didn’t like fishing, but he liked it
better than spending money – and, after all, fishing would not be too bad with
company.
We bought the lines, took them back to the boarding house and met the
bunch on the way to the beach for a pre-lunch swim. This was another good
way to enjoy one’s self – and free too. Knoxy and I grabbed our swim trunks
and went along. We stayed in the water longer than anybody else – it didn’t
cost anything.
When it came near lunch-time, Knoxy and I staggered out of the
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breakers onto the bright sand and went for our clothes. All the stuff had been
piled in a promiscuous heap and it seemed reasonable to assume that when all
the others removed their stuff ours would be left.
That was not exactly the way things worked out. Knoxy got dressed all
right but when I looked for my new shoes there was only a pair of cracked
gaping things which looked as if they had kicked stones all the way round
Ireland ten or twenty years before.
“Knoxy,” I said, “somebody has stolen my good shoes.”
Knoxy was enraged at the treatment which some unknown had meted
out to his new friend. “The rat,” he gritted. “Let’s teach him a lesson. Let’s
destroy his shoes. That’ll teach him.” Before I could begin a refutation of his
logic he seized the shoes, methodically broke the laces into tiny pieces, threw
the shoes into a puddle, tramped them into the wetness, stuffed them with
sand and pebbles and then buried them.
“Yow!” Knoxy said. “That’ll teach him!”
It was while he was brushing the sand out of his trouser cuffs that I
noticed something familiar about his footwear.
“Knoxy,” I said. “Give me my shoes.”
The events of the next minute are not suitable for detailed description –
Knoxy’s realisation of the situation, his frantic scrabbling in the sand for his
shoes, his reluctance to return mine, his angry accusations....
I spent most of that week fishing in Portrush harbour – alone.
When Friday rolled around I was beginning to believe that I was going
to escape without any more trouble. I was recovering pretty well from a sunroasted back and I had hardly seen Johnny at all. In fact I had hardly seen
anybody.
Friday afternoon they decided to have a cricket match – officers versus
boys. I was forced to play because the boys only outnumbered the officers
two to one and it was felt that this was not enough to compensate for the age
difference. The pitch was a fairly level spot behind the sand dunes. It had
been made treacherous by trampling down the long grass into a slippery
flatness.
On this pitch the officers bowled out the boys for a total score of nine
runs. The boys then dismissed six of the officers for seven runs, which meant
that Johnny was left to save the day for them. All through the game Johnny
had been prowling about disgustedly, sometimes lying on his back pretending
to sleep, sometimes whistling at passing girls to show us that he was a
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worldly man encumbered by his duties to us children, sometimes taking the
ball and bowling an over at blinding speed by which means he so much
terrified four of the more timid boys that they fell backwards into their
wickets.
When the Captain, whose name was Sammy, informed him that he was
“in” and that three runs were needed, he surveyed the field reluctantly then
saw that I was holding the ball. He seized his bat and shouted, “Okay, Shaw –
bowl!”
The other members of my team gave an immediate cheer, sensing
something good was coming up. “Go ahead, Bob,” they shouted. “Bowl him
out.” From the tone of their voices they obviously considered this an
impossibility.
So did I.
Johnny made a great show of obtaining centre, marking his crease,
examining the fielding layout, squaring his bat. At every exaggerated
movement the boys laughed uproariously – it would be worth losing the
match to see me getting pasted.
I ran down to bowl amid a sudden, pregnant silence. The ball, going at a
good speed, landed three-quarter way down the pitch, sped up from the
slippery grass and hit Johnny, who had been attempting a cut to leg, squarely
on the chest. It made a peculiar booming sound and dropped at his feet.
Johnny clutched his chest and glared up the pitch at me with naked
hatred in his eyes. “Shaw,” he snarled, “get a grip on yourself.”
I retrieved the ball, ran down to deliver it and was just about to let go
when I saw McCreedy. The sight of Johnny being thumped on the chest had
brought on another of his attacks. He was staggering about at mid-on, limbs
twitching, eyes rolling, mouth working, face contused. The breath whooshed
out of me in one gasp and I shambled to a halt, absolutely incapable of
delivering the ball.
Johnny pointed one meaty finger at me and shouted, “Shaw! Stop
laughing.”
This reduced me to the point where I began seriously to feel that I might
die of strangulation. I tried to stop. McCreedy was doing the same. I could
see the panic-stricken look in his eyes as he felt himself go more and more
out of control.
Johnny ran down the pitch and seized my shoulder. “This is your last
chance, Shaw,” he gritted. “Stop it.” I dangled on him, sobbing from deep
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down in my chest. McCreedy was down on his hands and knees, dribbling.
“All right, Shaw,” Johnny said, “you’ve had your chance.” He strode
away from me and the game broke up in utter confusion.
I saw Johnny once more that day. I was walking through the dunes alone
after supper when I heard a sound on the other side of one of the hillocks of
sand. Hoping that it might be somebody I knew, I went up the hill and peered
down the other side. I found myself looking straight into Johnny’s face!
He was lying in the grass with a dark-haired girl of about nineteen.
Johnny and I gazed at each other in petrified silence, both of us unable to take
in what we were seeing. After a few seconds my legs regained strength and I
sprinted away through the gathering twilight, bleating with panic. The look of
incredulous rage on Johnny’s face haunted me until I went to sleep.
That night some of the lighter sleepers in the Company were aware of a
mild disturbance in the small hours of the morning.
When daylight came most of the boys found themselves liberally daubed
with shoe polish. Enquiries revealed that the Captain and a couple of senior
officers had got up during the night to play a prank on the juniors by
decorating them with Cherry Blossom boot polish.
My own experience of the affair differed from that of everybody else. I
was fast asleep when something big and strong descended on me like an
enraged incubus and showered me with vicious blows. This went on for about
a minute before my terrified moans wakened the others in my room and the
intruder fled.
I never found out for sure who had done it, but next morning I saw
Johnny smirking contentedly at me during breakfast. As soon as possible
after the holiday I resigned from the Company as a sort of dramatic protest
against the senior ranks.
I don’t think anybody even noticed that I had gone.
May 1957
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Canadian Capers (2)
Dave Rhodes was also a central figure in this Bushel. Reading back
over the column I realise I forgot (or was too ashamed) to include
the incident in which I tried the Great White Hunter bit. I spotted
quite a large blackish bird perched high in a tree, thought it might
be a turkey and was carried away by the notion that I might be the
only member of the party to bag something edible. Getting down
on my tummy, with the .22 rifle across my arms, I crept closer and
closer to the bird, then – reckoning I had earned the right to dispose
of the bird by outwitting it in its own environment – I fired a shot.
The bird swung through 180° until it was upside down, hung on the
twig for a few seconds, then fell down dead. It looked pretty
pathetic but I consoled myself with thoughts that life in the wilds is
a deadly game, and the penalty for getting careless is swift and
cruel. David came galloping through the undergrowth at the sound
of the shot, looked at the dead bird, and loudly identified it as a
Fool Hen, a species which is rapidly becoming extinct because it
has no fear of man. Later, he was able to show me a picture of a
Fool Hen in one of his ornithology books, and he never tired of
telling our workmates of how I had crept up to this bird, which was
watching my movements with friendship and trust, and had brutally
murdered it....

As a film critic in a small way it came as quite a shock to me to learn that I
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had been under-estimating Hollywood in a rather important point – the blurbs
that accompany trailers. The commentators who yammer at top speed during
the trailer always seemed to me to have a strange system of logic and ethics
which was peculiar to themselves alone. For example, any book which has
been lying around for twenty odd years without being screened is
automatically styled “the story that nobody would dare to film before”.
Another axiom from the chopped up world of Trailerland is that the
proximity of some uncouth geographical feature will inspire like emotions in
even the most turgid human breast: burning sands – burning desire; high seas
– high courage; naked mountains – naked greed, hatred and so on. Strange as
it may seem, this is quite true, and in defence of this statement I now present
the grim saga of a fan and three nonfans cut off from the world in the cruel,
primitive splendour of The Rockies where nerves are raw, endurance taxed to
the limit and where the sound of wheeling vultures is drowned out by the
noise of clashing teeth, gears and personalities... dahhh dittadittittitt did ah
DAHHHH....
Four men set out on that first overnight expedition of the Pronghorn
Hunting Club: Ken Walker (transport), Derek Houghton (artillery), Bob
Shaw (beer) and Dave Rhodes (commander). Dave, who has been mentioned
in two previous Canadian Chronicles*, refuses to go to anything unless he is
formally named Commander, a title which he interprets literally and loudly.
* Canadian Capers (1) above and (not included in The Best of the Bushel)
Sprinting in the Rockies below. [Ed.]

The way David saw it was this: we would rendezvous at Ken “The Skel”
Walker’s house before dawn, he would supervise and coordinate the rest of
us loading the Skel’s Austin, then he would call out low, terse instructions to
the driver and guide the car through the grey, empty streets. The whole
business was to be run with the silent grim efficiency of a Commando raid. I
don’t think we were to be allowed to talk.
The first thing that went wrong was Derek’s wife would not let him
rendezvous before dawn because he had to help her with the weekend
shopping first. This meant that we met at noon under the stares of dozens of
curious neighbours who came out in full force to see how we were proposing
to carry in one small car four large men, four piles of blankets, a big tent, four
boxes of food, a carboy of water, five rifles, two axes and some
miscellaneous effects such as beer, spare clothes, cameras, boots and a
voluminous quilt which I had brought along for extra warmth at night. This
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last item was capable of filling the Austin by itself.
By compressing and rearranging we got everything in all right, except
for the people. Dave, who was attired in Army surplus stuff as befitted his
rank and was fuming at the lateness of the start and the excited chatter of
several Central European types who had stopped to laugh at us, jumped into
the front seat and hid behind a Texaco map. Finally Derek and I were tamped
into the back seat where we had to sit on so much equipment that our heads
and shoulders were pressed against the roof. The Skel got into the driving
seat, started the motor, donned his sunglasses, wedged the forefinger of his
left hand behind his upper front teeth and we roared off at about five miles an
hour. From my lofty position up at the roof I could not see much outside the
car which was probably why the Skel’s peculiar driving position worried me
so much.
He had learned to drive only about two weeks before and from what I
could see he had not picked it up too well. The engine stalled numerous times
in the first mile, we nudged the kerb at corners and narrowly missed several
cars and pedestrians. During this whole performance, the Skel kept his finger
tucked in behind his front teeth and drove with one hand. We guessed later
that he was afraid of appearing inexpert in the company of three relatively
experienced drivers and that constantly poking an imaginary piece of filet
mignon out of his teeth was merely the Skel’s way of looking nonchalant. It
may have made him feel better but the rest of us were terrified. Dave Rhodes
had slumped down in the front seat and was not even issuing any commands
– a sure sign that he was worried. The little atmosphere that had managed to
seep into the car grew tense and the only sound was the wrenching of the gear
lever, which the Skel seemed to be trying to remove, and the Skel’s violent
North of England swearing which was directed against all other road users in
the vicinity.
By the time we reached Cochrane, a small place about twenty miles west
of Calgary, the swerving and bouncing of the car had sifted Derek and I down
into the equipment somewhat and we could see out. I spotted a hotel and said
that we should all go in for a beer. Derek and Dave, both of whom dislike
beer, immediately shouted, “Good idea! Let’s have a few beers.” Grateful to
be safely out of the car we staggered into the hotel and began absorbing
draught beer – all except The Skel. He didn’t want to impair his driving. He
sat around impatiently while we had our drinks and explained all the mistakes
all the other drivers he had seen that day were making. When he got tired of
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that he went out and bought some chocolate for the other members, then there
was a row between Dave and Derek about the change they should have
received. Convinced that he had been cunningly robbed of five cents Dave
stumped out to the car, the rest followed and we were off on the open road
again.
Hours went by bouncing and swerving, cameras kept falling off the back
window and hitting me on the nape of the neck, boxes banged against my
legs and the huge quilt kept swelling up and up in horrible pink billows
which threatened to smother all the occupants of the car. Gradually I was
bludgeoned into a sort of beery torpor which was disturbed only by
exceptionally vile oaths from the Skel or extra loud moans of panic from
David in the front seat.
My fitful repose was finally terminated by the realisation that the
Commander had begun commanding rapidly, jumping around in his seat and
rattling his sheaf of oil company maps. I peered out and saw that we were
rattling along a rutted gravel road in the mountains. We had travelled a little
over a hundred miles since noon but the sun was nearing the peaks and
greyness was beginning to gather under the trees and in deep clefts in the
rock faces. I began to look for a place to camp and set up our base. After ten
minutes I saw a little lake away down through the trees and proposed going
there.
“No use,” barked the Commander, “not enough open ground. Drive on.”
Later on I suggested another place and received a similar comment except
that this time it was something about the terrain not being suitable for moose.
Considering that we were armed with nothing but .22 rifles, except for my
Lee Enfield, and had come out with the express purpose of shooting coyotes
to have rugs made out of them and that we had no game licences and that it
was not the moose hunting season, I felt that the Commander’s objection was
of a hair-splitting nature. But I kept on spotting nice little places and having
them turned down. Then Derek, who was getting tired of bouncing along into
the gathering twilight, began seconding my suggestions. Still Dave didn’t like
them. He had to find the one perfect spot by himself before he would be
happy.
At last, when the darkness was almost complete, Dave ordered the Skel
to halt. “This is it. H.Q.,” he said, pointing out of the car. The place he
pointed at was a steep boulder-strewn hillside where the trees grew so thick
that you could not see more than a few yards in any direction. The workings
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of the military-type mind have always amazed me. Every objection that the
Commander had made to every place I had proposed could be applied a
hundredfold to this dismal place and yet everybody was leaping around with
glad cries, unloading equipment, singing and having a good time. I think that
the National Service that the English and Scots have to do does serious
damage to their minds. In addition to all its other faults this place had one
major disadvantage which the rejected spots had not shared – we had just
passed a huge notice telling us that we were entering a restricted area and that
firearms were forbidden under penalty of fine or imprisonment!
Getting out of the car I asked David cautiously if he didn’t think it was a
bad thing not being allowed to use guns if you were on a hunting trip. He
brushed me off and began rushing about looking for a spot to erect the tent.
Half an hour later the tent was up, the fire was going well and David had
erected a little table upon which we were to put all our food so that he could
select which stuff he liked best, then he would announce the menu for supper.
Dutifully the Skel and I dumped our food onto it along with David’s, and
David began loading stuff into a huge pan that I had borrowed from my
landlady. Suddenly he noticed that Derek, in a flagrant breach of discipline,
had whipped out a tiny frying pan of his own and was crouched over the fire
cooking sausages in it. Snorting with rage David ordered him away but
Derek, eyes gleaming in the darkness like somebody in Northwest Passage,
refused to go. David charged the fire with the communal frying pan and a war
commenced to see who could take up most of the available flame. The only
real loser was the fire whose every little burgeoning had a frying pan
slammed down on it. By the time they had finally beaten the fire out the food
had reached a point slightly above body temperature and we ate it, washing it
down with instant coffee.
Strangely, it had not become any darker in the past half hour or more.
The early twilight had been caused by the proximity of the Kananaskis Range
on the west side of us, but the upper air had remained bright and everything
around us was bathed in a pearly grey light reflected down from the sky. The
air was sharp and clean and filled with peace and the millions of pines
seemed to be settling down for the night’s sleep. The pleasant scene cheered
everybody up, the camp was cleared up and a preliminary scouting
expedition was made during which Derek, who had disobeyed Dave’s orders
to remain on guard at the tent and had wandered off, was almost fired at in
the mistaken belief that he was a predatory animal sneaking up on the camp.
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Derek’s continued disobedience was getting the Commander down – during
their National Service Derek and the Skel had been privates whereas Dave
had attained the lofty rank of sergeant and he could not understand why they
didn’t recognise his authority over them. He sat brooding over this as we
gathered around the fire, dug the beer out of the snowdrift where it was stored
and settled down for a camp-fire talk.
The camp-fire talk didn’t work out too well.
David, who normally takes over on occasions like that, was morose. I
had finished my share of the beer and I was watching Derek, who hates beer,
to see if he was going to be mean enough to drink all his share simply
because he had paid for it. This left it up to the Skel, who was quite satisfied
with this arrangement. He described the topography of his home town, all the
people in it, their genealogical relationships to each other, his love affairs, his
two years in the army which had made him into the mature, sophisticated
person he was today, his holiday in Spain, and finished up with a little
dissertation on bull-fighting which he thought was a grand sport and
everybody ought to take it up.
By this time Derek had finished his beer and had turned a luminous
green colour. There was some desultory talk during which I watched Derek
closely to see what he was going to do. Finally he turned his head round to
his left and with a roaring, gurgling sound disgorged beer over everything in
that direction. He immediately whipped back round and stared at us with
huge, suspicious eyes as if to say, “Who did that?” A dead silence descended
on the camp – somehow there didn’t seem to be anything more to say. The
Skel, who had left some stuff in the general area which had been inundated
by Derek’s were-gargoyle tendencies, got up and poked around gingerly for a
few minutes then disappeared into the tent. We all went in after him and
settled down for the night.
For four hours I lay there trying to sleep but there were stones under the
tent, I had a pain in my stomach, and the temperature had dropped to not
much above zero. None of the others even stirred, they just lay there so quiet
and so peaceful that I felt like murdering them in their sleep. Finally, when I
was about to do a Captain Oates, I heard Dave whisper, “Hey Skel, can you
sleep?” After four hours the sound of a human voice came through to me in
my agony like the sweet sound of angels. With bated breath I waited to hear
if there would be a reply. “No,” replied the Skel, “Ah bliddy well can’t.” I
was thrilled – another human voice in my solitude. Then Derek chimed in,
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“Neither can I.” I was delirious with happiness, everybody was awake and
had been awake all the time, I had not been alone with my torment. A silence
descended inside the tent; then it dawned on me that they were all listening to
hear if I was awake. In the state of mind I was in this seemed unutterably
funny. Clutching my aching stomach I burst into a hideous, cackling torrent
of laughter through which I dimly heard people making startled noises and
groping for flashlights or weapons. But I couldn’t stop laughing. Still
whooping like the mad woman in Jane Eyre I got to my feet and staggered
out of the tent where I flopped down at the ashes of the fire and began some
deep breathing exercises. After a while I calmed down and Dave came
crawling out of the tent too.
We made some coffee and had bacon and eggs which we ate just as the
mountain ranges up above us were beginning to glow with the dawn. They
seemed to light up from inside as though they were made of ice right through
and some unknown beings who lived in there were turning their lights on.
Leaving the others our bedclothing, Dave and I set out on a hunt which lasted
about six hours and during which we saw not one living animal. We got back
to the tent about lunch time and had another meal. Not feeling up to more of
the type of cuisine available I contented myself by eating a can of pork and
beans cold.
When lunch was over we climbed around a bit and shot a few gophers,
but Derek kept disobeying orders – refusing to crawl on his stomach when
David told him to and firing at gophers without first pointing them out to
David who had not yet managed to hit anything. So we gave that up and went
back to the camp – a decision which was assisted somewhat by the arrival of
a Forest Ranger who told us that because he was in a good mood just this
once he wasn’t going to confiscate our rifles.
Back at the tent I looked at my watch. One fifteen. If we left at two,
even with the Skel driving, we could be in town by six. I could shave and
have a hot bath, Sadie would make me a nice supper, then I could sprawl in
front of the TV and drink beer all evening. It sounded really nice. I said to
Derek I would like to go and he agreed, I said to Dave I would like to go and
he agreed too, I looked around for the Skel and saw a weird apparition
emerging from the tent. The Skel is six foot three and has no other
measurements, and here he was coming out of the dimness of the tent clad in
a tiny pair of tight shiny shorts such as muscle men wear in photographs, and
carrying (a) a pneumatic mattress, (b) his sunglasses, (c) a bottle of suntan
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lotion and (d) a thick book. I got a sinking feeling that the Skel, the owner of
the car, would not agree to go home.
He didn’t.
I could see my pleasant evening fading away to be replaced by one of
arriving home at eleven thirty, tired out and dirty, no time for supper, then
into bed and before I knew it – up for work on Monday morning. I began to
bicker with the Skel but, comfortably stretched out on his mattress and
covered with suntan lotion and flies, he ignored everything I said. Presently
Derek began to moan at him, and shortly after that the Commander joined in.
The Skel bore it all for a while then he began roaring at us. We roared back.
Everybody realised that this was the end of the Pronghorns – the mountains
had won!
Presently the Skel had to give in, and in absolute silence we crammed
everything back in the car and headed for Calgary. To give him credit the
Skel did try to start conversation once. A car appeared in the distance and the
Skel said, “Here’s a Buick coming,” but when we got close it was an
Oldsmobile. Nobody said anything to him about it – somehow none of us
wanted to talk to any of the others ever again.
October 1958
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The Man in the Grey Flannel Toga
School days were far from being happy days for me, possibly
because it never once occurred to me to listen to anything a teacher
was saying. The following escapade was fairly typical....

One evening last winter while glancing through the Radio Times I discovered
that the BBC was going to give Julius Caesar the full treatment in about half
an hour’s time. The discovery of and the imminence of this veritable pearl
sent me into a state of near oysteria. I dashed out and purchased two pint
bottles of Amber Ale, got the fire well stoked up, equipped myself with glass,
bottle opener, pipe, tobacco and slippers and settled down in an armchair
before the TV set. Once that TV of ours gets into your chair nothing will shift
it.
The play opened in a rather unfamiliar manner – nothing but grey mist
and a strange, eerie silence. I was explaining to Sadie that I didn’t care much
for the liberties the BBC had taken with the original settings when she
noticed that the set wasn’t switched on. Once that was done I began to enjoy
the show. Everything went well until the third act, then my memory began to
stir uneasily, dredging up fragmentary glimpses of the past....
Suddenly it was all there. Of course. How could I have forgotten the
sheer misery of my first and last taste of the footlights’ glare? This was the
play I had been forced to take part in during my first year at the Technical
High School. Gradually the sound and fury of the BBC version began to
recede as the events of that ghastly evening came crowding back....
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The English teacher in charge of the production was an athletic tweedy
man with a square, angry face. His name was Carson and he was feared
throughout the first year sections because, according to rumour, he had been
known, when enraged, to demolish even the largest boys by applying a sort of
wrestling submission hold known as the Corkscrew. This involved putting his
left arm round your neck, catching the short hairs of your temple in his right
hand and winding them like an old gramophone. Nobody had ever actually
seen Carson do this but we all went in dread of suddenly being given the
Corkscrew.
Actually I shouldn’t have been in the play at all. In fact, the only reason
for the whole business was that Carson, like so many short-tempered people,
believed himself to be something of a humorist. He had written a take-off of
Julius Caesar for the end of term social and had realised at the last moment
that all the clever bits, such as the assassination scene in which the
conspirators used tommy guns, would not be appreciated by the rabble.
Accordingly he had decided to do the play seriously to show us what the real
thing was like, and had cast third and fourth year students in the major parts.
In English class one day I was laboriously making carbon copies of my
class magazine, known for some forgotten and unguessable reason as Le
Hibou and Ku Klux Klan Journal, when Carson appeared beside me and saw
what I was doing. I cowered back covering my temples but to my surprise he
took the matter quite well. After a public enquiry into the policies and
circulation figures of my magazine, which left the rest of the class in stitches,
he asked whether my evident interest in the Arts included any desire to be a
Thespian.
I had a vague idea that the word meant something peculiar and mumbled
incoherently about being too young.
Carson didn’t seem to notice. He handed me a copy of Julius Caesar,
showed me my part, which consisted of two lines in Act 3, and told me to
show up at rehearsals that evening. Some of the boys who sat nearby almost
became ill with senseless laughter – this was going to be something to talk
about for years.
As it turned out I only had to attend one rehearsal, due to being
conscripted so late, and things went so well at it that I became reconciled
with the idea of being an actor. One serious snag was the obvious
impossibility of producing reasonable facsimiles of Roman army uniforms,
but Carson had got round this by dressing everybody, even Mark Antony and
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Pompey, in togas. These consisted of lengthy pieces of curtain material
borrowed from the Art classrooms. An elderly teacher by the name of Miss
Anderson fitted them on the boys with safety pins.
There was not enough material on hand to provide me with a toga so I
did my bit in my ordinary clothes which at that particular time consisted of
shapeless grey flannels and an ex-ARP jacket. Before I went on Miss
Anderson provided me with a spear and a circular cardboard shield.
Just as I was ready to make my entrance Carson buttonholed me.
“Listen, Shaw,” he said, “I want you to speak up. Don’t mumble. Your part is
small but it is important that the audience hear what you say, so speak up.
And keep your shield on your upstage arm to give them the full benefit of
your gallant warrior’s physique.”
I ignored the sarcasm and did all I was told and it felt pretty good. I
came off fired with enthusiasm – perhaps this was the start of a new career.
Still in this mood I told Miss Anderson that I was going to do away with the
circular target, which was most un-Roman, and was going to make a proper
semi-cylindrical shield. She thought that would be very nice and agreed
rather lugubriously to make me a sort of tunic and skirt to wear. I could see
my performance being described as “a little gem” in the school magazine.
On the big night I got down to the school early and smuggled my shield
into the dressing rooms. Most of the other boys were there already wearing
their togas and stamping their feet with the cold. It was November and the
dressing rooms were like gloomy iceboxes. Our breaths filled the place with a
faint fog.
After some enquiries I found out that Miss Anderson had left my outfit
in a paper bag in a cupboard. I brought it out, took off my clothes and then
discovered to my horror that Miss Anderson’s idea of a Roman soldier’s
uniform was a grey silk thing with thin shoulder straps and a plunging
neckline. I put it on and found that it came down just far enough to cover my
trunks and no more. When the shout of laughter went up from the others I
developed a sneaking suspicion that Miss Anderson had given up trying to
make anything and had given me an old petticoat. Mark Antony began
talking in a high pitched voice, prodding me with his rubber dagger and
finally tried to make me waltz with him. I was saved by the arrival of Carson.
“Unhand that maiden, Marcus Antonius,” he said. Carson loved to use
the old form of words and names – he was a sort of ycleptomaniac. Luckily,
as the play was about to commence, he had no time for further comment on
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my costume and I suddenly found myself alone in the dressing room. I
decided not to wait in the wings with the others and slumped down in a
corner to wait my turn.
An hour later, when it came, I had turned a mottled blue with touches of
burgundy here and there. I was practically unable to speak. Getting through
the crush in the wings was easy; I just kept putting my hand on bare arms and
the crowd melted before me. It was a bit like the scene where Quasimodo
frightens the people going up the cathedral steps.
Somehow I got onto the stage, husked my two lines about the approach
of some army, and ran off. I found out afterwards from boys who had been
there with their parents that I had carried my huge semi-cylindrical shield on
my downstage arm and, as well as not hearing me, the audience hadn’t even
seen me. Into the bargain I was shivering so much that the flabby point of my
spear had almost leapt off the stick.
Back in the throng I saw Carson bearing down on me with a look of
unbridled hatred on his face. I clapped my hands over my temples, gave a
despairing whimper and clawed my way into the dressing room. I threw on
my trousers and ARP jacket over my costume and fled through another door.
The next day in class Carson didn’t speak to me. Now that I think of it, I
don’t believe he ever spoke to me again.
March 1960
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The Strange Pond of Dr Moreau
This account of an early experiment in marine eugenics was written
in 1960 and illustrates how, even in one’s tenderest years, the
possession of a fannish turn of mind can turn a dull grey evening
into something worth remembering decades later. I tried to sell this
article (minus some of the fannish references) to a number of
humorous journals and they wouldn’t touch it. Which shows that
faneds have inherent good taste....

A couple of weeks ago, on a run down to Whitehead, I was motoring along
keeping an eye open for a petrol station. Filling stations are scarce on the
road to Whitehead – in fact, you might say they are fuel and far between – so
I was going very slowly when I passed through Greencastle. The sight of the
old huddled cottages there, examined in detail for the first time in many
years, brought another of those sudden onrushes of memory which have, in
the past, proved so valuable when Bushel deadlines were drawing nigh.
This time the Proustian gurglings in the subconscious dredged up an
early episode that I have entitled “The Strange Pond of Dr Moreau”.
When my brother and I were small children my father periodically took
us to Greencastle to swim. There is no beach there, just a dismal stretch of
sand, seaweed and sharp stones; but my father is a man of simple tastes and
these things did not bother him. I have since made extensive enquiries and
have not yet come across one other person who has swum at Greencastle;
nobody else has even considered it.
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I don’t blame them. Even at that age I could sense a difference between
Greencastle and Miami Beach. My brother and I grew to dread those
occasions on which Pater separated us from our playmates with the tidings
that we were all going to “the seaside”.
Resistance was futile, so we trooped onto the tram and were taken into
town, onto another tram and out to the end of the lines and Greencastle.
Dutifully we bared our goose pimples to the reddish light of the evening sun,
then splashed around until my father decided we had had enough enjoyment
for one evening. Sometimes, as a special treat, he brought a snack with him –
usually massive, dry soda farls that we could hardly eat. Very rarely he would
slip in a doughnut, but only very rarely – they were few and farl between.
One sombre evening, with a chill wind nipping in from the Lough, I was
sitting in near nudity amongst the rocks when I got a strange, wonderful idea
that transformed the whole outing into a thing of joy. There were crabs at
Greencastle, little mud-coloured crabs that I had always pitied because they
were doomed to live and die right there. My idea, like all great ideas, was
simple. There was a clear, clean pond in the park near home – I would bring
two crabs back with me, put them in the pond and let them start a whole new
breed of crabs. Bigger, better, happier crabs. I could see it all – the crabs
would do well in their new surroundings, they would spread all over the
pond. Soon it would be noticed, it would be in the local papers, people would
come for miles to see them and wonder how they came to be there....
And nobody would know but me and, maybe, the crabs. Perhaps as I
walked in the lonely twilight near the pond my little friends would sense my
presence and, out in the centre, a pair of nippers would break the surface in a
gesture of humble thanks.
Half an hour later, Robert Shaw – Apprentice God – was on a homeward
bound tram, firmly clutching a jam-jar from which two dismayed crustaceans
surveyed the changing universe.
One thing about these trips was that they really made us hungry. Home
and my mother’s cooking never seemed so good as on arrival from
Greencastle. Gerry and I usually ate twice as much as a normal meal when
we got back, swilling it down with hot weak tea and feeling wonderful about
being home. But this time I slipped away before the meal and got into the
park just before the gates were closed. It was almost dark when I put the
crabs into the still waters of the pond and fondly watched them sidle away
into the depths. I dropped in a handful of salt that I had thoughtfully brought
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along to ease the transition from brine to fresh water, then I went home,
feeling uplifted.
Childhood enthusiasm can wane as quickly as it waxes, and the next day
I was too busy to go and see how things were with the crabs. Things kept
cropping up and cropping up and quite a long period of time elapsed before I
finally went back to the park. As I neared the gates I began to recapture some
of that magical fervour and my step quickened until I was almost running.
Suddenly I halted. The pond was no longer there. They had filled it in and
built a football pitch in its place.
Occasionally I drive by that spot, but I never watch the football players
because, somewhere under those ceaselessly pounding boots, my two little
friends lie silent in the cindery soil.
I should have left them in Greencastle.
November 1960
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I Have Been Faithful to Thee,
Cinema
Movies have been supplanted by television to a large extent, but
sitting at home watching the box will never have the same magic
that going to a cinema had when I was a kid. I think queueing in the
rain had a lot to do with it. When you had stood for two hours,
getting soaked and frozen, and then were shown to a warm and
comfortable seat, any film seemed good. Even so, I still think the
old movies were best – as long as they weren’t too old. The golden
age of Hollywood, as far as I’m concerned, was the Forties and
early Fifties, and I’m not sure it is entirely coincidental that this
period was also the golden age of Astounding....

The other night, having left the car in for a much needed grease job, I found
myself back with the Belfast Corporation Transport after an extended
absence. I was suddenly and forcibly reminded of how, when I was a small
boy, my mother hated having to take me onto a bus on a dark, rainy evening.
There was a strange hypnotic quality in the sombre dimness of the lights, the
drumming of rain on the roof and the smell of soggy tickets which never
failed to send me into a trance. I would get a seat to myself, slump down in
the corner, peer out at the vari-coloured blurs of light and drift off on yet
another adventure. People the bus passed would sometimes notice a pair of
eyes glaring at them, from a point approximately one and a half inches above
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the bottom of a window, and never realise that they had just been transfixed
by an arrow, perforated by a bullet or shrivelled up by a betatron ray pistol –
depending on which serial was running at the local cinema.
When in one of these moods I was exceedingly difficult to arouse and
often had to be led off the bus like an imbecile. On one occasion, having just
seen Nelson Eddy in a film, I became so completely absorbed in my role of
Bob Shaw, world-famous tenor and consort of beautiful women, that I had to
be forcibly restrained from giving several bored passengers a fifth rendition
of the only song I knew the whole way through. I think it was “Away in a
Manger”.
(It would be nice to report that I quickly passed through this stage, but
such is not the case. I was out of my teens before the cold sneer of Bob Shaw,
master mind, ceased to be a familiar sight on the Castlereagh Road buses on
wet winter evenings. In fact, it was on such a night, in a fit of neurotic
grandeur, I decided Ireland was not big enough to hold me and I was going to
Canada. I remember sitting alone on the top deck trying the idea on for size
while the introspective, melancholy strains of Rachmaninov’s Second rose up
around me in imaginary applause, mingled with the faint pervasive odour of
wet tickets on the floor....)
The films they show nowadays do not seem to be capable of exerting
such a powerful effect on young minds.
Possibly it is because the new breed of children, case hardened by
television, are different to the generations for whom the weekly visit to the
local cinema was a thrilling, glittering event. But I suspect the real reason is
that the movie makers have discarded nearly all the best ingredients that went
into the “oldies”, and have kept the dross.
Look, for instance, at what has happened to the aerial combat epic. The
romance, heroics and tragedy have been done away with since the coming of
these supersonic broomsticks which completely enclose the pilot and give
him time for just one burst before he is over the horizon and out of sight. The
human element vanishes as the fliers strive to attain the efficiency and
temperament of machines.
How much better were the pre-war films about the first World War
where a dozen biplanes could swarm all over the one piece of sky for hours.
Watching those films I was no longer in a cinema seat – I was there. As far as
memory is concerned, I personally flew against dozens of German air aces
with names like Heinrich von Stickelgraffer who always led, not merely a
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squadron or a fleet, but a Circus. There were bombs that you lifted out from
under the seat and threw over the side by hand, and if you ran out of
ammunition it was always possible to nail your opponent with pistol fire.
Those aeroplanes were made of wire and cloth but when they received a
direct hit they did not vanish in a puff of smoke the way modern jobs do.
They went down in a spectacular flat spin which always allowed ample time
for victor and vanquished to stand up and exchange salutes, the tribute that
one brave man extends to another. The lumps I got in my throat when such
things were going on used to reduce my breathing to strangled gasps which,
more than once, became so noisy as to cause alarm among people sitting
nearby.
Perhaps impressed by the rigid ethics of aerial combat the film directors
developed a code of their own, and nobody ever got killed without several
easily recognisable warning signs appearing in advance. You always knew
that anybody who, before take off, announced his intention of making just
one more run, or who fell victim to a sudden impulse to write his girlfriend a
letter, was a goner. Another bad thing was to give away one’s good-luck
token.
Once in battle a pilot could survive innumerable wavy lines of bullet
holes all over his craft, or even, although this was more dangerous, a close-up
of a wire brace snapping, but let him get hit in the face with a squirt of black
oil and you knew he had had it. No amount of pushing up of goggles,
knuckling of eyes or wrestling with controls could save him once that had
happened.
Even the weapons were more romantic in those days. Twin machine
guns synchronised to fire between the propellers were practically de rigueur,
but I never trusted them. Firing between the propeller blades always seemed a
risky business at the best of times, perhaps because I could never figure out
just how it worked. Bob Shaw, D.F.O., used to limp home from many an
imaginary engagement in his uniquely blazoned aircraft that had been
crippled by its machine gun synchroniser going wrong and letting the guns
whittle the propeller blades down to stumps. It was only by using all of his
skill and giving the engine full throttle that he managed to stay up at all.
So acute was the film maker’s understanding of the public taste in
aircraft armament that they completely disregarded what was on the actual
planes. The old British S.E.5 and 5a never had twin Vickers firing through
the props – but they were always shown with them. Would they do that
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today? Would they have twin Vickers firing through the props on one of
these Lightnings or Super Sabres?
No! And quibbling about the fact that these are jet aircraft reveals the
kind of mind that is ruining the film industry. Now that I think of it, this is
probably what has gone wrong with science fiction – can you name just one
story where the spaceships have twin Vickers firing through the props?
I had intended to explain what has gone wrong with detective and
Western films too, but I’ve used up too much space already. Perhaps at
another time. Right now I’ve got to start work on a modification to the Shaw
family car – I think I can get them firing through the fan if I move the
radiator out of the way....
January 1961
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Bowmen in the Gloamin’
Jerome K. Jerome (a writer I admire) really hit the jackpot when he
thought of taking three diverse characters, cooping them up in a
small boat, and recording what happened. His follow-up book,
Three Men on the Bummel, wasn’t nearly so successful and I think
the reason is that the characters were no longer in the pressure
cooker of a closed system. The Glass Bushels I like best in
retrospect are always those which dealt with people of different
temperaments and outlooks thrown together in an environment
from which there was no quick escape. This column, written in
1961, describes such a situation, and it might interest you to learn
that I retired from archery soon after....

Everybody agreed that the 1960 Ulster International Archery Team should fly
over to Scotland for the big contest. National prestige demands that we fly,
said Stewarty Lemon; there’s no comparison between the standards of
comfort in boat and plane, said Hector Simpson; we’ll shoot better if we fly
because there’s less fatigue, said Willy Deane; flying is the only civilised
gentlemanly way to go, said Nelson Park. Being a newcomer to the team, I
merely nodded as each one in turn spoke his piece. Anyway, everyone agreed
we were flying.
The following week we received a letter from the Archery Association
informing us that, because of several financial near-disasters, the members of
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the International Team would have to pay their own travelling expenses....
It was grim down in the hold of that boat.
At first I thought the daylight crossing would be good fun. I had never
done it before and I imagined we would have a roistering time down in the
third class hold – swigging beer, smoking, playing cards all day. As it
happened, things went all right for the first part of the journey, that is the bit
where we all walked up the gangway. At the top of it a sailor with a red
weatherbeaten face and little crinkles at the corners of his eyes (which
showed that his face was beginning to crack up at the corners of his eyes)
insisted on taking our cases of equipment and putting them in a huge rack
along with all the other luggage.
For some reason this enraged Nelson Park and he refused to leave the
vicinity of the rack. Questioning revealed that he was afraid of his stuff being
stolen, and no amount of argument would convince him that a member of a
notorious international gang of bow and arrow thieves was not waiting to
pounce the moment his back was turned. He finally announced his intention
of standing guard until the ship docked at Ardrossan six hours later. Nelson is
a very tall lean man with a face that would ideally suit him for playing Strider
in a Lord of the Rings film, and the idea of him going to waste by standing all
day staring suspiciously at the elderly plumbers and sweet-sucking children
who surrounded us had a strangely depressing effect on me.
The others seemed to feel it too but we went below, set up a few folding
seats and a suitcase, bought beer, lit pipes and cigarettes and dealt the cards. I
found myself sitting beside Stewarty Lemon. This suited me quite well; he is
a small happy looking man who works in an engineering toolroom and I felt I
knew where I was with him. But half an hour later, after two bottles of pale
ale, he began, to my horror, to exhibit unmistakable signs of drunkenness.
His face got red, he kept spilling his drink and showering the floor with
cards when it was his turn to deal. “This is great,” he would say at intervals.
“Good job the wife can’t see me now – drinkin’, gamlin’, usin’ bad language
– it’s great!” In between times he would sing snatches from The Desert Song,
and each time an unattached woman went by he whispered, “She isn’t half
askin’ for trouble paradin’ about like that. Flauntin’ herself in front of wild,
drinkin’ men!”
I got more and more worried about him until he reached a crescendo
when he thought he detected Harry Higham, the oldest member of the team,
dealing himself extra cards. He leapt to his feet and shouted, “Naw you don’t,
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naw you don’t. Those tricks don’t fool me – Maverick!”
Old Harry, an ex-professional soldier with a bald head and a malarial
complexion, had been growing tired of Stewarty’s babbling. “Shut your
mouth, you stupid looking...” he searched his mind for another TV character
and blurted the first one that came, “...William Tell.”
This was an unfortunate choice. Stewarty took it as a subtle but deadly
insult to his prowess with the long bow and that card game dissolved in an
explosion of acrimony and near-violence. We spent the rest of the time
wandering round the ship, singly or in pairs. Everywhere I went I was able to
see Nelson Park’s face sticking up above the crowds as he guarded his bow
and arrows. The only bright spot was when Hector Simpson forgave me for
being in the same club as Stewarty and tried to teach me some Latin. After I
had given a few wrong answers he decided I was worse than his lowest class
at school and went away to the toilet where he spent the rest of the trip
marking homeworks.
The morning of the match dawned, as the saying goes, bright and fair. I
hadn’t slept too well. All the previous evening Stewarty had persisted with
his conviction that every woman who passed by was flaunting herself at him
and “askin’ for trouble.” I found myself sharing the same bed with him and as
I was completely accustomed to being in bed with my wife I was terrified in
case I should perhaps put my arm around Stewarty while sleeping. In the
mood he was in there was no telling how he would have taken it so I spent
the night balanced on the opposite edge of the bed.
But it was a fine sunny morning with very little wind and I recovered
my good spirits as we drove to the archery ground at Troon. Having reached
the ground we unpacked our little boxes and began stringing the bows and
looking across arrows to make sure they were straight. Old Harry, a veteran
of many matches, kept telling us to relax and be confident. Confidence, it
seemed, was the main thing.
Suddenly I noticed something rather queer. The Scottish team had come
out of the pavilion carrying their boxes at the same time as us, but we had our
bows strung and bracers strapped on and yet the other team was still
marching back and forward to the pavilion carrying out more and more
boxes. When they had finally dropped the native bearer routine I began
keeping a furtive eye on the Scotsman who was sharing my target.
First of all he wrested the lid off a massive packing case and removed an
ex-army artillery gunsight, bristling with lenses and knurled knobs, which he
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set up on a special tripod. He spent several minutes peering down into it and
clicking in coloured filters of various strengths. After a while he sensed my
interest in the contraption and explained that the filters were invaluable in
changing light conditions. Faced with this display of scientific exactitude I
felt my confidence begin to crumble slightly. I glanced down the shooting
line for a reassuring glance at Old Harry but I could hardly see the rest of the
Irish team for the piles of boxes that the Scots had produced. The place had
begun to look like Southampton Docks in the middle of a strike.
My man, whose name was Angus, next opened another box and took out
a gleaming gadget which he set up on a little bench. This, it turned out, was
his arrow straightener – accurate to .001". I looked down the line and saw
that the other Scots were setting up their arrow straighteners too. By this time
I had begun to feel sick.
Next came his high powered binoculars which were for quick checks on
arrow positions when he didn’t want to move over to the gunsight. Then
came a shooting stick for resting between ends, then two special silver studs
for marking the position of his toes so that he could always resume exactly
the same stance after retrieving arrows.
Old Harry came up to me and I noticed that his face seemed pale under
its usual weatherbeaten brown. “Confidence is all that counts,” he whispered.
“When it comes to the bit each man is alone on the sward with his bow.”
“Are you kidding?” I moaned in panic. “This client beside me has been
opening boxes for half an hour and he hasn’t even reached his bow yet!”
Just then Angus took out his bow. Needless to say it was one of the
latest high speed, low draw weight, plastic laminate efforts which cost as
much as all the Irish team’s steel bows put together. When he had it braced
and strung he gave the string an experimental pluck which produced a sharp
clear musical note like a harp. Old Harry squeezed my arm and went away
back to his place to the accompaniment of more musical plinks from Scottish
plastic bows all down the line.
The whistle blew for the six sighting-in shots with which all matches
lead off.
Each archer carries six arrows. He shoots three and then steps back until
his opponent shoots three, then he shoots his second three. When his
opponent has shot his second three they go up to the target and count the
score for that end. Angus was first on my target but he was slow at starting
because he had several sets of arrows in a box and he wanted to select a set
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whose flights were most suitable for the wind conditions, so I watched
Stewarty on my left and Hector on my right. They both led off in their usual
form. Stewarty, shooting too quickly and nervously, blazed off three arrows
which seemed to be still rising as they passed over the target at a height of
about twenty feet. Hector very calmly and deliberately placed an arrow in
each leg of the stand which supported his target and then failed to nock the
third one properly. It gave a horrible twang and fell on the ground about six
yards in front of him.
Somehow I was reassured. Stewarty and Hector had been archers for
years and I could beat them – perhaps Angus for all his equipment would be
no better. By this time he had chosen a set of arrows which he felt would be
suitable. He stood up to the line and in an unruffled, almost abstracted
manner feathered three arrows near the centre of the target a hundred yards
away.
“Very good,” I said numbly.
“I’m not too happy about number two,” he commented. “I’d better check
the straightness – I think it’s about half a thou out.”
I went up to the line and sent off my first shot. At a hundred yards the
arrows fade out of sight before they strike and you listen for the sound. I was
overjoyed to hear a comforting thud from the target area and prepared to send
another one in the same general direction.
Suddenly Angus barked, “You’re in the black at eight o’clock. Screw
your sight out a sixteenth and aim a little higher.” I glanced round and saw
that he was crouched over his gunsight like a U-boat commander aiming
torpedoes. I did as he suggested but my next shot missed. Angus gaped into
his interociter for a moment then came marching over to me, snatched my
arrows and put them through his arrow straightener one after the other. “I
thought so,” he muttered over each one as he tested it. “As many sides as a
thrupenny bit.” He straightened all my arrows and for the rest of the match
took an intense personal interest in the fate of every shot. Due to his
enthusiastic coaching I managed to put up one of my highest ever scores,
although Angus won by a comfortable margin and the Ulster team as a whole
was beaten.
Five of us sailed back to Belfast that night. We got a good seat in the
first class lounge after changing our tickets from third to first class so that we
would be able to get some sleeping accommodation. Things went all right for
a while – we discussed the match over our beer, then Willy discovered it
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would have been just as cheap to fly. This led to a number of bitter wrangles;
then Stewarty began to notice women flaunting themselves at him again and
Nelson began to worry about his stuff being stolen....
Finally we all went below. On the way down Old Harry discovered that
because of the way our berth tickets were arranged only four could go into
one cabin and the fifth would have to share another cabin with a stranger.
“It’s unfortunate,” he said. “It’s not very nice being away from all the boys
on your own – but there’s nothing else for it.”
We all agreed sadly, looked at each other for a few seconds and then
there was a wild charge towards our cabins. I was lucky enough to get in
front so I dashed into the room with the surprised stranger and bolted the
door, and I never did find out which room the others had been running for.
I slept late the following morning and when I woke up the boat had been
in for ages and all the others had gone home. Somehow, I didn’t mind.
March 1961
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Booze in the Night
Ian McAulay of Dublin is a Ghood Man, and I’m not going to say
anything against him. Besides, I don’t need to. I said it all in this
Glass Bushel of 1961....

To his friends up here in the Black North Ian McAulay has always been
somewhat of an enigma, something like the Mona Lisa. In fact, when he sits
back in an armchair with his raincoat draped over his head (he throws his
clothes on carelessly) and the satisfied look he wears after polishing off a
home-made apple pie, the urge to try to put him down on canvas becomes
almost irresistible. We might even have tried it before this, but for the fact
that none of us can box. A few facts were known about his other life in
Dublin: intriguing facts such as that he lived in a haunted Grange! I ask you –
a haunted Grange. Those of us who are forced to eke out prosaic existences in
suburban semis turn green with envy at the very idea. Another fascinating
glimpse of his Christopher Marlowe-like background was revealed to me by a
casual mention of the fact that the barman in his favourite pub, knowing Ian
to be an eminent expert on lager, brings him a small sample glass to ensure
that the brew is exactly to his liking before he orders.
This then was no ordinary mortal I had come to visit for the day. Had it
not been for the fact that I too have academic qualifications (most people
don’t realise I took medicine* for three years) I might have felt a certain
sense of inadequacy. I mean, when a man’s opinion is so valued by barmen
that they bring him a sample of the lager then you are dealing with an almost
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god-like creature, a man about town, a sophisticate....
* Professor Sandford’s Famous Herbal Liver and Spleen Rejuvenator.

The non-stop express to Dublin made a smooth quick run, only stopping
once, and I arrived at Amiens St. Station at 12.45 having read half a Blish
book on the way down. Ian met me with his car and we zoomed away
through the traffic while he explained the programme for the day. I was
impressed, especially when I learned that the first call of the evening was
going to be the Ouzel Galley bar in Dame Street – lan’s favourite pub – the
place where they bring him a sample of the lager. To think I was going to be
there to see it! We went to Mooney’s in College Street for lunch and Ian had
the usual Carlsberg with his salad while I had Guinness to get myself in form
for the free booze-up we would have after our tour of the Guinness factory in
the afternoon.
“Two pints each,” Ian said, “and there’s bound to be lots of people who
don’t drink much and we will probably get theirs as well.”
“How about the detergent?” I asked.
“What detergent?”
“Well,” I explained, “Sid Birchby once told me that a friend of his
works in a place which manufactures edible detergent and Guinness buys it
by the ton. Sid’s friend says that’s what puts the head on Guinness.”
Ian was patriotically indignant. “Nonsense. We’ll be through the whole
place. You’ll see everything. They wouldn’t be able to slip detergent in, even
if they wanted to.”
We drove to the Guinness factory and on the way Ian showed me the
place where he bought his first American Astounding. Then he parked his car
with a couple of swift sure movements which left it close to the curb in a
space just about two feet greater than its own length. I was impressed, but I
had come to expect things like that from Ian – if barmen bring you a sample
of the lager nothing is beyond your capabilities.
We went into a stoutly built reception hall where I gave my name to get
onto one of the conducted tours. Ian didn’t have to give his name. The girl
took one look at his cool, sophisticated, slightly amused expression and
respectfully waved him on. I decided that the barmen at the Ouzel Galley bar
had probably told everyone in the trade about him; it was quite likely that the
doors of any brewery in Ireland would be thrown open at Ian’s approach. I
basked in reflected glory.
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The tour itself lasted over an hour. A bored individual in a dark uniform
led us around in a straggling bunch, in and out of dark buildings, up and
down metal stairways, over and under huge house-sized vessels, some of
which were full of Guinness and which could be peered into through little
portholes which revealed biscuit-coloured lunar landscapes of froth silently
shifting in the dim radiance of light bulbs in their roofs. The air was laden
with carbon dioxide and the smell of hops and yeast. We decided that it was a
perfect place for the final chase in a detective film.
The guide seemed to know his stuff all right, but he was sorely in need
of a new script writer to arrange his material. He made no effort to produce a
smooth connected flow of facts, but kept saying things like, “T’iss is where
we store ti grain; ti chimneys of ti par-station are over one hundred an’ sixth
fut hoigh,” or “T’iss is ti fur brigade station, all ti men in t’ere are experts in
first aid.” Practically the first thing he said to us was, “T’iss is ti vat houses
where ti Guinness is stored... ah.... we don’t take visitors in t’ere because...
ah... t’ere’s a lot of reconstruction going on and... ah... it wouldn’t be safe.” A
sort of guilty look passed over his face and I glanced across the group at Ian.
His eyes met mine in a look which can only be described, by that overworked
phrase, as one of wild surmise. We both thought, ah – that’s where they do it!
The thought occurred to me afterwards that adding detergent to booze would
be a human foible for which there is no name. Could it be sudomy?
Soapistry? Lathargy?
At one point the guide activated a large box which lit up and treated us
to a short film showing what happens when the yeast is added to the liquid. It
was a rather gruesome epic and I didn’t watch all of it – I never did go in for
those double X bills anyway. Yeast was the only subject which ever caused
the guide’s voice to deviate from its tone of complete and utter boredom. The
idea that this was a living organism had apparently captured his imagination
at one time and he always referred to it as “the living yeast”, although, in
view of our suspicions about the detergent, “clean living yeast” might have
been a better term. When showing us a tray of the stuff, which just looked
like some kind of chopped and dried vegetation*, he actually whipped
himself into a frenzy of apathy, almost indifference. It was embarrassing to
watch.
* Professor Sandford’s Famous Herbal Liver and Spleen Rejuvenator.

After sixty minutes of trudging around we were taken into the Samples
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Room and formally served with a tiny tankard of Guinness apiece. Ian and I
knocked ours back thirstily and sat impatiently waiting for the next round.
We had decided to swill down the first four or five servings quickly to get rid
of our thirsts, and then take our time over the next two or three, savouring the
flavour, bouquet etc.
A quarter of an hour later, when the rest of our party were standing
around shuffling their feet and ready to go, it began to dawn on Ian that there
was only going to be one serving. When the enormity of it sank in, assisted
by the guide throwing away the butt he had been puffing in a corner and
practically telling us to clear off, Ian’s suave expression vanished and was
replaced by a look of Hancock-like indignation. His sense of the fitness of
things was outraged, of course, but one would almost have got the impression
he was raging at not getting a free booze-up. However, I knew that it was
worse for Ian than it would be for most people. To a person who was used to
a barman bringing him a sample of the lager before he ordered, this sort of
treatment was going a bit far.
We left the factory and drove out to Matt Smith’s at Stepaside where,
after a couple of Carlsbergs, Ian’s composure returned, and we spent a
pleasant half hour planning an SF story we intend writing someday. We went
on and had tea at Ian’s home – the haunted Grange – then played one side of
a Mort Sahl LP. At about 6.30 we went for a drive in the Dublin Mountains
and I saw Bray for the first time since I spent my honeymoon there seven
years earlier. We arrived in Dublin at 7.30 with four hours’ drinking time left
before the pubs closed. On the way into the Ouzel Galley bar I mentioned to
Ian that it was a big thrill to me to go in with him and see the barman bring
the sample. A patient smile flitted across his countenance.
“No, no, old boy. You don’t quite understand. What happens is that I go
in, walk up to the bar and say, ‘Good evening, Henry. How’s the lager
tonight?’ Then he says, ‘Not bad, sir,’ then I say, ‘I think perhaps I should
taste it before ordering,’ and he says, ‘Certainly, sir.’ Then he brings me
some in a tiny tankard, I taste it, nod – providing it’s all right, of course – and
he draws me a full glass.”
I nodded humbly – I hadn’t properly appreciated the niceties, the little
formalities stemming from years of tradition, the sort of thing only a
cosmopolitan like Ian would really understand.
We sat on stools at the counter in an almost empty bar and the barman
approached. He was a blue-chinned, rather surly type – not quite the way I
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had pictured Ian’s barman, and even Ian seemed to have lost a little of his
composure on seeing him face to face. But he carried on with the touching
little tradition.
“Good evening,” he said. “How’s the lager, to–”
“Watchasay?”
The barman stared at us coldly – he didn’t seem to be with it.
“I said, ‘How’s the lager?’”
The barman looked mildly surprised. “Sallright, I suppose.”
“All right, is it?” Ian said: he shot a slightly worried glance at me to see
if I was still watching.
“Thass right.”
Suddenly, to my horror, the cool suave McAulay seemed to crumble
away. A ghostly smile, the sort that Pluto in the Disney strips puts on when
trying to curry favour with someone who has just kicked him, spread over his
face and he said in a plaintive wheedling voice, “Could I try a wee glass?”
The barman was not moved. “I’ll sell you a glass if you want it,” he
answered coldly, and went on wiping tumblers as though we didn’t exist.
“All right then,” Ian croaked miserably. “Two glasses of lager.” As an
afterthought, to try and regain prestige in my eyes, he called out, “Provided
it’s in good condition.” But I don’t think the man heard him – luckily I had
the whole incident memorised.
It turned out afterwards as we toured Dublin’s best pubs, that this had
been an unfamiliar barman, but Ian had valiantly tried to bring off the routine
for my benefit. We finished at 11.30 in a place called The Silver Tassie, then
took six bottles back to the haunted Grange where we drank some more and
played records till the wee hours.
All in all it was a great trip, but I’m looking forward to the next one
even more. Ian is friendly with a director or something in a brewery and
every time Ian goes there this man immediately brings out a case of lager and
a glass and sets Ian down in a private room with it....
That’s what we’re going to do next time.
September 1961
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The Merry, Merry Paean of Pipes
I’m still a pipe smoker, even though the price of tobacco in the
United Kingdom has risen to 75 pence an ounce. When I last
visited New York I found I could buy American tobacco in 1 lb
cans for $1.50 or so – just about what it costs now to buy one ounce
in the UK! Sorry to go on about such mundane matters in a fanzine,
but this is something which really rankles with me. Pipe smokers,
by dispensing pleasant aromas everywhere they go, give a lot of
enjoyment to others, and they ought to be supplied with free
tobacco....
So many people ask me to teach them how to smoke a pipe properly that I am
surprised correspondence schools don’t run courses on the subject. (Of
course, that’s the trouble with these postal colleges – all they ever do is teach
you to be the foreman of the local machine shop. I’ve seen it all in those strip
cartoon advertisements. No matter what subject you write in to them about,
you end up foreman of the machine shop.) When I get a request of this nature
I help the bloke to eliminate his most obvious faults in things like rubbing out
the tobacco and filling the bowl to the proper consistency; and if he is really a
keen pupil we go on to the more subtle and abstruse points of pipe-smoking
theory, such as the advantages of putting the right end into your mouth and of
sucking instead of blowing. I do all this, but my heart forewarns me (I listen
to the auricle) that it is useless – unless the pupil has had the proper
conditioning from childhood he will never be a pipe smoker.
It helps a lot if you come from a pipe-smoking family, although in this
respect I wasn’t particularly fortunate. None of my relatives would thank you
for a cigarette, but not because they dislike cigarettes – they are just rude. But
in spite of the fact that my father didn’t smoke a pipe, he was instrumental in
giving me the necessary conditioning. When I was a small boy, during the
mid-Thirties, my greatest pleasure on a winter evening was to clear the table
and settle down to a couple of hours of drawing pictures on clean white
paper. I had a huge bundle of coloured pencils which I kept in large tobacco
tins obtained by my father from a shopkeeper pal. Even to this day when I
smell the aroma of fresh St. Bruno I am suddenly back in my mother’s
kitchen with a big fire sputtering and whistling in the grate and the rain
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lashing harmlessly on the window-panes. Another powerful influence was
my father’s choice of reading material. The only magazines he took were The
Gamekeeper and Wide World (later on he tried to take Field and Stream as
well, but was caught on and nearly jailed), both of which carried several
pages of pipe advertisements. The pipes were always shown split
longitudinally, revealing fascinating details of things like juice traps, filters,
smoke cooling surfaces and so on. These ads were the first things I turned to,
and I sat there inhaling the sweet heavy perfume of St. Bruno which wafted
ceilingwards from my pencil-box, gloating over the disembowelled pipes and
promising myself that I would grow up to be a pipe smoker.
Perhaps I shouldn’t have attempted that soppy sentimental passage, but I
am maudlin myself after Stout, “Saki”, Graves and that great French novelist,
Barsac – with perhaps a little dash of Max Brandy. The course of the
narrative seems to have suffered a sharp strain and perhaps has even become
disjointed so, with the customary “Meanwhile, back at the wrench”, we will
return to where we broke off.
An artist must suffer for his art, and so it is with pipe smoking. In fact I
went through some harrowing experiences even before I got started on the
pipe. There was the occasion when I found a pipe lying in the grass during
one of my forays at the bottom of our garden. At first I thought my big
moment had come and that I should immediately start smoking, but as I was
only sixteen at the time I decided there would be too much parental
opposition. Besides, the pipe must have been lying there in the damp for
years because the bowl was all soft and pulpy. Then I remembered that
another youth called Joe who was in the same class at night school had
announced importantly, a couple of evenings previously, that he was going to
“go on to the pipe”.
I brought my find into the house, dried it out for a couple of days,
restored its shine by repeated applications of oxblood shoe polish, and finally
took it off to school and sold it to Joe for half a crown. Joe was delighted; and
he was even happier when the teacher – who used a man-to-man approach to
his evening classes – gave him a fill. It was against regulations to smoke in
class, but immediately afterwards Joe, surrounded by a crowd of admirers,
put the pipe in his mouth and began the process of lighting it. As soon as the
match got near it the bowl of the pipe burst into greenish flames and, in spite
of Joe’s frantic efforts to put it out, practically consumed itself in the course
of a few seconds. I found out afterwards that, by some pyrotechnical miracle,
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the tobacco that Joe had put in wasn’t even scorched.
I’ll say this for Joe – he didn’t hit me, and didn’t even ask for his money
back. (Strangely enough some years later I went to work in a structural
drawing office where the selfsame Joe had once worked, but he had left and
gone to Canada. A couple of years after that he returned briefly while on his
way to Scotland, Spain and South America, building bridges in each place.
He offered all his former workmates jobs in his team but, even though he
remembered me all right, he didn’t offer me a job. I didn’t really want to go
to South America anyway, but I did think he might have offered. After all,
how was I to know the pipe would practically blow up when he lit it?)
And then there was the case of Harry. Harry took up the pipe on my
advice because he was getting a bit fat and I had assured him that he would
eat far less if he smoked. Harry was grateful for the suggestion because he
was no good at diets. Somebody had once told him to cut out salt, but he
couldn’t believe that ordinary sodium chloride would be fattening – he took
the story with a paunch of salt. Harry puffed away happily for a week or so,
then one summer evening tragedy struck and I had the harrowing experience
of seeing my protege almost maimed by his lightweight Dunhill briar.
Anyone who has smoked an elegant ¾ ounce Dunhill might scoff at the
idea that it could inflict any damage on a slightly overweight adult male, and
I would have agreed with them until this fateful evening. One can appreciate
that, in the hands of an expert, a Petersen rough-cut could inflict a nasty flesh
wound, and in the dark I would hate to encounter a thug armed with a fullsize Ropp natural cherrywood – but a Dunhill!
Harry and I were queueing to get our coats at the end of one of the local
dances. He had just ignited a heaped-up bowl and was standing with the pipe
clenched in his front teeth when a scuffle developed in the line and a man in
front of us was shoved backwards with great force. Harry’s Dunhill was
driven straight down his throat and he received a double injury; the
mouthpiece almost sheared off his tonsils, and the tip of his nose was charred
medium-rare through being jammed into the bowl. The St. John’s Ambulance
men who were in attendance all agreed it was the most interesting case they
had ever encountered, but this was no consolation for Harry. He gave up
pipe-smoking and got as fat as a pig.
The most dangerous incident of all took place only a few weeks ago.
Somebody had told me that blocks of firewood could be purchased cheaply in
the Crumlin Road Prison and I decided to go up there one Saturday morning
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and give it a try. I parked my motor outside the massive wooden gate and
gave a gentle knock on one of the panels; already I was beginning to regret
that I hadn’t spent the morning over a couple of pints and pies in Hannigan’s
bar.
A sort of outsize letter box sprang open and a voice from the inner
darkness said, “Phwat d’ye want?”
“I want to buy some blocks.”
There was a long pause, during which I could feel eye tracks being laid
all over me, then said suspiciously, “Who told ye ye could get blocks in
here?”
“Can you not get them?” I cried thankfully, backing away. “I must have
been misinfo...”
“Stand where you are,” the voice commanded and there came a sound of
locks turning. I glanced up at the machine gun towers on either side and
decided against making a break for it. Gradually the great doors swung open
and a policeman said, “Right, bring your car in.”
I drove in only to encounter another exactly similar gateway about thirty
feet behind the first. Then the outer gate closed, trapping me, and two other
policemen appeared and demanded proof of my identity. When this formality
was cleared up and my name written in a book, one of the officers got into
the car beside me, the inner gate opened and I was directed to the office
where wood sales were conducted. Here things were a bit different. A genial
old boy in civilian clothes ushered me into an ancient, cluttered room which
was poisonously overheated by an open gas fire.
“I’m glad to see you,” he told me. “You’re my first customer for days. I
don’t know why we don’t get more business in here – I expect it’s because
we’re not allowed to advertise. Would you like a cup of tea?”
Overcome by this show of friendliness after my reception in front office,
I nodded. He spoke a few words over the phone and about a minute later a
brown-suited convict came trotting in carrying a metal tray, in the centre of
which was a single mug of tea covered with a white napkin. I took the mug,
the convict thanked me profusely and jog-trotted out again. The genial old
boy beamed as I drank the tea and suddenly the whole atmosphere of the
place seemed different. I relaxed. They liked me in Crumlin.
When I finally got round to the wood yard a cheery red-faced officer
took my sales docket. “The boys will be glad to see you,” he said. “You’re
the first customer today.”
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“They will?” I faltered.
“Yes. The boys wouldn’t like a Saturday evening to go by with no
customers.”
The proverbial icy feeling began to develop in the pit of my stomach.
There was something going on here. Something... sinister? The officer
crooked his finger and a large doleful youth came trotting over from the
working party which was “hegging” logs in the yard.
“Henry,” the officer said, “here’s a man wants two bags of blocks. Fill
up his car.”
Henry’s face split into a broad grin and he set to happily carrying
armfuls of wood over and chucking them into sacks. As he worked the officer
waxed philosophical. “Ah Henry,” he boomed. “Ye chopped these logs
yourself, sweating in the heat of the summer with your shirt off. Ye didn’t
think ye’d be back here in the middle of the winter to sell them again. Did
ye?”
Henry became positively ecstatic under this barrage, and I grew more
and more uneasy. My docket was only for two bags but there was the
equivalent of at least five bags in the car before Henry was satisfied.
“What d’ye think of the weather?” the officer said suddenly. I stared at
him for a few seconds trying to think up an answer when there came a cry of
anguish from the general direction of Henry. I swung round and discovered
that he had emptied the ashtray of my car – and then it all dawned on me.
Customers for wood represented a source of cigarette ends to the inmates,
BUT I SMOKE A PIPE!
In the centre of Henry’s outstretched palm was a small heap of pipe ash,
two apple cores and a partly chewed caramel which had been dumped on the
quiet by my little daughter. It was a black, sticky, disgusting mess and,
judging by the look of horror on Henry’s face, he had just arrived at
approximately the same conclusion. Other convicts gathered round muttering
“rhubarb-rhubarb”. The mob, as the saying goes, was turning ugly.
Somehow the officer got me back out into the street, but he acted as
though he didn’t think I was worth saving. When it dawned on me that I was
free again my nerves were so shot that I just had to have a smoke.
So I bought myself five cigarettes.
March 1962
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Tommy Johnston versus Science
Fiction
Nothing to say about this Glass Bushel, which describes events
which took place in 1948, except that I still think about Tommy
Johnston quite often....
At the age of twelve I obtained my first copy of Astounding, read it, was
hooked, and for the next five years never gave a single serious thought to
anything but science fiction. This monomania gave me a lot of personal
pleasure and satisfaction – in fact I was deliriously happy for those five years
– but it had an unfortunate drawback in that by the time I was old enough to
start work I was virtually unemployable.
During my final years at school when I was supposed to be working for
matriculation it had never even occurred to me to listen to a lecture or do a
homework. I drew spaceships in my class notebooks, in between times
publishing a carbon-copy magazine full of bloodcurdling stories and pictures.
Occasionally, during a mechanics, physics or chemistry class, my interest
would be aroused for a few seconds – but only until I had made a note of a
new word which looked as though it would be of use in my latest space
opera.
Looking back on it, I can be amused by the spectacle of a younger
Shaw, his mind literally sapped by science fiction, looking cautiously over
the world of industry and commerce for a safe, out-of-the-way niche wherein
he could devote his life to his bundle of BRE Astoundings and Unknowns.
My father, however, failed to see the joke. As far as he could see, a lifetime
of supporting a pulp magazine maniac stretched before him, unless he could
find some unsuspecting captain of industry who could be persuaded to take
me on. Several weeks later, just as my father was on the point of a nervous
breakdown, a small structural engineering firm agreed to start me as an
apprentice draughtsman.
My salary was to be fifteen shillings a week. This was very low, even
for 1947, but I didn’t care – there wasn’t much science fiction being
published in those days so I really only needed a few shillings a month to be
able to buy all that was going. As you can see, I simply wasn’t wise.
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The firm I was going to had its main and drawing offices on Sydenham
Road, but they decided to put me in a small office attached to the works on
the Castlereagh Road. This was actually only about two hundred yards from
my home. It was a tiny brick building only about eight feet across by twenty
feet long, at the entrance to an incredibly mucky yard in which the company
had one or two sooty-looking workshops. Inside the office was an assortment
of tables and chairs along one wall, a drawing board for me, no less than
three gas heaters, a monstrous cupboard in which I later found a rusty sixshooter, and a line of malodorous Wellington boots belonging to the ditchdigging squad. The smell of those rubber boots alone would today be
regarded as sufficient justification for an office workers’ strike.
Reigning over this assortment of junk I found Tommy Johnston, the
general foreman. He was a small old man with watery eyes and a tiny row of
brilliantly white false teeth, and he looked like a gypsy. This effect was
helped by the deep brown colour of his face and the number of wrinkles in it,
but it was mainly due to the fact that he always wore a red handkerchief
knotted round his throat to keep his collar and tie clean. No matter where he
had to go during the working day, no matter how important the people he had
to see, no matter how neat the rest of his clothes – he always wore his red
hanky at his throat. In my eyes it made him look like somebody, a man with
many years of history behind him, a hard tough man. But Tommy wasn’t
hard or tough. He sized me up and immediately, very gently and very kindly,
set to work on the task of my rehabilitation.
I probably seem to be exaggerating the state I was in in those days (and
no doubt I am a little, though trying not to) but I definitely was not a
commercial proposition for any employer. I cared for nothing but science
fiction, knew nothing but science fiction, was bone lazy and utterly without
ambition. Into the bargain I was tremendously proud – I was the only SF
reader I knew and really reckoned myself one of the star-begotten.
Tommy never got angry with me the way other people did. When
everybody else got peeved it merely served to convince me that the mundane
world was no fit place for one of the star-begotten. But when I balled up a job
for Tommy, as I frequently did through carelessness or taking too many short
cuts, he only smiled and carried the results of my handiwork sadly away as
though I had failed him in something big. This never failed to produce in me
such a violent pang of remorse that, almost without my realisation, I begun to
feel that I ought to try harder when given an assignment. Tommy defended
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me from the worst knocks, taught me a bit of engineering, and when he
wasn’t too busy listened tolerantly to my fantasies, his watery eyes shining
and little white teeth gleaming in his gypsy brown face. He had begun to
bring me round; but there was the question of the dust.
Two of the directors came up from main office for half an hour every
morning to read any mail that had come in, and for the rest of the day I had
the office to myself. Tommy was usually down in the workshops. Workmen
going in and out for boots or special tools out of the cupboard were always
plastering the floor with brown mud out of the yard. In the heat of the office
this mud quickly turned into dust and, shortly after my arrival, Tommy told
me that I would need to brush it out every day or two. I proudly refused to do
this job, saying that I was an apprentice draughtsman and had more important
things to do than brush the floor.

When I think over what those “more important things” were I marvel that
even Tommy Johnston was able to keep his temper in check. Under my
drawing board, supported on an elaborate arrangement of cup-hooks, was a
home-made crystal set which I listened to for several hours a day. Under the
same board, tucked into a disused gas radiator, was my science fiction
collection, parts of which I was rapidly getting to know by heart. Coiled on a
shelf behind me was my betatron ray. This was a fine oxy-acetylene welding
nozzle which I had stolen from stock and fitted into the metal-coil tube of the
gas ring in which we made tea three or four times a day. First thing every
morning I would get out this instrument and light it, with the gas turned very
low so as to produce a thin flame about an inch long. A sudden flick of the
gas tap would cause the flame to leap out about two and a half feet and,
armed with this devilish weapon, I daily hunted down and incinerated every
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fly, mosquito and bluebottle that entered our doors. The office walls were
covered with the scars of my near misses.
The smell produced by this last operation was indescribable. One of the
directors, an ancient and senile old boy known to everyone as Oul’ Davy, was
convinced that it was the small of some kind of low grade liquor. “Are you
sure,” he would say to me, sniffing furiously, “that that oul’ bugger Johnston
doesn’t drink some kind of hard tack out in the toilet?” I always replied that I
was sure, and blamed it on the row of rubber boots.
It was easy to fool Oul’ Davy, but Tommy knew my every move.
Sometimes he came in through the door with his arm flung up before his face
as though to ward off a careless blast from my raygun. When he was lifting a
sheaf of dockets down off the wall and found them brown round the edges he
would give me one of his tolerant little smiles and glance around for flies I
might have overlooked. I really liked him... but I wouldn’t brush up the dust.
After some weeks had gone by the floor of that office was literally
heaped with soft brown dust. Once or twice Tommy seized a brush and
pushed some of the dust out of sight. The brush head had only to travel a
couple of feet along that floor before it piled up a great crest of dust which
actually made it difficult to move the brush forward. There was more dust in
the office than I ever saw anywhere else in my life, but Tommy didn’t use his
authority to make me clean it up. He simply waited patiently for me to come
round.
One morning I was dozing quietly at my board when the two directors
came in to read the mail. Oul’ Davy picked up the phone, dialled the main
office and said to the switchboard girl at the other end, “Tommy Johnston
died last night. Put my calls through here for the rest of the day.”
I froze on my stool, thunderstruck, unable to take it in. I hadn’t even
realised that Tommy was sick. I sat there for about ten minutes listening to
the two directors matter-of-factly discussing the day’s letters as though
nothing out of the ordinary had happened; then I realised I had to do
something. I got out the brush and swept all the dust out of the office,
determinedly ignoring Oul’ Davy’s startled protests as the great choking
brown clouds enveloped everything in the place.
Later I dismantled my crystal set, broke up the betatron ray, and took my
science fiction collection home. I had a feeling that my apprenticeship had
just begun.
1963
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Ad Astra?
The following article did not appear in Hyphen. It is included in
this collection because it was written for a Hyphen which was
scheduled to be published, but never saw completion. Strange to
relate, quite recently I paid a largish sum of money to become joint
owner of a good astronomical telescope. As anyone who reads the
following column will be able to guess, I took one look through the
instrument, handed it back to my partner and demanded that he buy
me out. Sometimes I think I’ll never learn....
At the age of 14 I decided to become an astronomer.
As a first step in achieving this ambition, I read every book on the
subject in the public library at the rate of one or two a week. This secondhand stargazing was satisfying enough for some months, but, as time wore
on, it became apparent that a telescope of one’s own was de rigueur for upand-coming astronomers.
The concentrated reading course had taught me quite a bit about
astronomical instruments and I was able to decide at once that the best one
for my purpose would be a five-inch telescope, which, in non-technical
language, is a telescope which measures five inches across the fat end.
Unfortunately, although the library books had dealt very thoroughly with
matters like focal lengths, chromatic aberration and altazimuth mountings,
they had been completely mute on the subject of prices. There was, as I was
later to learn, a very good reason for this omission. A first-class five-inch
telescope with accessories can easily cost several hundred pounds, and as the
theme of most of the authors was “How foolish it is to waste money going to
the cinema when you can survey the limitless splendours of the universe for
nothing!” they were understandably reluctant to descend to the vulgar
financial details. However, I was unaware of all this at the time, and in the
absence of guidance estimated a price by myself. The calculation was quite
simple – I had once owned a telescope measuring about one inch across
which had cost me three shillings: the one I wanted to buy was five times
thicker and therefore should cost three shillings multiplied by five, equals
fifteen shillings. Allowing a bit extra for inflation I reckoned that if I raised
eighteen shillings I would be in a position to put up a serious challenge to
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Armagh Observatory.
Some weeks later – slightly weakened by total abstinence from regular
items of diet such as Nutty Nibs and Jap Dessert, but filled with an
unbearably delicious sense of anticipation – I cycled downtown on a brisk
Saturday morning to purchase a telescope, with almost a pound safely
buttoned in my hip pocket. Saving the money had been hard work so I
decided not actually to go into the first instrument maker’s shop I came to in
case he hadn’t got a five-inch telescope in stock and talked me into buying a
less powerful four-inch, or even a miserable little three-inch. Accordingly, I
went round all the instrument makers and after hours of studying their
window displays and peering in through their doors began to feel slightly
disappointed. None of them seemed to have any decent-sized telescopes, and
I could hear in my imagination the familiar phrase, “Oh, we’d have to send
away to England for that.”
Finally dusk began to fall and, as it was bitterly cold and lunchtime was
several hours past, I decided to compromise. One of the shops had a skimpy
little thing of not more than two inches diameter in the window and although
it was a pale imitation of what I wanted it would at least get me cracking on
the limitless splendours of the universe that very evening. The money left
over after buying it, I consoled myself, would be a good start towards the
price of a proper telescope.
The thin, meticulously neat, severe-looking man behind the counter did
not look particularly pleased to see me. He jerked his head enquiringly and
went on polishing a row of expensive cameras.
“I’m interested in the telescope you have in the window.” He stopped
polishing and fixed a cold gaze on my cycle clips. I withstood the scrutiny
confidently, knowing the cycle clips were as good as money could buy. I
decided to let him know that here was a fellow expert on precision
instruments.
“It’s got an object glass of about two inches,” I said, realising it might
be a good idea to chat about technical details for a while, and only after he
had seen that I knew something about telescopes bring up the subject of
price.
“It’s thirty-two pounds ten,” he said with a complete lack of finesse or
preamble, and went right back to polishing the cameras.
The blow did not hit me right away. I sneered at the back of his head a
couple of times, then dashed out of the shop with two objectives in mind – to
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buy a telescope before closing time and to spread word around the trade that
one of its members was trying to sell six-shilling telescopes for thirty-two
pounds ten. Half an hour later I was slowly cycling homewards, sickened by
the discovery that they were all in it together. It seemed as if I was shut off
from the stars as effectively as if huge steel shutters had sprung up from
behind the Castlereagh Hills on one side and the Black Mountain on the other
and had clanged together overhead.
The despair lasted several days; then, with a resurgence of hope, I
realised what had to be done. It was all so simple. If the people who sold
brand new telescopes had formed a price ring the thing was to pick up a
second-hand instrument from some friendly old junk dealer who had no idea
of its current market value. Within a week I had developed a deep and
implacable hatred for friendly old junk dealers – obviously somebody had
told them what the telescope makers were up to and the unscrupulous rogues
had pushed their own prices up to within shillings of the brand new prices.
The stars would have to wait, but this time the situation didn’t seem quite so
hopeless. I couldn’t believe that junk dealers would be as well organised as
instrument makers and there was always the chance that one day one of them
would make a mistake.
Then began a phase of my life which lasted several years and gave me
an unrivalled knowledge of Belfast’s second-hand shops, even those in
distant quarters of the city. On Saturdays and lunch times and holidays I
spent my time checking the dingy little shops, going in hopefully each time a
new telescope appeared, coming out in renewed despair on hearing the price.
Not once during those years did a friendly old junk dealer make a mistake.
They maintained the price barrier which separated me from the distant
untrodden reaches of the universe as though it was all part of a gigantic plot.
Fruitless though the search was, it produced an occasional memorable
experience. One Saturday afternoon I was prowling through the darker
corners of Smithfield Market when I discerned a tiny brass object which I
immediately recognised as being the eye-piece of a fairly large telescope. It
was completely useless to me, but out of sheer force of habit, I asked the
price from the old woman in charge. After sizing me up cheerfully she
announced that it was seven and sixpence. Her business sense must have been
remarkably good for I had about eight shillings in my pocket at that moment,
and immediately said I would buy. There was absolutely nothing I could do
with the eye-piece of course, but it was the first thing in the telescope line
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that had come into my price range, and I had to have it. I had come a long
way from that first morning when I set out to buy a five-inch telescope.
The old lady knew the object was only an eye-piece from an instrument
perhaps six-foot long but she had no way of knowing that I too fully
understood this, and, when she saw my obvious delight at the price, seemed
to feel a pang of unprofessional remorse. She stood for a while as greed
battled with guilt, then slowly handed the tube over and took my money. As I
was going out through the door she emitted a faint strangling sound which
made me look back, and I realised she was going to speak.
“You know,” she finally ground out, “there’s a piece missing.”
I nodded. Having gone that far she had made peace with her conscience
and we parted in a glow of mutual satisfaction. Surprisingly enough, my
money was not altogether wasted because I began to pick up other vaguely
telescopic items in the form of magnifying glasses and spectacle lenses, and
discovered that it was possible to make telescopes – after a fashion, that is.
My first one was constructed from a piece of lead piping, made stars look like
little balls of illuminated candy floss, and was so heavy that when I let it fall
from the bedroom window one night it woke half the street and threw one of
my father’s dogs into some kind of fit.
That was the first occasion on which I became aware of a rather strange
fact. Astronomy was presumably the quietest and most respectable pursuit
any teenager could be expected to take up, but every time I got into my stride
people and small animals kicked up hell. There was the time I built a
telescope with a wooden tube and made the marvellous discovery that some
of the tiles on our roof could be slid out of the way, leaving a hole big enough
to poke the telescope through from the attic. I began work on a suitable
telescope mounting right away, but during the first half hour our front door
was almost pounded down by panic-stricken passers-by coming to warn us
that our roof was collapsing. So great was the consternation caused by my
private observatory that one of the first people to call was an old lady who
hadn’t spoken to any of us for years, not since the day my younger brother,
with the ruthless ease of a Japanese sniper, had annihilated her row of prize
tulips with his air rifle. (From her back garden she had seen the flowers fold
over, one by one, apparently without reason, and had given such a heartrending scream that my brother vowed never again to shoot anything but
birds and cats.) Anyway, I was forced to abandon the eyrie.
In between tours of junk shops I persevered with telescope-building and
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in the process learned a lot about the science of optics. I learned to calculate
the magnification obtained by even the most complicated lens system, but
preferred the simpler method of direct measurement. To find out how strong
a telescope is, one looks through it at a brick wall and keeps the other eye
open, with the result that large bricks and small bricks are seen superimposed
on each other. A count of the number of small bricks that fit into a big brick
gives the instrument’s magnification.
The snag with this method was that every now and again the brick
would be blotted out by a sudden flurry of movement and I would find
myself staring at the vastly magnified and outraged face of a fat middle-aged
woman. Sometimes the fat middle-aged woman gathered an excited knot of
other fat middle-aged women who stood around, arms crossed protectively
over their bosoms, muttering among themselves and staring in disquiet at my
bedroom window. I always cringed back, appalled, wondering what I could
say to my parents if the police or a deputation from the Church arrived at the
door.
Finally, after about five years, I acquired a reasonable telescope. Not the
five-inch job I had set out to buy on that fateful Saturday morning – that was
still beyond my pocket – but a reasonable telescope, nevertheless.
Anybody who has even a superficial understanding of the workings of
the human brain inside the human bonce will guess what happened next. I
was disappointed. During those five years the anticipated pleasures of owning
an astronomical telescope had multiplied themselves in my mind to a point
which could not have been satisfied by all the resources of a modern
observatory. Prolonged re-reading of the poetic astronomy books of people
like Garrett P. Serviss (remember his early science fiction?) had convinced
me that putting my eye to a telescope would transport me to another plane of
existence in which the grey realities of mundane life would be replaced by a
wonderland of celestial jewels, vari-coloured and mind-drinking; clusters like
fireflies tangled in silver braid; glowing nebulae among whose filaments the
imagination could wander for ever and ever.
Of course, all I saw were quivering and meaningless specks of light, and
I got rid of the telescope within a few weeks.
And yet, the years-long search was not wasted. Now, twenty years
further on, I still occasionally dream that I have found a friendly old junk
dealer who doesn’t know the price of telescopes. I smell the dust in his shop,
I see the uncomprehending china dogs, I experience the limits of intellectual
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delight as I carry the solid, heavy instrument out into the street – moving
towards a beautiful future which can never exist.
You couldn’t buy dreams like that.
May/June 1973
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The Rest of the Bushel
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Water, Wind and Gales of
Laughter
The hypothetical observer is bored. He stifles a yawn. He gazes at the sky
and wishes he was back in his hypothetical bed. For years now he has been
posted outside Oblique House and nothing has ever happened. He is
beginning to think nothing ever will. No Zap guns, no outbursts of fannish
hooliganism – nothing but quiet respectability and adult good sense.
Suddenly he senses something out of the ordinary. He opens the gate,
crosses the “lawn” and sneaks up to the corner of the house. Cautiously he
peers round the side. He gasps. His eyes dilate with horror. Frantically he
tries to draw back, but he is too late – a thin jet of water plays over his
hypothetical face. Willis and White dash out cackling with laughter and
brandishing water pistols. “I got him! I got him!”
Like any sensible person the hypothetical observer turns and runs.
Yes, it’s quite true! Willis and White, the sobersides, the starched collars
of fandom, have acquired water pistols! It would be bad enough if they were
ordinary water pistols, but these are powerful brutes of things capable of a
hundred deadly shots on one reloading. My concentration on my fannish
activities is constantly interrupted by furtive figures prowling about muttering
such sayings as “Bah! Wind deflection again” and “It is fitting that a Gunner
should serve.”
All afternoon they sit at the back room window and drench inoffensive
cats and other small animals. Soon, however, they will get tired of such easy
game and start looking for something that will give more excitement, show
more signs of horror, scream louder. Something like me, for instance.
Luckily by that time I will have completed my weapon. A really
powerful water pistol constructed from a bicycle pump and a pair of chest
expanders. We’ll see who drowns who. Heh. Heh. Heh.
That will leave me short of a pump for my bike, but I’m sure we will manage
– my bike and I. It isn’t much to look at but it gets me around. I like my bike.
The mudguards are tied on with string and the saddle is so loose that when I
go round a sharp bend I remain facing in the original direction. But in spite of
all its faults we have come through a lot together and a bond has sprung up
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between us, and in view of this it is with great sorrow that I announce that
They are plotting against us.
Everybody has at one time or another complained of how the wind
always seems to blow in their faces when they take a bicycle out. In my case
it doesn’t just seem to. It does! It blows on my face on my way to work in the
morning. It changes before lunch and blows in my face all the way back. Not
content with this it repeats the same performance in the afternoon. Going
round corners has no effect.
It cleverly blows against various walls and deflects itself down the new
street. It always outsmarts me but I haven’t got the breeze up: I’m going to
expose it!
I’m going to do what Eric Frank Russell did with the Vitons. I will write
a story about myself and mail it to Astounding. So that nobody will pierce my
disguise too readily I will spell my name backwards. The hero of this yarn,
this fellow called boB, will have the same trouble as me. No matter what he
does the wind will be too smart for him. He tries pretending to go up the road
and swiftly turning round and going back down it at full speed. He tries
sitting backwards in the saddle and tricking the wind into thinking he is going
the other way, but all to no avail. He becomes neurotic, he wears away to a
shadow. Then one day as boB is setting off to work he is infuriated beyond
all reason by the sight of a few normal carefree riders going in the opposite
direction with the wind in their backs. It is too much for him.
“To hell with work,” he shouts and turns his bike round and flies up the
road, pedalling like mad. The next day there is a report of his passing through
a small village about ten miles beyond the Castlereagh Hills screaming with
hysterical laughter and uttering loud cries of “Fooled them! I fooled them!”...
and that is the last that is ever heard of him.
It is a far cry from the days of yore when fan humorists used to represent the
outbursts of laughter which they hoped to inspire in, or direct at, somebody
else by the use of such devices as: (Hearty laughter) or (loud guffaw).
The modern writer has a whole battery of individual chuckles ample
enough to electrify his readers, be they at ohm or in a cell. The head man at
chuckles here is James White, which must be why his friends call him
chucklehead. For an example just look at this extract from a letter of James’s
to Vince Clarke, who was quite likely to publish it. The letter was full of
nasty cracks at Chuck Harris and he ended it up by saying, “Of course I don’t
want Harris to see this. Heh. Heh. Heh.”
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This is a brilliant example of the use of the vindictive chuckle. As well
as that there is the oafish chuckle which is best ascribed to somebody else,
preferably after a rather stupid remark of theirs, e.g. “The man in the shop
tried to charge me the full cover price for an old 1932 Astounding, but I was
too smart – I made him sell me a brand new magazine! Hyuck! Hyuck!
Hyuck!”
The other two main forms are used for rounding off a joke with which
one is rather pleased. Naturally I can’t throw away one of my carefully
stored, memorised and rehearsed spontaneous witticisms on a lecture, so I’ll
just content myself by noting that they are “Nyuck, nyuck, nyuck” and “Erf!
Erf! Erf!” The latter to be uttered slowly and with gusto, or some other
willing helper.
Is anybody keen on the policy some of the newer SF mags have adopted of
not having any interior illos? Personally I hate to plough through page after
uniform page of the dry as dust stuff that these look-at-me-as-I-read-Poe type
of mags dish up, with never a touch of brush and pencil to brighten things up.
I think that a good illo makes a story.
Who can illustrate Sprague de Camp like Cartier? Or van Vogt like
Rogers? The reason for these affinities is not that Le de C writes about queer
creatures and Cartier is good at drawing them, and ditto for vV and Rogers. It
is that the essential mood of the members of each pair is the same. That is
what a good illo does – it sets the mood of the yarn. I quote almost any book
on art: “The aim of the artist is not to depict, but to capture the mood.” The
significance of this is put in its proper perspective by the following quote.
Bob Tucker in Quandry: “As compared to other forms of literature the SF
yarn is lacking in mood.” (!)
Telekinesis and Muttered Oaths
To move from a serious topic to a really grim one. I am the victim of a
horrible mental disorder! Every time I read a really convincing yarn about
telekinesis I find myself glaring at various small and innocuous objects and
gritting through clenched teeth, “Move, you b......, MOVE!” If anybody else
has this complaint, let him write to me and we may be able to start up a
movement between us. That, in case you missed it, was a pun.
May 1952
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Comes the Revelation
Red and gold spoon with blued steel pike triangle.
Having led off my column with a fish-hook to hold your attention, I now
plunge into the grim business of having a good time while Willis is in the
States. It doesn’t seem fair that he should be gallivanting about while I’m
slaving over a hot desk, getting red hands and ulsters. Well, I’m not going to
kick up a row about it, but I hope everybody noticed the way I boycotted the
Chicon this year.
This is the first actual writing that I have done since I arrived here –
being a stranger in London I have naturally spent most of my time telling
travellers how to reach various places. I spent my first few nights in Vince
Clarke’s house, and those few nights nearly spent me. Actually, Vince’s
place isn’t much different from any other house – it has four roofs and a wall
overhead. However, I feel bound to say that the little work I have done is due
to the powerful, almost soporific influence of Vince.

COMES THE REVELATION......
By the power invested in me by Walter A. Willis, Apex of the Belfast
Triangle, and the base James White, and by the powers of my own office as
holder of the Triangle’s Elongated Point, I hereby announce Belfast as being
from this date the centre of British Fandom. Ghlory to Ghu.
After many months of secret endeavour Proxyboo Ltd., labouring in an
entirely strange field (the non-fan cosmos), managed to create a set of
circumstances which made my arrival in London seem quite unplanned. For
eight weeks I have been collecting, analysing and correlating evidence and
now have definite proof of a theory held by the
for many years.
THERE ARE NO FANS AT THE WHITE HORSE!
Heinlein’s “They” and Sturgeon’s “scene shifters” themselves could not
have done a better job of disguise. Oh, they’re clever, there is no doubt about
that.
You go in. All around you see prozines, fanzines, smiling fannish faces
and the air is suffused with fannish good cheer. “Buy him a drink,” somebody
shouts, you are hustled up to the bar, you are shown copies of aSF, Galaxy,
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and Nirvana. An entity in the guise of a barman presses drinks on you, you
wiggle out from below the glass and drink, you keep on drinking....
Several hours later you emerge with glazed eyes, a fixed smile and a
voice inside you (hypothetically impressed) which whispers over and over,
“What a bunch of people! Real fans!” You believe it.
It’s the drink that does it, of course, and it was there that they slipped up
in my case. The stuff they gave me was Guinness, lots of it – but I have made
the pilgrimage to Dhublin and there in the Mecca of all imbibers of Black
Champagne have partaken of GHUINNESS.
After two weeks my stomach was acclimatised, which was a good job
for me, because I was unable to think of any way to appear to be drinking the
stuff without actually swallowing it. I had toyed with the idea of concealing a
small barrel in my mouth but I couldn’t completely cover it with my lips. It
would have been useless going with a hogshead sticking out of my mouth
unless I could have disguised myself as an apple.
However, on the third night my mind retained its usual crystal-like
clarity. I was appalled at what I saw.
Nothing but filthy hucksters and vile pros!
They offered to sell me fanzines, prozines, anthologies, indexes, SFN,
handbooks. If I bought anything somebody else would bind it for me, and
somebody else would design a bookplate, and somebody else would make a
dustjacket.
Fighting down my repugnance, I managed to act as though nothing had
happened. When I got back I reported to WAW. We were delighted at the
way I had pierced the camouflage. But later, some small points began to
bother us.
1. Obviously there was a tremendous organisation behind this scheme,
and yet nobody had covered the possibility of my immunity to Guinness.
2. In spite of all the filthy huckster activity, nobody had ever sold me
anything. Nor had I ever seen money or copies of the vile pro’s books!
Hastily I reported my suspicions to WAW, only to find that he had been
cleverly tricked into going to America.
3. To my mind, this was the final fact that hinted an even greater fact
than the mere financial finangling of hucksters and pros.
ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE AT THE WHITE HORSE?
Perhaps they are all pseudobods! Who has ever seen the inside of the
White Horse during the rest of the week? Why do the “fans” often come thru’
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the door bone dry, in spite of the fact that it is raining outside? And above all
– who is Bickerstaff?
Who knows what nameless unspeakable horrors drip and writhe in the
darkness of the WH saloon after closing time?
They would have been discovered long ago, you say? Followers of
Charles Fort know only too well the blind obstinacy with which the man-inthe street refuses to believe the obvious. Isn’t it quite possible that even on
the coldest, draughtiest day the casual passer-by would think nothing of
hearing a voice issue from the darkness of the WH on a Thursday evening,
saying, “Turn on the fans....”?
A Plea in Your Ear
It has long been a source of wonder to me that in a field of interest such as SF
and fandom the possibilities of the cartoon have been so sadly neglected.
Surely within the scope of a literature-cum-philosophy that dreams up more
things than are in heaven and earth, we can produce a better attempt at
illustrated humour, than this:
One BEM is pointing to a second BEM amid Lunar landscape and
saying to a third, “Poor chap – he’s an Earthitic.”
Actually, this sort of thing does make me laugh. It makes me laugh to
think that anybody would expect me to laugh at that.
Here is an offer to those of you who long to have your share of egoboo.
Here is a way you can increase your acreage of fanzine credits. If you have an
idea for a good joke, send it to me c/o Hyphen, and we’ll credit you with the
joke’s conception, which is, after all, the most important part. If you can’t
draw or haven’t the time, it doesn’t matter. The idea is what we want. If you
do send in a drawing, you will be credited with that too. Send in that one
good joke – these Isles are big enough for us all to roll in.
Just to show that I’m not bluffing about credits; the first joke in this
column was suggested by that leader of the few remaining True Fans – Chuck
Harris. The second was conceived by WAW and the third by myself. The fact
that the third is the best is just chance. Any one of us could have done it – it
was just a coincidence that the one with the most talent hit on it.
A really good effort will go on the cover, so send them in, even if it does
mean denuding the lavatory wall.
That, in case you didn’t recognise it, was a pun.
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The Advent of the SEWIFAVSAG
On the evening of the founding of the above body (The South-East Woolwich
Imaginative Fiction and Vargo Statten Appreciation Group) I cycled back
from work at top speed. This isn’t as fast as it sounds because the climate of
Greenwich didn’t seem to agree with my bicycle. It seemed different
somehow – I think it was the way Vince Clarke poked around it for a whole
day that started the change.
Vince put oil over the carefully nurtured coat of rust that took me years
to grow. As anybody with any mechanical experience (beyond fiddling with
ancient duplicators) knows, oil only spreads rust. Mind you, I like rust on a
bicycle, but it must be in its proper place – along the frame and handlebars.
Spreading easily over the oiled parts the rust had penetrated into the
ballbearings. Even at the best of times I have never been able to freewheel on
my machine. My bike is safe. When you stop pedalling – you stop moving.
But after Vince’s efforts it was difficult even to pedal, because I could no
longer push with both feet simultaneously.
(Before going on I would like to say that I bear no ill will over the
matter. It was obvious on the first day Vince saw my bike that he would have
to do something or go madder. As it was he went red. He kept staring at the
rear lamp which, due to sloppy workmanship on my part, pointed vertically
upwards. He was aghast when I told him I had thrown the front mudguard
away when the securing strings broke. The only thing that really annoys me
still is that he mended the puncture, just when it was going away by itself.
(I have a theory that if one simply ignores a puncture it disappears. I
once drove one away by pumping up the tyre every time it went soft. After a
few weeks of that treatment the puncture just sort of dried up.
(This technique was spoiled by Vince knuckling in to that one. I did
tackle the problem of mending them without using a patch, but I couldn’t find
the right solution.)
The reason I was hurrying was that Ron and Daphne Buckmaster had
declared open house for fans. I got back to my digs, read my mail, and set out
for Woolwich, only stopping at a fruit shop to have my saddle bag filled with
apples and to make sure I had remembered the fanzine on which Ron had
sketched the route to his place.
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Just as I finished the last apple I reached the sombre structures that the
Army terms Woolwich Married Quarters. I passed West Block with my
brakes jammed on (jam holds brakes very well) but to my dismay I
discovered that the numbers of the various apartments were the most cleverly
positioned I had ever come across. I just couldn’t find them. A lot of thought
must have gone into putting up those numbers.
My hypothetical observer would have been intrigued to see a lonely
figure wandering up and down in the gathering dusk, peering hopefully into
brightly lit rooms, only to sag with disappointment and stumble off into the
gloom.
Finally, just as I was about to give up hope, I saw that one of the
windows bore the legend, inscribed with one finger in condensed moisture:
I tripped lightly up the steps, tripped heavily over the doormat, and
entered. I will gloss over the alcoholic details of the evening beyond a brief
mention of some of the personalities present.
We had famous author Ken Bulmer, among whose published works are
Space Treason and Cybernetic Controller. And Vince Clarke, among whose
published works are Cybernetic Controller and Space Treason.
One thing that really stands out in my memory is that we brought to
light the theory concerning:

WILD AND TAME HOLES
Tame holes are familiar things. These inoffensive and harmless creatures are
in constant use throughout fandom, indeed this very magazine could never
have been assembled without the holes wrapped round the staple prongs. Of
course these are pygmy holes, the larger ones being used for such things as
getting letters into envelopes and holding the glass in James White’s
spectacles.
I must confess that it wasn’t until Ron Buckmaster pointed it out that I
realised that all holes are not so obliging. There are some that dedicate
themselves to obstructing fannish activity in any shape or form. These are the
Wild Holes.
They sneak into stencils and lodge themselves in the centre of every
letter “•”. Sometimes one of them goes berserk and spreads over several
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inches of stencil as it is being put on. The ones that fans use in their front
doors often contract when magazines are being pushed through, thus ensuring
that they arrive minus the cover.
It is even possible that the puncture I cured was a Wild Hole that got
into my inner tube and, because I steadfastly refused to remove the tyre, died
in captivity.
How did these obnoxious things get into fandom? I asked myself that
question too. So far I have not been able to find out how it was done. Not
definitely, that is. However I suspect, suspect mind you, that Shelby Vick
smuggled them in in his socks.
From my bedroom window you can see the Northern Ireland House of
Parliament perched up on a hill dominating a wide tract of the County Down.
I was just sitting gazing blankly at it wondering with one half of my mind
which window marked the Willis office. With the other half I was frantically
searching for a suitable tail-piece for my column.
After many minutes of mental turmoil I finally found what I was looking
for – it was the small window with the funny brush hanging outside. That left
the other half of my mind seething with anger and resentment because it was
still wrestling with its problem. Just as I was on the verge of becoming a split
personality there came a knock at the door, followed by a familiar plop on the
hall floor.
I sped down the stairs like a step rocket to see what had come. It was the
latest sheaf of stuff from Operation Fantast – but what is this? The neat
envelope has been carelessly ripped open. Still in the present tense I bend and
pick up the desecrated package – but what is this?
The whole thing is dripping with water. It is as wet as if the postman had
carried it to the door in a bucket of water. My eyes widen until they are
almost open. Could the postman have...... no, it can’t be.
There must be another reason. The shock is too much for me – I drop
back into the past tense.
I carried the soggy bundle into the living room and dried it at the fire.
When I read it later it seemed, apart from a certain warping of the paper, to be
a perfectly normal OF mailing.
I suppose it must be all right. I have a half-formed fear that when the
paper comes tomorrow there will be a headline announcing that the mailboat
sank on its way across the Irish Sea, and a sub heading giving survivors’
accounts of how a small white object was seen cutting a huge bow wave
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towards Belfast.
February 1953
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Cyclic History
My feelings towards my bicycle have changed.
Yes, I’m going to write once more about my rusty steed in spite of the
fact that I have already filled many a column with brilliant, touching little
anecdotes about it. I can just hear some of you muttering, “Why is this fellow
Shaw always peddling his bicycle?”
My answer to this is, “Why not?” All the fannish greats wrote about
personal things near and dear to them. Hoffman had her horse, Clarke had his
cat, and Bulmer his ceiling, which was nearer to him than most people’s, and
dearer. Even that great femme fan created by Shakespeare, namely Juliet,*
had an intense affection for her duplicator. Who can forget the heart-rending
pathos of her plea, “Roneo! Roneo! Wherefore art thou Roneo?”
* If anybody is thinking of saying that Juliet was not a fan I am quite
prepared to go through the whole play, applying pun permutations to prove that
she was.

Anyway, as I was saying, I feel differently about my bicycle, because
last week I decided to give it the first overhaul it has had in the twelve odd
years that I have owned it. Before this I had regarded it with contempt. I
despised it as being a simple machine, one step removed from a
wheelbarrow.
Well, I didn’t actually despise it, for I was fond of the thing, but I had
for it the sort of affection a mother might feel for an uncomplaining but idiot
child.
The overhaul changed all that.
There were times when it seemed that every blow on the spanner would
produce a shower of ball bearings from the most unexpected place. I got a
nightmarish feeling that the frame of the machine was filled with ball
bearings, all waiting for the first opportunity to disgorge themselves onto the
floor.
After an hour or so of marvelling at the complexities of my bike I began
to realise the magnitude of the wrongs I had done it. I shuddered to think at
the way I had left it out overnight in the rain. At the way I used to ride up
onto the footpath to save me getting off.
That’s why I bought a lot of shiny new parts and am trying to fit them. I
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say trying because nearly every bolt and screw is irrevocably wedded to the
parent metal of the frame. This incestuous relationship is proving very
difficult to break up, but I shall win through.
Soon the bike as known to Vin¢ Clarke and others will be no more.
This is going to be a very abbreviated Bushel, as I left it a bit late. To tell the
truth, I have been neglecting my fan activity lately – I just can’t help being
pressed for time, as well as being born lazy. However, one of my New Year
resolutions was to do more in fandom, and this one I intend to keep, in spite
of the massed voices of various temptations singing “Come Back to Errin’”.
When I think back over my fannish career I find that I have done very,
very little, and yet only yesterday I received a fanzine sent because the editor
considered me a BNF.
I discussed this with WAW one night and we discovered that some fans
have a talent for just getting their names mentioned. The possessors of this
fannish psi faculty, at the cost of very little energy, get their names into
everything.
For example, I discovered that by dint of sending one letter and one
short article to that dynamo Raleigh Multog I had worked myself up into a
position of tremendous potential power in the Star Rockets Correspondence
Club. I haven’t the paper with me as I write, but from memory I was entitled
to vote in various elections along with people who had obtained a hundred (or
so) points at the rate of ten (or so) per article.
Sometimes I feel awed.
What is this strange power that I possess? Am I a fannish Gilbert
Gosseyn? Sometimes I get a weird feeling that, if I wanted, I could by writing
three letters and a book review for Peri take over fandom or bring about the
death of FAPA.
Not that I have any wish to be left mourning over the corpse of FAPA,
while in the background there sound the plaintive strains of “The Last
Postmailing”.
Once more it falls to my lot to make my annual appeal to you on behalf of the
Oblique House Fund for Starving Fanzines.
If any of you have any cartoons, jokes or humorous fillers they will be
gratefully accepted, and full credit to the donors will be given in the church
magazine, namely Hyphen.
Remember one cartoon will supply balance and an air of completion to
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one partially filled page, and two will bring illumination and cheerfulness to a
double page spread.
Friends, let us not forget our needy fanzines, and Hyphen in particular.
Puh-lease!
January 1954
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Kolektinbug
I daresay that there are many fans like myself who have made hobbies of
collecting, a sort of supplementary activity to fanning. It refreshes the tired
brain when one is able to turn from the intricacies of fandom to the familiar
friendliness of some cherished collection.
Unfortunately, however, most collections cost too much!
This is bad. A fan needs his money for other things and can’t afford to
pay large sums for stamps, ornamental snuff boxes, ancient coins and the
like. And yet, all is not futile – for I have discovered the solution.
Collect things that are worthless!
Plugph! you might say. I know it’s hardly likely, but you might say it. In
answer, let me tell you that I have made a number of such collections and
have had many hours of enjoyment from them. Take, for instance, my
collection of bus tickets. For years the Belfast Corporation used to put out a
very fine bus ticket, on good quality paper and in a wide range of colours.
These beautiful things were numbered from 0000 to 9999, and I collected the
ones in which the four digits were the same.
Ah, I remember those happy days in which a bus ride was transformed
from a mundane necessity into a thrilling quest. The chances against the
conductor handing you a “four” were almost exactly one in a thousand, so it
was quite an event when it did happen. After months of collecting (which
involved groping blindly beneath the seat for dropped tickets and furtively
stealing handfuls of used tickets from the box every time I got off a bus) I
acquired about twenty.
I remember the day I got my blue 5555. I was travelling home in the bus
with my brother, it was early on a summer evening and we were the only two
aboard. I bought two tickets and when the conductor had gone away I noticed
that the higher of the two was 5554. That put me in a spot. I coveted the next
ticket and yet I didn’t want to explain to the conductor why. I sat and sweated
it out until the journey was nearly over; then at last I could restrain myself no
longer. When the conductor was passing I handed him my money and said,
“Blue, please.”
I have often felt sorry for the man since. He knew he had collected our
money and yet there I was asking for another ticket, which he had to give me.
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He looked at my brother, half expecting him to get another one too, but Gerry
plays poker and was of no help. The conductor still wore a bewildered
expression when we got off.
This collection would be almost completed by now if the Corporation
hadn’t inaugurated a new system in which the tickets are torn off a roll. Not
only was my collection spoiled, but the new tickets have five digits in their
serial numbers, reducing the odds to one in ten thousand and making them
impossible to collect. In one lifetime, that is.
Another collection that died a premature death was my playing card one.
From time to time I used to see playing cards lying about, lost or thrown
away. When I was living in London I decided to collect these and try to get a
complete pack. I carefully saved the one that fostered this resolve and since
that day I have not seen another card.
One of my most successful efforts is my collection of Queen Victoria
halfpennies. I began this one several months ago and, as these coins are
comparatively rare, it has been quite an exciting quest. One drawback,
however, was that I broke away from my golden rule. These coins are worth
money.
Each Queen Victoria halfpenny is worth a halfpenny!
The collection went along merrily until it reached the grand total of 24.
This is enough to buy one bottle of Guinness. For days the fate of the
collection hung in the balance – then I received another halfpenny which
brought the total to 25. Somehow, that made it safe. If I had bought the bottle
I would have had one coin left over... a silent reminder of my weakness.
The next crisis (they are so far apart I call them Seldom Crises) came at
32 halfpennies. A large UB pale ale, this time. The whole office rallied
round, giving me words of encouragement and good cheer during the time I
was torn between the two alternatives. One kindly soul called Adair even
brought me in a fine “Vic” halfpenny which he sold me for a penny.
Other crucial moments came at 36 (a bottle of Guinness and a pie), at 44
(a pint of Guinness and a pie), but these were weathered in safety. At present
I have 55 coins. One more will give me the equivalent of one pint of XX
Guinness and a pie. The supreme temptation!
I do not know what will happen, but I promise any readers whose
interest I have gained that I will publish monthly bulletins to keep them up to
date.
Pray for me.
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Reviews
Authentic 42. In my opinion the cover for thish is not quite up to the standard
of the previous ones in the series. It has several of those earmarks that
indicate a push-it-out-for-the-deadline job. One of them is a rocketship whose
regulation-issue “pillar of blinding incandescence” ends harmlessly in the
Martian sand about three yards from one of the spacemen. Looks to me as
though you’ll need more space, men.
The lead story is by Bryan Berry and is called “Hidden Shepherds”.
Now, I have a theory about how to enjoy reading SF. It must be obvious that
of the great quantity of stories being turned out only a very few can bring you
something new. So my method is, once I have seen the category a story is
going to fall down into, to suspend temporarily my memory of all the others
in that class and settle down to have a good read. I call this sterilising
familiarity – it stops it breeding contempt.
I must confess that “Hidden Shepherds” was a bit of a strain even on me,
but I managed. So if you can forget that Eric Frank Russell has already
written this story twice (once as “The Hobbyist” and once as Sinister
Barrier), if you can forget all the jungles of Venus stories, and all those with
mysterious Old Ones lurking in the background – then you’ll enjoy “Hidden
Shepherds”. And you’ll never guess who the sheep are! Heh heh.
Authentic 43. The lead story is an enjoyable (to me anyway) saga pudding of
the hidden supermen variety, containing all the usual ingredients including a
hero who Gets Signs That All Is Not What It Seems, and intriguing
paragraphs slipped in here and there reporting conversations between
mysterious Immortals. Van Vogt used to be very good at this stuff and John
Brunner has shown himself equally able with this yarn, entitled “Tomorrow
Is Another Day”.
Leading the shorts is Bill Temple’s “Errand of Mercy”. This is one of
the fast moving and yet intelligently written adventure stories that WF has
begun to turn out. As is usual with one of his stories I enjoyed it – telepathic
whales and all. As well as that there is “Many Hells” by Richard Wilson, fair;
and “The Lava Seas Tunnel”* which contains some of the most un-authentic
science ever wedged into a plot.
* By E.R. James and F.G. Rayer, whose names did not appear in this Hyphen
column. [Ed.]
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Jonathan Burke has a story called “Stand-in”, another one of those yarns
that are popping up all over the place with the frequency of bubbles in a glass
of good beer. The ones where the objects of the characters’ affections are
replaced by robot replicas.
In these stories everybody turns out to be a robot at some time or
another, the object being to leave the reader gasping with astonishment. The
practised robot-spotter is never caught napping, though. The trick is to watch
out for little clues like this: “She was a little quieter than usual...” which is a
dead give-away.
Nebula 7. There is a very fine cover by Bob Clothier on this issue showing a
lunar scene. The only thing that spoiled it for me is that it is almost identical
to the ASF cover painting for “Dreadful Sanctuary” by Eric Frank Russell.
The lead story is by Bill Temple and is called “Pilot’s Hands”. I liked it for
its very definite characterisation and interesting plot. An intelligently written
adventure story. Next comes another good and very original story, “Divine
Right” by J.T. McIntosh. This one had atmosphere.
Of the five other short stories in the issue the best is a beautiful vignette
by Ted Tubb, “Emancipation”. I read it three times before I went to bed and I
dreamed about it. Second best is “Gorgon Planet” by Bob Silverberg – I’m a
sucker for stories like this that have a tie in with Greek mythology. “Oh, a
Gorgon for me....”
Third best was “Troubleshooter” by C.E. Maine, although it would have
been second if the approaching end punch hadn’t been as clearly visible as a
double decker bus. When an SF story fails this is usually the reason. The
authors seem to underestimate both the reader’s intelligence and his interest
in the story, leaving a mass of clues that could make it a walkover for Dr
Watson.
Dave Gardner’s “Cold Storage” comes fourth. The writing was very
smooth but the story was spoilt by the presence of two robots who trigger the
whole plot by not knowing anything at all about sex, in spite of having been
specifically trained as doctors to handle the delivery of colonists’ babies on a
new planet.
I enjoyed all the departments in this issue, so Nebula 7 earns my
performing seal of approval.
January 1954
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Hoax
Percival Ingram settled back comfortably in his seat and glanced about him
with a contented sigh. His first Convention! For a moment he forgot the voice
of the Chairman making the introductions as he realised that at long last it
was here. The event he had planned for and waited for these last two years. It
was worth the weary months of writing hundreds of letters, articles, columns,
typing stencils, drawing cartoons, duplicating....
Suddenly he became aware that the fans were wildly cheering and
applauding someone who had just been introduced. Belatedly, the name the
Chairman had used penetrated to Percival’s brain. It was Stanley Long.
Percival felt the colour drain from his face and the sound of the still
applauding conventioneers swelled and diminished, approached and receded,
as he teetered on the edge of a faint. “It can’t be,” he whispered to himself,
“Stanley Long is only a figment of my imagination.”
When he had quietly entered fandom over two years ago, Percival had
become inflamed with the idea of putting over the biggest ever fannish hoax.
A month later, when he had moved into a new flat, he decided to create
Stanley Long. At first he had only written a few letters and, by arrangement
with the new tenant of his old flat, picked up the replies on his way to work
in the morning. That had been the beginning.
Gradually as time went on the character of Stanley Long began to
absorb more and more of Percival’s thoughts and time. For Percival was even
more dissatisfied with himself and his own personality than most people are.
His thin, pimply face, his timorousness with members of his own and the
opposite sex, his complete lack of social aptitude, had made him pretty fed up
with the person of Percival Ingram.
Here, in this new character of Stanley Long, he had begun to realise,
was another chance. A fresh start. He had taken a deep personal satisfaction
in building the imaginary Stanley Long into the personification of everything
that he, Percival, never was and never could be.
In order to make the illusion complete he had drawn up a complete
mental dossier of Long – had even made sketches of him in order to get a
clear picture in his mind. Stanley Long, the brilliant athlete who had entered
fandom not for escape but because the heart of a Trufan beat inside his 44"
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chest. Percival had fitted Long with a series of hectic amours which
sometimes received passing mention in his numerous columns for the main
fanzines. By strenuous effort he had given Long his fannishly famous sense
of humour and subtle, brilliant literary style.
In short, BNF Stanley Long was Percival Ingram’s greatest work of art.
And here he was in person being introduced to the gathered fans in the
Convention Hall!
Suddenly Percival’s common sense re-asserted itself, and two possible
explanations formed in his mind. Either there was an unknown fan called
Stanley Long who, when signing in, had been mistaken for his non-existent
namesake; or some brash fan was playing a hoax. Percival turned in his seat
to look at the object of the prolonged acclaim to see which of his theories was
correct. If the former, “Long” would be embarrassed and bewildered; if the
latter, he would be putting over the hoax – grinning and modestly shaking his
head.
At the sight of the tall, powerfully built young man who was just sitting
down, Percival felt an icy coldness gather in his stomach and his palms
prickled with sudden perspiration.
It was him.
There was no mistaking the handsome, highly individual face that he
had dreamed up. There was the check sportscoat of the intriguing pattern that
had been the subject of a Long article which was in Percival’s bureau at
home, waiting to be sent off. Every line of face and body was just as Percival
had imagined it.
Suddenly “Long’s” gaze alighted on Percival’s astonished, staring face
and the smile that had been on his lips seemed to fade slightly. Percival
whipped round in his seat, staring straight ahead at the speaker on the dais,
his thoughts batting about in his head like wasps in a jar. He felt suddenly
afraid. Had there been menace in “Long’s” eyes when they had met his own?
What was happening? His mistaken identity theory had been exploded by
“Long’s” graceful acceptance of the applause – but a hoax? No. There could
be no coincidence so great that the fan who had decided to masquerade as
Long could be absolutely identical with Percival’s picture of his own
creation, right down to the pattern of the sportscoat which had yet to be
mentioned in fandom.
Percival missed the rest of the introductory session as he sat, lost in the
maze of his own thoughts, trying to reason it all out, and endeavouring to
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ignore the cold implacable hatred he had glimpsed in “Long’s” eyes.
“Mr Long is in Room 309,” the girl at the reception desk said in reply to
Percival’s enquiry. He thanked her and hurried up the stairs, forcing his feet
to move quickly. At the door of 309 his courage sank even further but he
knocked anyway, wondering if “Long” would be there. It was almost lunch
time and from his seat he had seen “Long” hurry out during the first auction,
which had given him the idea of getting the fan alone. Now that the time had
come the idea didn’t seem so good.
When he heard footsteps in response to his knock Percival’s knees grew
weak. He half turned to leave but the door opened and the spurious Long was
visible.
“I want to talk to you,” Percival quavered, acutely aware of his own
insufficiency beside the other’s smoothly muscled, well-clothed bulk.
“Come in,” grinned “Long” with a flash of white teeth, perfect except
for the one tiny gold filling which had been the topic of one of Percival’s
long columns in Space Soot.
Percival entered, sat down on the bed, immediately regretted it because
he now felt even smaller and more ineffectual, and jumped up again. His
embarrassment increased as he realised that “Long” had been watching him
with an amused expression on his face. Anger at himself as much as at
“Long” induced Percival to throw caution to the winds.
“What’s going on here?” he shouted. “Who are you, anyway?”
“It’s quite simple,” replied “Long” in quiet, controlled tones. “I’m the
Stanley Long – you must have heard of me.” “Long” grinned as he finished,
but Percival was in no mood for examples of the famous Stanley Long
humour.
“You can’t be,” he shouted. “Stanley Long is a figment of my
imagination – my own creation.”
“You are partly right,” replied “Long”. “I admit I am a figment of your
imagination, but I am not your creation. It was those people down there,” he
waved one tanned hand in the direction of the Convention Hall, “that created
me. You see, your hoax worked too well. You didn’t allow for the powerful
and vivid imagination of the science fiction fan. Every fan who has ever read
a fanzine believes in me and has faith that I exist. It was that, their strong
imagination and unquestioning faith, that created me.”
Percival’s mouth opened and closed several times without emitting any
sound; but although he was shocked and stunned by what he had heard, his
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mind grappled with the Unknown-type logic of the situation. There was one
thing certain. Stanley Long could not be allowed to continue his existence.
Such a thing was unthinkable to anyone familiar with the laws of everyday
life. Something had to be done. Soon.
Although it was the faith of all fandom that had created Long he,
Percival Ingram, had been the prime mover; and if he refused to believe in
Long the clash of beliefs should be enough to force his creation out of
existence.
Percival immediately began to disbelieve in Long.
Stanley Long, intently watching Percival’s face, smiled and shook his
head.
“It won’t work,” he said. “You see, the thing is out of your hands now. I
don’t need you, and to tell the truth I’m glad. I would hate to think that my
being depended on the whims of a mere nobody like you. What have you
ever done in fandom?”
Percival gasped. This was too much. “How dare you,” he spluttered.
Then with a sudden surge of craft, “What makes you so unpleasant to apeak
to? My Stanley Long is friendly to every fan he comes in contact with.”
“You’re different,” Long replied. “You never provided in your fannish
writings for Long’s feelings towards his inventor. You I can hate.”
The colour drained from Percival’s face and he took a step towards the
door.
“I know how to cancel you out, then,” he shouted, “I’m going down to
the Convention Hall to tell them all about how I made you up.”
The threat failed to disturb Long’s composure. “No, you’re not,” he said
almost kindly. “You see, I am in a way the focal point of all the creative
belief of several hundred fans. The instrument of their minds – and I am
going to refuse to believe in you.”
“You can’t,” moaned Percival. “It won’t work.”
“It will,” insisted Long, gently. “What do you mean to fandom? Who
will remember you if you disappear? You have no friends or relations outside
of fandom. You are nobody. I’m afraid,” he added, beginning to smile again,
“you are a very difficult person to believe in.”
Percival had just time for one faint whimper of pure terror, then he
vanished for ever as though he had never existed, leaving Stanley Long to
saunter down to the Convention Hall to receive once more the acclaim of his
many friends and followers.
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The Ladies’ Armchair Companion
Once there was an imaginary fan by the name of Ralph Harvey. Ralph was a
keen faned and the proud possessor of an imaginary duplicator on which he
produced a hypothetical fanzine. He was employed by his uncle George
Harvey, the owner of an imaginary magazine of the Woman’s Own type, as a
sort of understudy director. Unfortunately Ralph was insensible of the many
great advantages that were his and, instead of working hard and making
money, he preferred to spend all his spare time and much of the firm’s in
working on his fanzine.
One day while he was hard at work stencilling an article for his next
issue his uncle burst into the office and caught him at it. “See what you made
me do?” Ralph snapped at Uncle George while wiping correcting fluid off his
hands. “You made me jump and spill this stuff. I’m going to charge that to
the firm.”
“Aha,” snarled Uncle George, “caught red-handed! So you’re still at this
nonsense instead of working on a real magazine. This time I have had
enough. You have gone too far.”
“You have gone too far,” replied Ralph, pale with indignation. “How
dare you suggest that your puerile rag Ladies’ Armchair Companion is better
than my fanzine The Heliotrope Horror. Why don’t you switch to science
fiction, like I’m always telling you? Then I’d be fired with enthusiasm.”
“You are fired with enthusiasm,” retorted Uncle George, “and believe
me I’m more enthusiastic about it than I’ve been about anything for years.
Get out!”
“You don’t scare me a bit,” sneered Ralph.
“Why not?”
“Because you’re just an imaginary character thought up by Bob Shaw,
that’s why.”
“How... how did you find out?” gasped Uncle George.
“It was easy,” replied Ralph airily. “That business of you bouncing in
through the door and shouting ‘Caught red-handed’ just as I spilt correcting
fluid on my hands – do you think that could happen in real life? No, Unk. It’s
obviously Shaw stuff... and furthermore, he’s on my side.”
“How do you know?” asked his uncle.
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“Because he has made you say two of his puns already and I haven’t had
to say any. That shows he’s my friend. ‘Fired with enthusiasm’ indeed!”
Uncle George was so overcome at Ralph knowing the facts of imaginary
life at so early an age that his heart, which was never strong and often
inclined to be fluttery in emergencies, seized up on him. As they carried him
out for a week’s rest he looked back at Ralph and shouted, “Although my
heart, which was never strong and often inclined to be fluttery in
emergencies, has seized up on me I still mean what I said. GET OUT!”
At this Ralph realised that he had gone too far indeed and that his uncle
was finished with him. The very concept of the editor of The Heliotrope
Horror being booted into the street made him so furious that he decided to
get revenge before he left. As it happened an issue of The Ladies’ Armchair
Companion was almost ready to go to press and Ralph was inspired by that to
play a really low trick on his uncle. He had quite a bit of spare cash saved up
and he was still working in the firm, although under notice, so, by dint of
much bribery, coercion and persuasion, he managed to make quite a few
modifications in that issue. He achieved his fannish revenge.
Ralph’s special issue caused quite a stir and a lot of puzzlement in
thousands of ladies’ armchairs throughout the country. Of course, when the
news got out Uncle George bought up all the copies he could and had them
destroyed, but I managed to obtain one and I am going to review it here.
This is one review section that won’t be taken off me and given to
somebody else. Heh! Heh! Heh!
The first thing that struck most of the ladies as they settled down with
their copy of TLAC was that it was printed on unusually thick and absorbent
paper, not at all like the usual highly glossed bond. One old dear who worked
in a stationery shop thought for a moment, then dismissed the idea, that it was
done on cheap duplicating paper, a sort usually reserved for funny customers
with strange hats.
Another thing that brought a shower of bewildered letters to the editorial
office was the cover itself. Like so many others of its kind, TLAC usually
showed a haughty, frigid young woman dressed in the height of fashion, and
in the background an animated male tailor’s dummy who obviously
possessed scads of money and was dying to lavish it on the female iceberg.
Ralph’s cover had the girl all right. She had that certain sexless prettiness of a
woman dressed for women, but in her eyes there seemed to be a bewildered,
almost panicky look which spoiled her whole ensemble. Why was this? the
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readers wanted to know, and why was that strange shadow of her young
millionaire cranking a peculiar machine looming on the wall behind her? And
what sort of a hat was he wearing?
The next item to cause comment was the lead story. Before Ralph had
revised it, it was one of those highminded little efforts so dear to the hearts of
the readers of TLAC. It told of a young couple, passionately attracted to each
other, who were tempted to slip away together for a holiday. In the proper
version there was the accepted time-honoured ending in which they fight off
the temptation; and when they get married, later, they are glad they did so....
“It was so nice that we were glad we had waited.” Ralph’s version ended with
them going on the holiday and with the more logical comment, “It was so
nice we were glad we hadn’t waited.”
Another department that suffered was Helpful Hints....
“...Those of our readers whose husbands wear corduroy trousers at the
office will have noticed that the material becomes flattened at the knees
through their being pressed against the underside of the desk. Mrs
Wansborough of Wilts. has sent in the following useful tips to restore the
cloth, for which she wins two pounds.”
“The first method is to procure a tiny strip of miniature corrugated
iron and nail it on below the desk at the point where the knees
touch. Thus, instead of being flattened out, the corduroy will
actually be improved by the constant pressure.
“To restore really worn cloth, make a tiny plough with about
twelve blades on it, and plough up the furrows on the knees.
“For those who haven’t the mechanical ability or the facilities
for the above methods, the best alternative is to start at the worn
knee and trace each little ridge down the trouser leg, around the
flap and up the inside to its beginning. When you have found where
the ridge begins, insert a bicycle pump connection into it and pump
it up to its former thickness.”
I haven’t got space for an itemised account of the whole magazine, so I will
finish this review with a few extracts from the letter column, under the
supervision of “Aunt Margaret”.
Dear Aunt Margaret,
I am very worried about my son Claude. Several years ago he became
interested in that fantastic nonsense, science fiction. My husband and I used
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to burn all his magazines and cane him and lock him up every time he bought
more. But it was no use – he persisted in reading the absurd tripe. Soon
afterwards he ran away from home and spent years travelling about the
country lodging with others who were silly enough to read science fiction! I
was overjoyed at first when he came home, but I soon found to my horror
that he still read this nonsense, claimed to have a “Cosmic Mind”, and told
me he was in telepathic contact with Martians in flying saucers who were
going to take him and all the other Cosmic Minds to Mars. My husband and I
were so appalled at the way he was wrapped up in his childish fantasies that
we decided to end it for good, but before we could think of something a lot of
little green men in peculiar aeroplanes landed in our garden. Claude dashed
out to them shouting, “A whole new planet to sponge on!” and that was the
last we saw of him.
We both know that this couldn’t really have happened and we blame it
all on those horrible magazines. What can we do to make our Claude give up
this nonsense and leave his peculiar friends?
Mrs D. (Indiana, USA)
Dear Mrs D.,
I agree with you – the little green men are just a hallucination.
Just ignore them. And why not try to interest your son in the
wonders that can be found on Earth? Our feathered friends of the
hedgerows and the marvellous antics of the humble insects in the
nearby puddles. I will recommend some natural history books that
you can leave lying about invitingly, in the hope that he’ll come
back.
Why not change your name, too? No sensitive child would
like being called “D”. It’s too short. No majesty about it. No poetry
in it.
Dear Aunt Margaret,
Several weeks ago I accidentally swallowed some of a liquid that my
brother specially designed to break calcium down into a fine paste. A week
later I found that my left arm and both my legs could bend freely in any
direction – backwards or sideways. Shortly afterwards the whole lot dropped
off. Is this serious?
Worried,
Blue Eyes.
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Dear Worried Blue Eyes,
I’m afraid this is quite serious. I know we don’t like to run to
our doctor with every little complaint, but you really should have
sought medical advice earlier. Another girl might have been able to
come out of this little trouble of yours better, but your general
health is bound to be low. I have been reading through the back
issues of this and other magazines and find that in the past year
alone, you have had twenty-seven babies to foreign sailors, and that
you have been in no less than nineteen jobs in which you have
wanted to marry your employers, men forty years older than
yourself. Your clever changes of address and handwriting didn’t
fool me. My advice to you, Worried Blue Eyes, is to live a better
life!
Dear Auntie Margaret,
I am worried about my son. He loves to read science fiction, which is
very commendable, but several weeks ago he began to act very strangely. He
had been in contact with some famous American called Mr D and one
Thursday night he become very restless. I was in my room when I heard him
shout, “The Degleration is here announcing the Degleration of Freedom.” A
second later the front door slammed and when I went downstairs he was
gone. One of the neighbours who was lying drunk in his back garden says he
saw a flying saucer land in our garden and some little green men and a taller
normal man look out. He says my son ran down to meet them, and they all
flew away together.
I have read of similar things in many SF magazines and, what with all
the flying saucer reports, I’m inclined to believe what I was told. Do you
think my son will be all right? And how can I send him his pyjamas?
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Potter (Lancs.)
Dear Mrs Potter,
I’m surprised at you for believing such nonsense and for
reading, as you put it, SF. Try and remember that real life is
different from your fantastic magazines. It is almost certain that
what really happened to your son is that he was spirited away by
gnomes.
Don’t worry about his pyjamas – I’m sure he will be sending
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gnome for them.
November 1954
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The Haunted House
I once heard somebody remark that fans, with their long familiarity with all
shapes and sizes of bems, would be in much better control of themselves in
an encounter with e.t. monsters than would the ordinary man in the street.
The same would apply, of course, to ghosts and all other hair-raising
phenomena. Personally, I don’t know. I wonder what would happen if a
bunch of ordinary fans, returning from a Convention, were forced to spend
the night in...

The Haunted House!
The storm-driven rain that was lashing the tiny car drummed so loudly on its
roof that conversation was almost impossible for its five occupants. “We
should never have tried to drive home from the convention to Bridgetown,”
shouted the driver, BNF Harry Muggins. “I don’t think the old car will make
it.”
Even as he spoke the engine spluttered and died.
“What did I tell you,” Muggins cried plaintively.
“Ah shaddup!” shouted Theodore McGee, the other BNF of the
Bridgetown Astronautical and Egoboo Hunters’ Club. “If you had been
watching the road instead of sitting there spouting background we might have
made it.”
“This is no time for one of your arguments,” interrupted Hubert, the
neoest fan of the group. “This roof is leaking. Let’s run over to that old house
for shelter.” There was a pause while the suggestion sank in and then, with
raincoats flapping and after-Con eyeballs gleaming redly in the darkness,
they dashed for the house which could be dimly seen at the bottom of a
wildly unkempt garden. McGee, who had once stayed at John Berry’s house,
paused for a second, looked around him, shook his head and muttered,
“Couldn’t be. He’s still in Ireland.”
The five arrived in the porch of the house in a fairly compact bunch, the
two girls bringing up the rear with the luggage.
“My feet are soaked,” moaned Muggins dismally.
“That’s what you get for wearing decrepit shoes,” said McGee.
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“They are not,” retorted Muggins. “They’re leather.” He burst into loud
peals of laughter which terminated rather abruptly as the rotting, leprous door
to the house swung open, noisily, of its own accord. The interior thus
revealed proved to be as dark and forbidding as a dusty spider-infested tomb.
Hubert poked his head inside, sniffed, listened, and said, “Maybe the car
would be all right after all. Eh? Let’s go back to the nice car. What could be
nicer than to curl up in a comfy seat, pillow your head on a soft downy
luxurious steering-wheel, and drift off into refreshing slumber lulled by the
musical trickling of oil in the sump and the dreamy, peaceful tinkle of
creaking springs? How about it? Eh?”
For an answer McGee, who had a local standing as a pro writer because
he had once received a written note instead of a printed rejection slip, brushed
him aside and stamped into the hall, “What atmosphere,” he exulted. “I can
use this. It’s the sort of place writers need.”
“Yes,” agreed Molly Millikan, “but the rest of us aren’t dead yet.”
Heedlessly McGee went on into the room that opened on their left, only
giving up the noisy stamping gait he favoured when his right foot went
through the rotting boards three times. The rest of the group followed.
Muggins, who hadn’t been satisfied with the reception given to his last
pun, skirted the freshly made holes in the floor and said, “You must have
leather soles, anyway – you couldn’t have done this if you had crept.” He
immediately went into violent paroxysms of laughter and the others stood
patiently with their faces averted until he was back to normal. Somebody lit a
patent pen-flashlight.
They were in a large, high-ceilinged room, bare of furniture and with an
old fireplace at the opposite end. Molly and her twin sister Milly carried the
luggage over to this and sat them down.
“The fire’s out,” Muggins pointed out sarcastically, rather embittered by
the fate of his puns. Hubert went back to the door and hauled up an armful of
floorboards from where McGee had gone through and, with the aid of a
fearsome gas-lighter he had bought from a Bradford fan, managed to get a
fire blazing.
When they were seated on suitcases around the fireplace, with the
warmth playing ruddily on their sensitive fannish faces, flasks of whiskey
and hot coffee shuttling, and the storm raging impotently outside, things
began to look a lot better. Beanies were produced and donned, laughs were
raised for Muggins’s jokes, cigarettes glowed and the spirit of the Convention
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was recaptured. McGee suddenly shouted: “Let’s produce a one-shot! To
commemorate this event.”
There were groans and moans but, somehow, the time was ripe. In a few
minutes McGee’s Empire Aristocrat was uncovered and the hekto kit dug out
of one of the cases and the search for a title was begun.
“How about The Morgue the Merrier?”
“Nah!”
“The Spook of Ptath?”
“Byaaaagghhhhh!”
“All right – no need to be so uncouth.”
“How about The Propellor On My Beanie Tickles My Armpit? Get it?
Dead subtle, that.”
“Not bad – too subtle though. Hey! Where’s Hubert?”
They suddenly realised that Hubert’s lanky frame was no longer
crouched over the fire. “Oh my Ghod,” moaned McGee, turning pale. “He’s
vanished. Something’s happened to him. Let’s search for him. See him? No.
Neither do I. Oh well, we looked. Let’s go back out to the car.” He had just
finished his speech, which lasted all of two seconds, when footsteps were
heard in the hall and Hubert appeared through the doorway carrying more
firewood.
Unconscious of the general sign of relief, Hubert waved brightly and
said, “I went down to the cellar to see if I could find some stray lumps of
coal. There was none, but I got these sticks. Might have got some mushrooms
too.”
“Hungghhh?” said Muggins.
“Mushrooms,” explained Hubert patiently. “The things that toads don’t
sit on. Whoever used to live here must have grown his own mushrooms.”
“How do you know?”
“S’easy. There’s a big long box half full of earth down in the cellar.”
Hubert set the wood down on the hearth, while the other four, all avid Weird
Tales readers, stared at each other in startled surmise. They looked like a
Convention Committee being told at the last moment that they had booked a
temperance hotel.
The uneasy silence was broken by a strangled gasp from Milly, who had
instinctively glanced out of the window. “There’s somebody sneaking up the
path!” she whispered.
“So there is,” quavered her sister. “But why is he acting so scared? What
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is there to be scared of?” She gave a shaky laugh and burst into tears.
“There! There! Don’t worry. I’m here,” soothed Muggins, protectively
tucking his head inside her coat and placing her between the door and
himself.
They stood in a silent group, vibrating in unison, while hesitant footsteps
sounded in the hall and then approached the door of the room. A few seconds
later a pale, nervous face peeked round the jamb of the door and looked all
round the room.
Noting the obvious timidity of the newcomer, McGee took heart,
assumed he was a tramp seeking shelter, and shouted, “What do you want?
Who are you?”
The pale stranger seemed not to hear McGee. He completed his scrutiny
of the room, apparently looking for something. At last he seemed satisfied
and stepped into the room. “Good evening,” he said finally, and McGee saw
that he was very tall and dressed in black. “My name is Count Dracula – and
I think you know what I want.” He smiled and his eye teeth gleamed in the
firelight.
Hubert, at last catching on, gave a faint whimper and looked to the
others for help, listening to the loud thumps of his heart. He discovered that
the four thuds he had heard had been the others flopping onto the floor.
“Wake up McGee,” he babbled, kicking frantically at McGee’s pointed
head. “This is the stuff a writer needs. You’ll never get better atmosphere.
Here, have a No-Doze tablet. Have two. Make a sandwich of them. Wake up!
Please McGee, get up. Yoo-hoo! Breakfast is ready! Rise and shi– Stay back
you!” he snarled at the advancing black figure. “Get back. You don’t want
me anyway – my blood’s an absolutely useless type. They wouldn’t even take
me in the blood bank. Honest. Know something? My red corpuscles have
fraternised with my whites and made an awful mess, and I haven’t washed
my neck for days.”
The horribly pale face with the cruelly curved teeth kept coming
forward. “Stay back,” warned Hubert, lowering his head menacingly. “Stay
back or I’ll fill your face full of dandruff.” He stepped hastily back and
knocked over the suitcase upon which was balanced all the equipment to run
off the oneshot, and fell on top of it. One of his feet knocked the hekto jelly
towards the looming figure.
“Aaaaagggghhhh!” it screamed, and Hubert just managed to glimpse the
flapping black cloak disappearing through the door. Half a second later the
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sound of his feet had receded to a quickly fading series of squelches from the
road outside.
Muggins, McGee and the twins, seeming to sense that the menace was
gone, came round. Hubert told them what had happened, omitting his
impassioned appeal.
“Fat lot of good you were,” accused Hubert. “What would you have
done if I hadn’t been here to fight him off?”
“It’s all right for you,” moaned McGee, clutching his head, “he must
have given me an awful beating. Besides, we are science fiction fans – if it
had been an ordinary bem we could have handled everything. Right?”
“That’s right,” agreed McGee. “Vampires are out of our line – but bems
we know about.” He was getting braver by the minute. By tacit agreement,
however, everybody began to pack up their stuff.
“Wish a bem would show up,” snarled Muggins pugnaciously. “I feel
like a good fight.”
Out in the hall there came a wet slithering sound.
Gleaming in the firelight with a shifting purple slickness, a huge
shapeless mass of slimy jelly dragged itself into the room. It came straight
across the room towards the group at the fireplace.
There was a horrible fascination in the painful, heaving undulations of
the monster as it slid its way across the room. Hubert stared at it in
hypnotised horror as it drew near to him and barely heard the inert bodies
thudding to the floor all round him. When the monster was barely ten feet
away, something else happened that caused his eyeballs to cantilever even
further.
The hekto jelly had squirmed out of its tray and, with plaintive mewing
sounds, was crawling towards the other mass of what Hubert now saw to be
almost identical stuff. The two blobs of jelly, one huge and one tiny, met and
merged; then the mother mass began to retreat towards the door.
Somehow Hubert felt that he had just witnessed a scene that was in a
strange way touching. What was this horrible thing that trailed purple slime
and which had frightened the vampire so much that he had sneaked into his
own house? What was the meaning of the ghastly union he had seen? Or was
it... re-union? Was the monster now on its way to seek out the owners of yet
another hekto outfit?
These and a hundred other questions flashed through Hubert’s mind as
he dragged the limp forms of McGee, Muggins and the Millikans out to the
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car and stowed them inside.
Hubert managed to get the car going and on the drive to Bridgetown he
managed to fit all the questions and his answers into a longish story plot
which he wrote out and sent to another fanzine. He never touched a
hektograph again himself.
March 1955
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The Supernatural and the
Underworld
The other day I said to John Berry, “John, have you ever had any close
contact with the supernatural?”
He bounced out of the chair and went something like this: “Suffering
catfish! Have I ever...? What a question. Oh crikey! I wish I had.
Mmmmmmm!” Here he made a circle out of his forefinger and thumb and
held them up like a French chef enthusing over somebody’s tomato ketchup.
“Oh, I wish I had! Honestly! I say, Bob, there’s a bit of grass in your trouser
flap. What an idea for an article! Bob Shaw the squatter – crawling through
long grass to spy on courting couples. I could have it in the next Orion, all
about the police and special constabulary being called out to find you cos you
frightened George out of his wheelchair when he was out with Carol.”
“Sit down, John,” I said, gently pushing him into the chair.
“The supernatural,” he babbled. “Mmmmmm. Lovely! I wish I had.
Suffering catf– Hey Bob. That was quite a push you gave me. What an idea
for my next article in Oopsla. Bob Shaw the bruiser who goes around
terrorising Irish fandom. I could have it that you beat us all up to make us
write articles in your name.... Oh, I must write those two on my way home
tonight. Ah yes! The supernatural! Close contact! Hee hee hee. Honestly, I’d
give my right arm...”
Quietly I sneaked away, appalled at what I had heard. It was quite clear
that when somebody said “the supernatural” to John Berry he thought they
were talking about Marilyn Monroe.
Later it occurred to me that I should say something to fandom about my
life with the supernatural. After all, I reasoned, very few of us have been
given The Gift, that second sight which makes its possessor aware of things
that the common run of humanity does not even know about. Sometimes as
the veil is lifted aside for a moment I wonder, are there regions into which
Man is not supposed to venture? I believe that a limit was placed on Man’s
domain and when he goes beyond he is incurring the wrath of someone who
watches.... It is dangerous to pry into things that are not meant for the human
eye to see....
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How do I know? Well, you see, the supernatural has a spite against me.
I first became aware of this at the age of seven; in fact I was almost ten,
but then I was very slow in growing up. I remember when some of my chums
were eleven and twelve I was only eight, but in later life I overcame this
handicap and managed to reach 21 years before my kid brother who was only
ten at the time. It must run in the family.
Anyway, it was in the middle of the afternoon and I was in school
receiving a singing lesson. The whole class was tiredly standing there singing
some uninspired jingle which dealt, in great detail, with the reactions of some
bird of the robin family to the onslaught of winter in general and the
northerly winds in particular. I was bored because the only song I liked was
one about a mermaid with a comb and a drink in her hand and we wouldn’t
reach that one for some time yet.
I began to yawn so I put my hand over my mouth because it is polite and
because nobody likes to see your tonsils but mainly because the teacher
would have whaled me for lack of interest if she had seen it. Bearing this in
mind I decided to play real safe. I put my other hand over my mouth as well.
This is where the unseen forces that have the power to strike fear into
the hearts of ordinary men made themselves felt. We were all singing softly
and sadly, the teacher was watching us and I had both hands cupped over my
mouth. Suddenly echoing through the classroom there came a horrible cry! It
was a loud, eerie, frightening ululation which in several seconds reached a
horrifying crescendo before gradually fading away into a low gurgling sob
rather reminiscent of the death cry of an ambidextrous sea serpent being
dropped into a blast furnace full of glowing nutty slack.
I assure you it was an awful memorable sound and I stood unmoving, in
that same pose, hands over mouth, until the last despairing echo had faded
away. I blinked several times in surprise; then I noticed something was
wrong.
Everybody in the classroom had turned and was staring – accusingly – at
me!
“Shaw!” the teacher bellowed, her face contorted with shock and rage,
“why did you do that? Come up here.” Dumbfounded I turned to stare at my
classmates, hoping for someone to explain: then I felt hands pushing me in
the back and forcing me to stumble up the aisle. My friends had turned on
me.
Several feet away from the teacher’s desk my voice suddenly returned.
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“I didn’t do it. It wasn’t me. Don’t slap me. I couldn’t do that – it was
somebody in the street. Don’t hit me, I didn’t do it, I tell you. Honest!
Honest! It was a murder out in the street,” I screamed, quietly and bravely.
Miss Beaubannon despatched one of the others to the window; he scanned
the street outside and returned with a negative report. There was no one there.
I got six of the best with a whippy cane and the pattern for my supernatural
experiences had been set.
My next encounter was several years later when I had grown up a bit
and joined a flute band. I was returning home from band practice one night
along with a friend when They struck again. We were trudging along the
Beersbridge Road in a moody silence when the other chap, who was much
bigger than me, turned on me with a savage cry and punched my jaw so hard
that I fell flat on my back.
“What you hit me for?” I whimpered, getting to my feet. He pointed
mutely at his right eye.
Somebody had spat in it.
I stared around the deserted road in the gathering dusk feeling the old
hopelessness stealing over me. This time I didn’t even try to blame it on some
expectorant mother leaning out of an upper window. I walked away with
quiet dignity and left him there mopping his eye. I never spoke to him again.
A few years went by and I had lost a lot of my friends due to my newly
acquired habit of slinking about like somebody out of “The Black City”. I
was returning home from an unsuccessful SF hunt in Smithfield bookmarket
when I noticed my bus sitting at the City Hall. I was hungry and wanted
home so I ran for the bus which was just moving off.
Now, anyone familiar with the topography of Belfast will know that
when the Castlereagh bus moves off it has just time to pick up a good speed
when it reaches the lights at Arthur St. I made a tremendous effort and caught
up on the bus... you know the way it is. You are straining every muscle, it is
no longer a matter of merely catching a bus, it is the most important thing in
the world to reach out and grab that bar, only a few inches beyond your
fingers and, relatively, almost at rest. That’s the way I was when, with eerily
impossible rapidity, the Arthur St. lights turned to red and the driver stamped
hard on his brake pedal. The bus stopped within a few feet, probably
assuming a rhomboid shape in the process, to the sound of screaming tyres
and creaking joints and the bumping of numerous foreheads against seat
backs. If the reader can be diverted from contemplation of this vivid word
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picture of the effects of sudden, violent deceleration on the huge bus, could I
mention something else?
Remember me?
Making pathetic little noises of pure fright I went through the door of the
bus, dented the used tickets box, bounced off it into the conductor, off him
into the lower deck of the bus and stormed through a scared crowd of old
ladies with shopping baskets, some of whom almost had hysterics. I finished
up just behind the driver, covered with perspiration and incipient bruises. I
bestowed a sickly smile on all the startled faces turned towards me, slunk
down the bus and up the stairs.
The supernatural had scored over me again.
Strangely enough buses and trams seemed to be a sort of focus of
psychic activity, although the above is the only instance in which they
manipulated traffic lights. Usually they would let me risk my neck in hopping
onto a moving bus and then, during the time my senses were concentrated on
getting aboard, change the destination so that I had to get off at the next stop
and limp back.
The last important incident took place on one of the old-fashioned
tramcars which until recently ran along the Shore Rd., where I worked for a
time. We came out of the office and saw the yellow lights of a tram
lumbering towards us, so we ran to the stop just in time to make the driver
halt. This is important; I could swear I saw lights and people in the upper
deck out of the corner of my eye as I was running.
Anyway, I scrambled onto the platform of the tram and charged up the
steep stairs, closely followed by the other two. Halfway up the stairs I was
feeling good, laughing the way people do when they’re forced to run in a
group for a bus or tram, and I was moving at a very good speed. Suddenly I
felt a vicious and crushing blow on top of the head which drove my hat down
over my eyes and smashed me back down against the other two. The three of
us landed in a heap on the platform below.
My first thought was that an insane criminal armed with either a
baseball or a cricket bat had been lurking on the top deck and, on seeing my
head appearing upstairs, had gone berserk and tried to murder me with one
blow. When we had risen to our feet again I risked a cautious glance up the
stairs and found the lights and people I had been sure I saw did not exist!
The little sketch on the right [below – Ed.] represents a plan view of the
upper deck of a tram. In order that the tram shouldn’t have to turn round at
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the terminus, they were made with driving gear and stairs at each end. The
two areas marked “A” indicate the hinged sections of flooring which could be
used to block the stairwell when the driver was at that end. In this case the
tram had reached the terminus and started the homeward journey with the
driver at the other end, but the conductor had forgotten to fold up the floor
over the end where we had got on.

Simple, isn’t it? The supernatural needs very little to work with.
I did the only thing I could do after that – I retreated from the
supernatural. I pretended that I knew nothing about it. Nowadays when
somebody asks me if I’ve had any experience with the supernatural I go:
“Me? Hee hee hee. I wish I had! Oh crikey! What a question to ask! Hee hee
hee. Suffering catfish....”
My Career as a Thief
One time when I was living in London I decided that I was cut out to be a
master criminal, one of those sinister characters who sit at the core of the
underworld and manipulate the grapevine or whatever it is they do. I
pondered for a day or two on what would be the safest way to break into this
new field of endeavour. I didn’t want to get rich quick or anything like that, I
just wanted to do a bit of mild larceny... a “Make burglary your second
income” sort of thing.
As a prelude to commencing operations I took to skulking about with
my coat collar turned up, my beret pulled down and a sardonic twisted smile
on my lips. However, this attracted so much attention from August holiday
crowds who kept dropping pennies into my hand that I gave it up. I soon
realised that it would be foolish to tackle anything like a bank without getting
a bit of experience, so I got a piece of curtain material for a mask, determined
to pounce on someone in a dark alley and make them hand over. I gave this
up when I heard the sentence for robbery with valance.
Hence it was that one evening I slunk up to a post office in Greenwich
High Street with one hand in my overcoat pocket. I halted outside it, looked
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left and right to make sure that my stiff neck was cured, then whipped the
penny out of my pocket. I dropped it into the stamp machine and watched as
the stamp appeared from the slot. My heart was pounding heavily... this was
the part I had planned so carefully and I wanted no mistakes. I gripped the
stamp firmly and instead of tearing it off oscillated it from side to side. After
a minute or so of this the roll inside the machine had tightened up a little and
part of the next stamp was beginning to protrude from the slot.
Breathing heavily, I jerked on the inner corner of the first stamp and – lo
and behold – I had two stamps. Two for the price of one! Success! I was in –
no more work for me. Flushed with the heady excitement of easy money I
whipped out another penny and shoved it into the slot and waited with an evil
smirk on my face. It took several seconds for me to realise that I had already
received the next stamp and no more would appear without more cash.
I had lost all my loot!
Holding back tears of frustration I posted my letter and went back home
determined not to make the same mistake twice. A week later I had scraped
together the necessary capital to try again. This time I made no mistake.
I wiggled the stamp, gripped the inner corner, jerked out two stamps and
sauntered away casually, quivering with excitement. Over to the pillar box I
went, determined to put my ill-gotten gains to immediate use. I posted my
letter, giggling hysterically, and turned to march away, full of grandiose plans
of working out techniques for cigarette and chocolate machines. Then I
noticed something.
Standing at the stamp machine was a sweet little old lady in a shabby
but very clean coat and an old-fashioned straw hat trimmed with artificial
violets. In her wrinkled but very clean old hand she was clutching a letter,
probably for a soldier boy in Malaya or her aged but very clean husband
twitching on a hospital bed. She was gazing at the machine, which had just
accepted her coin without fulfilling its part of the bargain, with an expression
of mingled dismay and bewilderment on her kindly old face. She was
pathetic.
“Tough luck, mother,” I snarled inwardly. “There’s no room for
sympathy in the underworld. It’s the weak to the wall here. You shouldn’t
have tangled with the Machine. Get out before it’s too late – this is a tough
racket, kiddo.” I turned up my collar, raked the street with steely, hardbitten
eyes and sidled towards the nearest pub. When I had gone a few sidles I
looked back.
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The old lady was going through her handbag and it was obvious she had
no more money. She looked even more pathetic. She was too surprised to do
anything more than tremble gratefully when I clumped up to her, shoved a
penny into the machine and rammed a stamp into her gnarled but very clean
hand. My conscience drove me to it.
Nowadays I work for a living and am satisfied with it. There’s more
security.
November 1955
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Sprinting in the Rockies
When the alarm clock rang I half leaped out of bed – then I remembered it
was Saturday and I didn’t need to go to work. I relaxed back into the warmth
of the blankets, sighing gently, giving myself up to that most luxurious of all
feelings: getting back into a warm bed, knowing that you don’t have to move
for hours and hours.
Then a niggling worry made itself felt. Why had I set the alarm? It
wasn’t like me: every night before setting the alarm I bow my head in silent
thought for a few moments trying to remember some reason for not doing it.
Suddenly it all came back to me. This was the day on which David, the
travelling draughtsman from Glasgow, and I were to go on a hunting trip.
Numb with regret I got up, wandered into the kitchen and put on the
kettle. I slumped down in a chair, wondering why it is that an idea which
seems so good in the middle of the working afternoon or after a couple of
drinks in the evening never seems quite sane in the light of dawn. When the
tea was ready I raided the refrigerator in the hope of finding a couple of
wrapped sandwiches or something. There weren’t any. Rather than cook
something for myself or wake Sadie I broke my fast on tea, chocolate
biscuits, ice cream and a bag of potato chips.
This made me feel quite good, so I dressed myself and tiptoed around
the room gathering up my rifle, a box of ammo, a telescope, a map and a
knife. I carried these out to the car, dumped them in and headed for David’s
digs. By this time I was feeling wonderful. The sun was well clear of the
horizon and was shedding a fresh, rosy light over the thinning outskirts of the
city. Whistling “The Call of the Faraway Hills” I pulled up outside the house
of Peter van der Krogt, a Dutch draughtsman with whom David lodges. I
sounded the horn....
Everything had turned out well after all. I think my pessimism of earlier
was due mainly to an unfortunate experience I had when I was about eight. I
remembered it well. There had been a mild pleasant evening in late
September on which I had had a rollicking, exciting time with three other
small boys. For once there had been no fighting, no jealousy and none of the
limelight hogging which so infuriates other little boys who want to hog the
limelight. We all felt so good and friendly that we decided to form ourselves
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into a club to which we would remain loyal and true for the rest of our lives.
This was a great idea. So as not to waste one precious moment of this
deathless friendship we decided to meet at seven the next morning. I was to
go to the back garden of Harold, the member whose home was situated
between all the others, and sound a bugle. Upon hearing this clarion call my
friends would come tumbling out of their homes and together we would set
out on a bright, glorious day of adventure and camaraderie.
The next morning I got up before seven, dressed myself and put on my
favourite coat, a brown shiny-cuffed little thing which I imagined I had
transformed into a romantic-looking greatcoat by cutting off the buttons and
replacing them with brass Belfast Corporation Transport buttons. I went to
the appointed place and waited until it was exactly seven o’clock. Harold’s
back garden was not a really attractive place, especially at that time of the
morning. I fought off the depressing effect of the utter silence, the misty
morning air, the thick coating of frost that lay over the few bedraggled potato
plants in the centre of the garden.
I decided to sound the call.
I had no bugle, a fact which we had overlooked on the previous evening.
The only thing I had been able to find was a little wooden soldier with a hole
in the top of his head which you could blow into and make a sound. The paint
was washed away from it almost entirely. I blew into this thing, which
belonged to my younger brother, and a noise like the death-cry of an
asthmatic duck floated out across the withered frostbitten vegetables. I
repeated this several times, striving to obtain a more blood-stirring note, but
without success.
Slowly turning blue with the cold I waited there and, of course, nobody
came. After a time I turned my back on the broken fence, the mute furrows of
barren earth and the houses with the drawn blinds, and went home. I felt that
I had grown up somewhat. Later on in the day when I met the others I was
too embarrassed to tell them that I had stuck to our plan, and they had
apparently forgotten all about the club for we never spoke of it again.
Now here I was sixteen years later and six thousand miles away. David
came running out of the house with his rifle slung over his shoulder. He
thudded his two hundred pounds into and almost through the seat beside me
and cried hoarsely, “Take her away quick! The Krogts are coming! Flee for
your life!”
Somewhat surprised I got the car moving and saw in the rear view
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mirror Peter’s two little boys peering after us. When we were well away
David relaxed a little and began to relate more of his horrendous stories about
the activities of these two little boys, both of whom seem to me perfectly
normal children except for the fact that they get up at six every morning.
After a few minutes David began to cheer up and he sang me the first few
verses of a new song he was working on. It was called “The March of the
Krogts”.
Presently we had left Calgary some distance behind but were buzzing
along a narrow little road with the Rockies getting higher and higher ahead of
us. “This is the life,” David commented. “This makes me feel like
Champlain.”
Champlain, I thought feverishly as I saw David glance sideways at me,
Champlain? I began to get slightly worried. I should explain here that David
and I have different approaches to the task of absorbing knowledge. My
method is to get an overall picture of a subject, paying little attention to dates
and names and places, etc., and using this knowledge to enable me to look up
the required information any time I need exact details.
On the other hand David learns names and places etc. I think that I
probably cover a wider field than he does, but my type of learning isn’t much
good for impressing people. It has a vague, woolly sound compared with his
incisive rendition of facts and figures. For some reason David gets a kick out
of demonstrating this, especially on his two main subjects, Recent History
and Geography.
“Yes,” he continued. “this certainly makes me feel like Champlain. Does
it make you feel like Champlain?”
He was closing in. I ignored the obvious pun and said, “It certainly
does.”
David gave me a benign smile. “Who was Champlain, Boabby?”
“Why, the famous Frenchman,” I said. That much was pretty safe.
David’s smile widened. “What did he do, Boabby?”
“I don’t know and I don’t care,” I snarled. David’s face assumed a look
of incredulity and then pity. He launched into a little lecture on the
explorations of Samuel de Champlain. I sat hunched over the wheel thinking
furiously. What books had I read lately? Suddenly I remembered that only
about two weeks before I had read Willy Ley’s Lungfish, Dodo and Unicorn.
Barely one little fact had stuck with me, just one little grain of hard
uncompromising knowledge. My brain began to stir sluggishly....
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“What’s a wisent?” I shouted challengingly, interrupting him in midsentence.
“A wisent?” he said. He repeated the word several times at different
speeds and with different emphasis, obviously trying to see if it was a word
that he knew but which I hadn’t said properly. He got nowhere with it. My
jubilation increased.
“What is it?” he said reluctantly.
“The European wood buffalo,” I chanted, and then to clinch the matter
and show my grip on the subject, “It’s extinct.”
David gave me a reproachful look and told me that it wasn’t clever to
use an unknown word for a well-known animal and that the wisent, as I
called it, wasn’t extinct, that there were privately-owned herds of them on the
Continent.
I told him that Willy Ley who writes in Galaxy every month said the
privately-owned herds had all died out in the war. David wasn’t impressed.
Willy Ley was wrong, wisents did exist, David had seen photos of them. He
was so firm that I began to wonder if Willy Ley was wrong, or if I was
thinking of aurochs.
All this put me into a sort of silent rage which wasn’t helped by the fact
that, although for the last ten miles we had been driving through deserted
forest land, every tree seemed to be wearing a NO SHOOTING notice. At
last I decided we had gone far enough and turned round to go back.
We were driving along through this forest and David was telling me
why he would like to have a wolf-skin to take back to Scotland with him. It
seems he thought it would be a very impressive thing indeed to be
entertaining friends and suddenly say he would like to go up and change into
something more casual. Then he would take his friends by surprise by
reappearing wearing his wolf-skin, the head sitting on top of his own and the
forelegs knotted beneath his chin....
Suddenly I saw a small clearing, a flat, grassy-looking place which had
no notices in the immediate vicinity. I turned the car off the road and all at
once we were sitting at an angle of 45 degrees, with the left-hand wheels on
the road and the right-hand wheels sunk to the hubs in swamp. We looked at
each other and then got out of the car without speaking.
It took us an hour to get the car out of there and get it headed for
Calgary again. Then we ran out of gas. Luckily the old Hillman was able to
reach a filling station. By this time David and I were both anxious to get back
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home so we belted along the narrow little road at a steady forty. Another
reason I wanted to go as fast as the road would permit was that I knew we
were going to come to a really long and steep hill and I wanted to hit it at a
good speed because I had been warned I had two burned-out valves in my
engine. We came near the hill and I started going full out.
We swung round a bend and saw that a huge car was coming down the
hill in the exact centre of the road. There was nothing else for it. I had to stop.
When the big car had gone by we tore at the hill again and went onto it doing
just about ten miles an hour in first gear. When the engine felt the slope our
speed dropped to a steady five. I sat and cursed myself for not having spent a
few dollars for new valves. I felt as though I was being pushed along in a
wheelchair.
All at once I began to like it. No rush, no worry about road deaths here,
just the quiet rhythm of the engine, the trees slowly drifting by, the blue sky
ahead at the top of the rise. About halfway up the hill where it got steeper
David said something to me and jumped out of the car.
At first I was surprised, then I seemed to forget about him. I was alone
with my soul, slowly, majestically ascending towards the distant sky. I was
like Ptath, a god moving unhurriedly to some wonderful destiny beyond the
unseen stars. Every thought connected with the earth left me, and my mind
was suffused with beautiful, philosophical concepts. I was drifting along in
an ethereal world of Platonic forms, and somewhere, somewhere far away, a
voice was calling to me, faintly, plaintively....
“Come back, you Irish bastard!” it said.
I had forgotten to stop when I reached the top of the hill, and the car was
chugging along at a good speed. I jammed on the brakes and looked back.
David was sprinting along after the car, raising little clouds of dust and
waving his arms. When he caught up with me he climbed back in without
speaking. I sensed that he was angry. He didn’t even respond when I asked
him did he know what a palimpsest was.
We drove back into Calgary in silence. I knew that David was
rehearsing the dramatic story he would tell the Krogts about how I tried to
maroon him in wolf country. I didn’t care. I had just realised that with a little
luck my car would turn out to be to other cars as my bicycle was to other
bicycles.
It was a nice, happy thought.
December 1956
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The Ballistics of Bards and Buses
Although this extract from a letter to Hyphen was buried in the
depths of the letter column, Walt Willis headed it as “The Glass
Bushel”. [Ed.]
The other month it dawned on me that I was pretty ignorant about poetry, so I
set to at the local library and began a planned study. My first step was to
make a list of a hundred of the major English poets, noting the dates of their
births and deaths. This I set out in the form of a chart to the scale of 2½" to
the century, starting in the 14th century and coming up to the present day
almost. Each man got a line about a sixteenth of an inch thick representing
his life span. This was to give me a picture of English poetry in a form where
I could glance at any poet and see at once where he came into the scheme of
things, who were his contemporaries and things like that. It made up into a
very beautiful thing, but as I was completing it I noticed something very
strange. I had kept the chart symmetrical as best I could and in its final form
it was exactly the shape of a modern space rocket!
I felt like one of those characters in a story who is sorting through
miscellaneous data of some kind and all of a sudden discovers some worldshaking truth. The V2 shape was there perfectly, complete with the wide base
fins and the smaller ones about halfway up. This was the sort of thing that
impressed Charles Fort. Just think of all those poets being born, writing,
dying; and the end result of it all being the silhouette of a star ship....
Saw your little piece about lighting coal fires in À Bas 10. I wish I had
known about the Willis Barbecued Coal Method so that it could have been
included.* I am casting about for other subjects for similar monographs at
present but I haven’t come up with anything really suitable.
* Walt had commented on Bob’s article in À Bas 9 about the lighting of coal
fires, “The Top of the Turnip”, collected in Slow Pint Glass. [Ed.]

I was considering one on how different people hop on and off buses, but
the buses out here all have sneaky-type doors which remain closed when the
bus is moving, and the people here wouldn’t have the necessary frame of
reference to appreciate it. It seems a pity though that the Herbie McGill
technique should remain in obscurity. He was a book-keeper from Ballymena
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who could not get it into his head that when jumping off a fast-moving bus
the trick is, by kicking and pushing away from the back of the bus, to discard
as much forward momentum as possible before hitting the ground. He always
leapt from the side, which is something the real bus hopper never does. The
bus stop was about 100 yards past our office and it was right outside the
office that Herbie and I always made our jumps. Using a really powerful kick
and push I used to kill speed perfectly and hit the ground at walking pace, but
Herbie, doubtless taken by the idea of slowing down gradually, used to hop
off sideways at the same time but retain his grip on the rail and run alongside
the bus right up to the stop. The first part of this run was made at tremendous
speed during which time Herbie presented the appearance of a huge rag
which had accidentally been snagged and was flapping about in the wind.
What a sight!
Then there was Campbell, who could not understand the theory of
relative speeds and decided that as he jumped away from the bus he should
face away from the bus and thus hit the ground moving in the right direction
relative to the direction he jumped in. In vain I pleaded with him, but like a
philosopher denying the existence of the matter he was made of, he put his
plan into action the next time we were on a bus. Bravely he chose a moment
when the bus was doing about twenty and leaped off straight out from the
back. At this point I averted my eyes and when I next looked, although the
bus had gone some distance from the point where Campbell left it, he was
lying on his back on the ground almost below the platform. I got off and
helped him to his feet and we found that he was almost unhurt except that the
back of his raincoat was worn away in places where he had been bouncing
along the road in the wake of the bus.
Then there was Dare Devil Gwynne who boasted that he could hop onto
a bus at any speed. I still recall vividly the evening on which he and I spotted
our bus nearing a distant stop up the road from us. I ran as fast as I could and
managed to board it as it was pulling out: then, to my horror, I saw that
Gwynne had hardly moved at all and was leaning nonchalantly on a post in
the middle distance. I stayed on the platform to see what would happen. The
bus was doing about thirty when it passed Gwynne. He threw himself at it
and, missing its speed, barely managed to grab the back rail – a far different
manoeuvre from the rigid-wrist grip on the side rail which swings you onto
the bus with no effort at all and which he had meant to do. For a few frantic
seconds he tried running to keep his feet but the bus was too fast and he
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found himself with two hands on the rail and one elbow on the platform
being trailed along the ground. Women and children screamed, pedestrians
pointed, showers of sparks flew from the sparables in his shoes, his cap blew
away and was lost, but in the midst of all this fury of sight and sound
Gwynne’s face was quite calm. It looked up at me from its lowly position
several inches above the platform and I looked down at it and, in that
moment, Gwynne and I communicated. His eyes seemed to say: “You were
right. Bob, I’ll never do this again.” What a strange little instant of time, what
a perfect little memory!
January 1958
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Perchance to Sleep
I was visiting my Grandmother in Dublin.
I walked down a bright, dusty street of Victorian houses, noticing, with
beautiful clarity, each twig of the sparsely-leaved hedges and each timecurved doorstep. My Grandmother’s house was at the end of the row, and I
went up three steps into the hall. I could smell steak frying.
The house was bustling with my uncles and other relatives, all hurrying
around getting it into order – they had just moved in. Before finding my
Grandmother I went up to the bathroom and discovered it was locked.
Somebody suggested that, if it was urgent, I should use the one in the
unoccupied house next door.
I went out into the brilliant sunlight again and into the empty house.
Going up the dusty hall with its worn floorboards and peeling walls I glanced
into the first room on my left. There was a long object lying on an old couch.
The object was covered by a sheet.
At the top of the single flight of stairs leading up from the narrow hall I
pushed open the bathroom door. I found myself looking down into a cracked,
dirty bath. In the bath was a naked human corpse which must have been there
for weeks – for it was rotting horribly.
I turned to flee down the stairs and out into the street, but, somehow, the
massive front door was now tightly closed. Then I saw something else.
A small piece of white cloth was projecting into the hall from the room I
had looked into on my way up. I knew that the thing under the sheet was
standing just inside that doorway waiting for me to come down. It would
come up behind me as I fumbled with the front door lock.
On the night I dreamt that dream not only did I rouse my parents and
brothers but I terrified our dog who sleeps out in the back. It isn’t known for
certain but my father believes it was my yowl of fear which made his ferrets,
which live at the bottom of the garden, so nervous all that year.
Dreams were one of the things that Gregg Calkins and I chatted about
when I visited him in Salt Lake City. It turned out that we both had very
similar dreams, and we wondered if this was a widespread phenomenon in
fandom.
For example, both of us have recurrent dreams about being in a spot
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where our lives depend on using a pistol to get out. In Gregg’s dreams the
trigger always becomes so stiff that he can’t aim while pulling it, and in mine
the trigger simply goes loose and dangles there, making it impossible to
shoot. Now, why should two people with entirely different backgrounds
repeatedly have this dream?
Another thing that happens to me is: I have a dream involving a
complicated setup, and then forget it inside a few days. Suddenly, perhaps as
much as a year later, I have another dream which is a continuation of the
long-forgotten one, and involving the same background and characters. For
example, I dreamt that Belfast had been taken over by a sort of monstrous
overlord, who, in order to keep the population from becoming too strong, had
the city divided into small wards and nobody was allowed to leave his own
tiny district. In the dream Sadie and I were trapped in his castle (which was
near where James White used to live) and we escaped into the city only to
find that the sector patrols would keep us in that area and we would be caught
again. Here I awoke.
About eighteen months later I had a dream which commenced just
where we escaped, and continued on to where we worked out a way to evade
the sector patrols and get safely away.
At the time of the second dream all memory of the first had long since
faded out. With minor variations this has happened quite often.
Another type which Gregg and Walt Willis share with me is the one in
which I dream I have discovered some wonderful, and hitherto unsuspected,
truth which will alter the pattern of human existence and make life all that it
should be. I waken up from this one feeling supremely happy, and then I
realise, with a sinking sensation, that the Truth is slipping away from my
mind. I make a frantic effort to grasp it, but the very intensity of the effort
drives it away completely.
When this had happened to him several times Walt took a notebook and
pencil to bed and sort of lay in ambush for the next dream of that kind. Sure
enough, after several weeks of waiting, it happened again – the beautiful,
perfect thought came.
Next morning he got up, remembering with the customary regret how
this Word had come to him and been lost again to mankind. Then, as he was
dressing, his glance fell on the notebook – it was open on the bedside table.
Hardly daring to hope, he dashed over. Could it be? Had he written the Word
down in the night? He had.
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With trembling hands Walt lifted the little book, almost overcome with
grateful joy that he had managed to save the Message. On it was written:
“The obvious is not necessarily untrue.”
As far as I know Walt discontinued his work in this field, but could there not
be something in it? Could it not be that the slumbering fannish brain is
somehow in tune with a good, wise Unknown who tries to bring help to the
world? It is high time this matter was investigated.
The Fastest Gums Alive
In Salt Lake City I lived out an astonishing parallel to one of the most
popular plots in present-day Western films. Like this....
A number of fannish writers have written about the large appetite I
possessed in Ireland. This is the opening of the film – the “fast gun” gets a
reputation which spreads far and wide. Then I travelled from Belfast to
Calgary to Salt Lake City. This is the next part – the “fast gun” is weary, and
he moves around trying to find someplace where he is unknown and can live
in peace.
Now comes the big scene.
We all sat around in the Calkins living-room talking guardedly. I could
sense the tension in the air. I knew something was going to happen....
Jo Ann said, “The liquor laws in Utah are so awkward we can’t even
take you somewhere for a drink. What will we do?” She glanced at Gregg.
“I don’t know,” he said. He glanced at me.
“I don’t know either,” I said obligingly.
We waited. I had been given my chance to back out and now it was too
late.
“I know,” Gregg said with careful spontaneity. “Let’s have a parfait.”
They looked at me and I nodded.
As we entered the ice-cream shop Gregg nodded at a waitress. She paled
slightly and dashed away to return with parfait menus. These were more like
stock lists than menus – huge lists of materials which could be incorporated
into one mixture.
Gregg was first. Hardly even glancing at the list he reeled off a string of
ingredients which took him several minutes to recount. Jo Ann ordered one
hardly less formidable, and Sadie, who had not yet sensed what was
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happening, happily ordered a mixture of her favourite confections. Then it
was my turn.
“The same as him,” I said to the waitress, and nodded at Gregg. There
was a look of satisfaction in his eyes.
Presently the girl returned with four glass things (carboys is the word
that springs to my mind) filled with the parfaits, and we set to. I have often
heard things described as “an acquired taste”, but this was something new to
me – an acquired distaste. The first dozen spoonfuls were nice, in fact, the
first hundred or so were nice, but after that I began to feel that I had had
enough. Doggedly I kept going to within an inch of the bottom, then I
glanced round.
Sadie was down about an inch from the top. Gregg and Jo Ann were
finished and were regarding me smugly over the yawning rims of their
glasses. Taking as deep a breath as was possible with my ice-cream
congested lungs I finished off my parfait and triumphantly dashed the spoon
down. Onto the table, of course.
Sneeringly I surveyed my opponents. Thought they could beat me! Hah!
That’s what they thought! Hah! I showed ’em! Somehow, they didn’t look
disappointed, though. I noticed that Gregg was looking expectantly towards
the counter, and I glanced warily in that direction.
I could see the top of the waitress’s head bobbing along behind the bar,
and I wondered why she had become so small. She came out into view and I
realised she was bent double with the weight of four sort of handle-less
buckets. She shambled over to us and swung these things up onto our table. It
was the uneaten portion of the parfaits.
...Strangely enough, I managed to finish mine – an ignominious twenty
minutes behind the Calkinses – but I have no memory of doing it. I vaguely
remember coming out of the place feeling like a brand new tube of
toothpaste, being shown around the University, being driven back to the
apartment, and, to crown it all, being given beer in a gigantic, figured mug (a
sort of Epicstein) which I was almost unable to lift....
The top gun is retired now. He lives quietly in a little mid-western town,
where nobody knows him. Sometimes, when the talk around the potbellied
stove in the general store turns to the feats of famous gunmen, he smiles
reflectively. But he doesn’t say anything. He has his memories – also, he is
still burping ice-cream.
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Service with a Smell
I always felt sorry for Judy Garland when she sang that song about being
born in a trunk in Pocatello, Idaho. Now that I have been in Pocatello and
seen what it is like, I realise that Judy’s parents must have been pretty welloff. I can quite believe that it was only privileged cases who were admitted
into any trunks that were available – the rest would have to make do with
Pocatello’s grubby little buildings.
That’s right! I don’t like the place.
It was a pretty grim and grimy place, but, on thinking back more
carefully, perhaps it is all because of the service station there. That morning
we had left the Calkinses and Salt Lake City peacefully acquiring a thick
coating of cold, wet snow, and driven North into warm, sunny weather.
Coming into Pocatello I saw this service station in which everything, right
down to the attendants’ uniforms, was coloured blue and brown.
The combination was so jarring to my sensibilities that before I knew it I
was stopped outside the place. At the sound of a bell two men came running
out, separated, and came at the car from each side. A second later they had
jerked the doors open and were sitting one on each side of Sadie and me,
sweeping at the floor with little brooms.
My theory about cleaning cars is the same as for shoes and bicycles –
they are clean when you get them, and that is enough. At this particular time,
due to a recent muddy spell, there was so much dust on the floor that the
control pedals looked like three strange mechanistrian flowers growing on a
bank. The dust billowed up around us, obscuring everything and getting into
our eyes and mouths. I had the satisfaction of hearing the man at my side
giving dismayed little moans as he realised what he had started.
In time they got most of the stuff shovelled out onto the ground, and I
told them to fill the tank. This request was ignored. One of them got a pail
and rags and began washing the windows; the other lifted the hood and began
poking around the engine.
When the window-washer was going around the front end he stopped
and began pounding on one headlight with his fist, then he came trotting
around to me. “Did you know you have a big hole in your Sealbeam?” In his
voice there was a note of wonder – how had I driven so far with the car in
this state?
I got out and examined the headlight in question. Sure enough there was
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a hole there; but it was so small that it took me a minute to find it. While I
was trying to shred a match down fine enough to fit the hole, the other man, a
lanky Southerner, bounded out from under the hood. “Ah’ve got some bad
news for you, suh,” he said. “What’s wrong?” I said. “Theah’s a big leak in
youah hose.”
I immediately adopted my anti-salesman look – utter and absolute
simplicity and stupidity. This look gives them confidence and makes them
think that the sales talk is going right to the mark, but when it is coupled with
obstinate refusal to buy, the salesman gets a panicky fear that he has
stumbled across some kind of potentially dangerous lunatic. By skillful use of
the “look” I have almost broken several men.
“A leak!” I moaned in bovine consternation. “Where is it?”
“In theah, suh.”
He pointed to a place where he had left a dark, greasy thumb-print in the
dusty hose surface. I could see at once that there wasn’t any leak, so I said, “I
see it. What will that do to the engine?”
“Why, when you drive it, all the water will run out and the engine will
overheat and the bearings will all melt and the whole thing will burst into
flames.”
I intensified the look and said, “Oh.”
“Well, suh, do you want me to put in a three-dollar hose or a five-dollar
hose?”
“But I don’t want to buy a hose. Just fill her with gas, please.”
“But, suh! The engine... the bearings... fire...”
“Fill the tank, please.” Shaking his head, the tall one went away to fill
the tank. There was a baffled look on his face. I turned expectantly to the
other man who had been crawling around the car on his hands and knees.
Dead on cue he jumped up: “I don’t like to tell you this, but those front tyres
are just about to blow out.” But he had a hopeless sort of look in his eyes, and
his voice faded away at the end. I didn’t even bother to speak to him. I paid
for the gas in silence and drove away, leaving the two of them staring after
us.
“Good-bye, suh,” the tall one called out. “Hope you don’t run into too
much trouble.” He didn’t sound too optimistic.
If this had been a fictional account it would be easy to finish off in
humorous tradition. There is only one ending possible, i.e., the tyres all burst,
the headlights go out and the engine burns up within a hundred yards of the
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service station. But in actuality nothing happened at all.
When we got back to Calgary, after a 2,000 mile run, we had not even
had a soft tyre. If any fan happens to be in Pocatello, Idaho, and sees a
horrible brown and blue service station, would he drop in and tell this to
them?
Please?
February 1958
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Two Years Before the Potato
Hatch
Sitting here, sipping the inevitable Monk Export in the cool solitude of the
smoke room aboard the S.S. Duke of Argyll, it has just occurred to me that,
having made the trip roughly thirty times, I must be the greatest living
fannish authority on crossing the Irish Sea. As more and more fans seem to
be popping over to Belfast these years, this might be a good time to produce a
little monograph on the best way to do it....
The first pitfall which may be dropped into by the fannish traveller is
weather. It is cold on the high seas and it is a good idea to dress warmly to
enable you to prowl about on deck making learned observations on
navigation etc. to your fellow passengers. This is always a good way to pass
the time even if you are not too well informed on the ways of the sea and,
astronomically speaking, don’t know your Ursae from your nebulae, or even
the teeniest codified morsel. A pullover with a very long neck which can be
rolled right up over the face is especially useful for the voyager – a sort of
Marco Polo neck sweater. Thus equipped, the fan can face the weather with
perfect confidence. But there is a worse enemy yet.
Try not to travel when there is fog. For this reason I recommend going
via Heysham where the ship can plunge straight out into the open sea and a
little fog will not cause too much delay.
I remember one foggy night in Liverpool when I had gone down to my
room as soon as I boarded and climbed into bed. On the train I had found a
copy of Lilliput. The photographic section was torn out, as is usual with
secondhand Lilliputs, but I settled down for a quiet read, glancing out through
my porthole at the quayside now and then so that I would know when we
moved off.
We didn’t.
In the morning I could still see the same little pebble sticking out of the
concrete of the quay.... Of course, I had been completely unable to sleep.
During the long silent hours of that night I grew to hate that pebble. Had the
ship even moved a couple of feet, thus removing the monster from view, I
might have been able to relax, but there it was – mocking me all night with its
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stony stare.
To make matters worse I had found a competition in the magazine for
which you had to send in the last line of an incomplete limerick. The
competition closed two days later and I was certain I had the winning line,
but unless I got it into the post the following morning it would be too late. I
couldn’t get the line out of my fevered mind (it was something about Guy
Fawkes) and I lay there all night, chanting it over and over, uttering hideous
curses at the pebble, sweating and getting tangled up with the bedding which
seemed to be trying to rise up and strangle me.
We didn’t reach Belfast till the following night and I never got to send
in my marvellous line. As I said, avoid fog.
The mention of bedding brings me to the next point. If you want to have
a decent night’s sleep, remake your bed before you get in. The full meaning
of the phrase “winding sheet” is not properly appreciated until one has slept
on a ship on the Irish Sea route. It is a little known fact that a long long time
ago British Railways bought a lot of cheap cloth from somebody who had
found a way to cross sheep with boa constrictors, and the Ulster steamers are
where they are using it up.
To avoid being strangled themselves the stewards have developed a way
of making the bed in which the sheets are not anchored down anywhere, thus
allowing the strange cloth maximum freedom of movement. Always do the
bed over again and tuck the edges well in below the mattress, otherwise you
run the risk of being found in the morning completely shrouded in a cocoon
of cloth, like an Egyptian mummy.
Shortly after boarding the ship you will hear an announcement on the
PA advising you to beware of pickpockets. This warning is not to be taken
lightly. For a long time I regarded it as an effort on the part of some
misguided official to make the journey seem more adventurous, or to throw
in a bit of local colour for the benefit of American tourists. I always gave a
knowing smile to my fellow passengers when I heard it, a display of
Travellermanship which was brought to an abrupt end one night when
somebody stole my suitcase.
Admittedly this was hardly the work of a pickpocket, unless an
exceptionally clever one, but it shows that you have to be careful. I looked
around and thought I could recognise the corner of my case sticking out from
a huge pile of stuff belonging to half a dozen men in RAF uniforms. When I
politely asked about it I was surrounded by half a dozen grim white faces and
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told firmly the case was not mine. Somewhat dismayed, I circled the pile and
saw on the other side of the case the white sticker the Left Luggage office in
London had put there when I left it in that afternoon. It was my case all right
but the RAF crowd was determined not to let me have it – a moment for a
show of raw courage.
Quickly I seized a small steward and, ignoring his plaintive cries, thrust
him into the crowd of blue uniforms with instructions to get my case. By this
time a few bystanders had gathered round to watch the sport and, now that
things were going my way, I began nodding at them and making indignant
gestures towards the RAF contingent who were still protesting that the case
was theirs. There was a couple of WAAFs with them too, a fact which
seemed to lend credence to their story.
Finally the steward emerged with the case and, in a pathetically
ridiculous attempt to appear as wise as Solomon or somebody, said that he
had an idea how I could prove my ownership. I was aghast in case he was
going to order somebody to cleave the case, which was actually my father’s,
down the middle with a sword. But he only said that I should name the
contents.
“Fanzines,” I shouted and whipped the lid open to prove my case.
Possibly to the ignorant non-fannish minds of the assembly a small heap
of Quandrys and Nirvanas did not seem like much. Anyhow, they quietly
melted away leaving me in sole possession and very relieved it was all over.
The most shocking part of it had been that there had been girls with the
offenders – for all I know one of them might have been a master crook in
disguise. In a case like this it is difficult to separate the cheat from the
WAAF.
Another important point is to get a room which is just big enough to
accommodate yourself or your party. For some reason known only to St.
Christopher, you never seem to run into any nice normal people on this
crossing, so you don’t want any strangers in your room. They always click
the personal lights on and off for hours, open the portholes when you’re cold
and close them when you’re too warm.
After a while you begin to recognise these people even before you meet
them in the room: they are a strange breed – like the characters in that
Bradbury story who always appear from nowhere on the scene of an accident.
Only a few weeks ago while having a drink in the bar I saw one of them come
in and realised with a sinking feeling that I was in for a bad night. He had a
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shock of red hair and a pale staring face, distraught from too much alcohol.
I hurriedly finished my drink and rushed downstairs and got into bed.
About an hour later two men came in, wakening me up, but neither was my
man. When these two had settled down one of them turned out to be a light
clicker and the other a snorer, but I’m pretty well used to that and I dozed off,
thinking I might have made a mistake. Hah!
At about two in the morning the door opened and he came staggering in,
did half an hour’s swearing and light clicking and then climbed into the bunk
above me, kicking me in the process. He bounced around for a couple of
hours, keeping me awake, then his light came on again and I knew he was
going to go to the toilet.
I watched for a while to see how he was going to get about getting down
onto the floor. Just as I was beginning to think he had gone back to sleep he
launched himself into the air and seemed to hang there for an instant, face
whiter than ever, eyes staring, clad only in a shirt, elbows and knees bent up
in the exact posture of a witch on a broomstick in a child’s book. Still rigidly
holding this ridiculous pose he tilted over in mid-air and landed sideways on
the floor.
His roar of agony started the light clicker and snorer into a barrage of
grunts and exclamations of “Phwhat’s hawpnin?” which in turn wakened
people in the rooms beside us. On the return trip, about half an hour later, he
frightened them again and started the whole process all over.
In the morning he got up before me, put on my socks, packed away his
own and had to be forcibly restrained from leaving without giving me mine
back. And this was just one night out of many....
On this trip I have played it safe on all counts. I’ve got good weather,
I’m travelling without luggage, I’ve already made my bed, I’ve got a room to
myself and I’m speaking to nobody. There’s not one thing that can happen to
mar my peace and comfort.
The only trouble is... it’s a pretty dull trip.
March 1959
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None But My Foe to Be My Guide
The subsiding fire of science fiction, for want of something to fan its flames,
has begun to inflame its fans. From London to Los Angeles learned,
distinguished, cultured commentators on the literature of the imagination are
saying, “Byyaghhh!”, “Grooghhh!” and other words from their retch
vocabularies. One leading expert, who had been reading Analog in his back
garden, left his magazine on the ground only to have a passing seagull, which
must have been in the market for crudzines, leave a small deposit on it. “Bad
manners,” the leading expert said mildly, “but, ah – what a critic!”* His wife,
thinking he would be worried about the mess on the magazine, said, “Will I
bring a piece of paper?” “Don’t bother,” the LE replied, “the bird is miles
away by now.”
* This remark is actually attributed to Sir Thomas Beecham. He is supposed
to have said it on one occasion when he was conducting a poor rehearsal in a
theatre where a circus was getting ready. During the rehearsal an elephant
wandered onto the stage and made its contribution to, as George Charters once
said, posteriority, by using the proscenium as a toilet.

Needless to say, most of the preceding paragraph is a tissue of lies. I
don’t know what came over... Careful, Shaw, you’re getting back into the
same sequence of jokes! As I was saying, most of the preceding paragraph is
lies but, as people who write technical reports say when they are giving
doubtful facts in order to influence your opinion, the perspective is
reasonably true. Fans are getting a bit fed up with science fiction, and only
one or two wonder if it is as good as ever and think perhaps it is the fans who
are getting tired.
But whatever the general opinion may be I want to get in my say about
what is wrong. As far as I’m concerned, the main loss to SF in recent years
has been that nobody cares any more when you announce your addiction to
reading or writing science fiction. In the old days everyone thought you were
mad – and it made life interesting. At one time whole fanzines could be filled
with accounts of the violent reactions of a fan’s friends and family. Now,
thanks mainly to the efforts of people like Bradbury and Amis, and the
epigrammatic reaction of all journalists which makes them say, “A science
fiction dream come true” when writing about new developments, the general
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public has a vague feeling that SF was right all along and that it must
therefore be another boringly respectable branch of esoterica, on a level with
company law or comparative philology.
The trouble is that some of us seemed to thrive on adversity. Sneers and
jeers from members of our circle of acquaintance in the mundane world
seemed to strengthen our conviction that we were cosily on the inside of
something truly worth while. Nobody could have been more anti-sciencefiction than my own father. He is one of those Irishmen of the old school who
fish, hunt rabbits, breed ferrets and gun dogs, drink porter and believe
fervently (or claim to) in fairies. He had a deep hatred, with vaguely religious
overtones, for science fiction. It manifested itself in the form of jovial abuse
when he was in a good mood and heavy parental alarm over my mental
health at other times. He never used the actual words “science fiction”, but
instead always called it “that black magic stuff”.
I think it was this unending barrage which led me to try my hand at
writing the stuff and helped keep me at it until I finally began to sell the
occasional story. I wanted to make some money and show him that the hours
of reading pulp magazines and pounding my 1913 Oliver had not been a
waste of time at all. It was entirely typical of my father that he did not give up
even when I was able to wave a cheque in his face – he referred to my
earnings as “winnings” and complained bitterly when I refused to share part
of it out as is the custom with pools wins.
Practically everybody else I knew had roughly the same point of view as
my father, the only difference being that they didn’t do it in the grand
manner. An interesting side effect from all this was that when you
encountered someone who did not hold you and SF up to ridicule they
appeared in your eyes as wonderful warm intelligent benefactors. I had one
uncle called George who would have fallen into this class had he not died
before I was old enough to buy my first copy of Astounding.
He was a thin worried-looking ex-sailor who, as far as I could
determine, spent most of his time cleaning his shoes for work the next day.
There was a family gathering at his place every week and the only bright
spots in these meetings, as far as the infant BoSh was concerned, were when
George occasionally looked up from his shoes and cut into the woman-talk
with some prediction about the invention of spy rays or nuclear powered
ships.
I don’t think he ever actually read any science fiction because he never
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acquired the facile use of words like “continuum” and “asteroid” which in
those days in non-scientific circles distinguished the SF reader from the man
in the street. He had somewhere, however, picked up a rudimentary grasp of
the idea of escape velocity and this was perpetually exciting his sense of
wonder. Every now and again on summer evenings when he and I were
outside the front door throwing my old tennis ball about he would explain to
me how if an object were propelled skywards fast enough it would go into
orbit. George didn’t call it “going into orbit”, because he wasn’t familiar with
the phrase. He simply said that if you threw the ball up fast enough it would
“stick”, and this was enough for me. I got the idea.
I used to ask him to try to do it and, kindly soul that he was, he never
refused to have a go. His thin brown face would take on a look of intense
concern, as though to impress me with the magnitude of the task we were
attempting, then he would perform an elaborate series of wrist flexings and
twistings which would become more and more violent until they finally
culminated in as powerful a throw as he could manage. The ball would go up
and up into the evening sky until I was almost sure it was going to “stick”;
then it came sailing down, usually in the next street, and I had to go hunting
after it. Every time I recovered the ball I was slightly in awe of it – as is only
proper when one is handling an object which has barely missed being
consigned for ever to outer space.
Looking back on it, I can see that Uncle George may not have been an
expert on science fiction, but he certainly knew a lot about keeping small
boys amused.
Gulled by a Bore
My earlier mention of the people who write technical reports reminds me of
the alarm I have often felt over this subversive movement within the English
language. Occasionally during the course of my work I have to take a
technical report, on anything from guided weapons trials to straddle carrier
design, and extract enough information from it to write a newspaper article.
Having read the report a couple of times, I get the picture. At least I get the
picture the person who compiled the report wants me to get – a vision of
hundreds of white-coated scientists and engineers working on immense
amounts of expensive complicated machinery, each man a genius dedicated
to the truth. The reports are always dull and difficult to understand but, one
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feels, this is only natural considering the enormously complex, abstruse,
technical nature of the subject. The non-technical person is inclined to feel
humbly grateful to the engineer-writer for having managed to get the
concepts involved into English at all. It is as though he had just succeeded in
explaining life insurance to a lemming.
At this stage I get hold of one of the Publicity Department’s
photographers and go out to the particular production, design or research
department involved. This is where the magnificent edifice of illusion created
by the report abruptly crumbles away. I find a few mates in frayed Fair Isle
pullovers sitting in an obscure comer of a laboratory smoking and
occasionally toying with some pieces of miscellaneous hardware. It is only
then that I get the real information to write the story. When you approach
these chaps in their natural habitat they are prepared to forget about the
Scrabble hands after their names and tell you simply what they are up to. Far
from being reassuring, this is the most frightening point about the whole
business. Why should a person who is quite capable of explaining his job in
lucid, plain English have this compulsion to lapse into boring,
incomprehensible jargon when he lifts a pen?
Is it a defence mechanism? An attempt to establish superiority over the
uninitiated?... to convince people that the job is difficult?... to cover up
mistakes? It doesn’t only happen in engineering and research either. There is
a perfect example hanging up on the wall in my bank, which is supposed to
explain to customers just how the bank is getting on. I went in the other
morning to take some money out and as I was standing there pale and
trembling (I always go that way when taking money out of the bank – I think
it’s called a withdrawal symptom), I studied this notice for ten minutes and at
the end of the time was still completely baffled. Somewhere something has
gone wrong.
Unlike Vance Packard and other writers who merely expose a dismaying
trend, I have done something about it. I have managed to obtain, direct from a
top-flight guided weapons technician, a translation of some of the more
commonly used phrases. This should be of use to anyone who ever has to
read technical reports, but I don’t want any payment.
Technical Phrase.
“It has long been known that...”

Translation.
We haven’t bothered to look up
the original reference.
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“Accidentally distorted during
assembly”.
“Handled with great care
throughout the test”.
“Typical results are shown in the
table”.
“The figures are correct to the
order of magnitude expected”.
“More theoretical work is
required”.
“Initial experiments have
produced promising results”.

Dropped on the floor.
Not dropped on the floor.
The best results are shown.
Something went wrong
somewhere.
Nobody can understand the
results.
If we can’t do better than this,
we’ll have to scrub the lot.

This is only a start, of course, but if things are properly organised on behalf
of the common man we may eventually see the publication of Handy Phrase
Books, not for foreign languages, but for talking to lawyers, plumbers,
income tax men and so on.
All I can say now is, thank goodness this insidious disease hasn’t crept
into fandom. Imagine what it would be like if some sercon fugghead used it
to mess up your egoboo. It would be enough to make you gafiate!
May 1961
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The Blue Plate Special
Several months ago a memo was sent round the office where I work telling us
that the firm had opened a new sales office in Dallas Road, Lancaster. The
news was received with blank indifference by everyone except the sole
science fiction fan in the place. You see, work could easily take me to this
new office some day, and if I am recognised in Dallas Road and if certain
information filters back – then I would probably be out of a job. And this
could easily happen, because it was on that very road, one grey morning in
the closing weeks of 1958, that the local inhabitants were startled from their
slumbers by a strange and ghastly procession....
But perhaps I should regress and unfold my tale from its true genesis –
the first step being to snap out of this style before I end up by writing
Wuthering Heights or something. I was travelling from Belfast to Bolton and,
as the cheapest possible route passed through Lancaster, had written Ken and
Irene Potter to say that I was going to visit them for the day. In my usual
humorous manner I had said something in the letter to the effect that I would
be starving on arrival and would invade their pantry forthwith. Of course,
anybody who knows me would have laughed at the very idea, but perhaps I
was partly to blame for what happened.
The trip had not gone exactly as planned because Sadie had insisted on
my taking the record player with me. This record player has a handle on one
side which, in spite of the machine’s enormous size and mass, had deluded us
into thinking it was a portable. (Our current thinking on the subject is that the
handle is there to hang onto at the half-way point when you are walking
round the thing.) The only way I had been able to transport it was by walking
three paces, stopping ostensibly to blow my nose or look for my wallet,
picking it up with the other hand and doing another three paces.
On arriving at Lancaster I heaved the monster from the train and was
about to set off towards the barrier in the grotesque waltz time progression
when I saw Ken and Irene waiting.
It is a well-known fact that all us members of Irish Fandom are tall, godlike creatures, so, to preserve our image, I carried the player all the way
across the platform at one go. This was achieved in a flurry of rapid, clopping
steps at the start of which I was leaning so far away from the player that my
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free hand scraped the floor, and at the end of which I was doubled sideways
over it with the free hand describing frantic circles in the air.
The feat had been even more difficult than anticipated and I had some
doubts about how god-like it must have looked, but Ken didn’t seem to
notice. He gave me a Potter-type grin and held out his hand in welcome.
Hastily dragging my vertebrae back into line I put out my own hand only to
have it encounter, not the expected clasp of friendship, but a chipped, bluerimmed enamel plate of the type commonly used in feeding Alsatian dogs.
Being pretty quick on the uptake I immediately sensed a departure from
the norm and shot Ken and Irene a cool penetrating glance, but they were
both wearing these bland welcoming grins. A feeling of unreality descended
over me, and was intensified when Irene produced a large packet of corn
flakes and shook a generous helping into my plate. By this time a small group
of assorted ticket collectors, porters and civilians had gathered round to
watch the proceedings so I decided the only thing I could do was to maintain
an easy, cosmopolitan-type smile no matter what happened. I stood there,
face twitching under the strain, as Ken whipped out a bottle of milk and
anointed the flakes while Irene sprinkled sugar over them and handed me a
spoon. Through it all, none of us said a word – we just grinned, smiled or
twitched.
Remember those van Vogt stories where the heroes, simply bursting
with political awareness, always did exactly what their enemies wanted
because they had seen aspects of the situation that the adversaries hadn’t?
Well, for the first time in my life it happened to me. I had let myself in for
this treatment by telling the Potters that I would be D.O.A. (drooling on
arrival) but there were facts in my favour – one of which the schemers had
overlooked and the other of a nature they could not possibly have anticipated.
Fact One (well thought out stuff this, isn’t it?): I was making my first, and
definitely last, visit to Lancaster and therefore had no what-will-theneighbours-think problems. Fact Two: the record player.
I took a couple of mouthfuls of corn flakes, thanked my hosts for their
consideration, pointed out to Ken that he would have to carry my portable
record player because I was otherwise engaged, and set off for Dallas Road.
After a few moments of marching and munching I had the satisfaction of
seeing Irene’s composure crack. She asked Ken in a scandalised whisper if
they were actually going to walk home with a nit who was eating corn flakes
off a tin plate; but he only replied, “Pthawggghhh.”
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To the average fanzine reader, accustomed to a high standard of
repartee, this might not seem much of an answer but considering that Ken
was carrying the monster it was a pretty fair effort. By the time we got into
Dallas Road our little procession was looking its best. I was in the front
eating corn flakes and describing my boat trip over; Irene was in the middle
supplying extra milk or cereal as I needed it and casting worried looks at her
neighbour’s windows; and Ken was staggering drunkenly in the rear, face
black with effort, shirt collar clawed open, eyes rolling, ghastly grin affixed
to his lips. He didn’t look even slightly god-like.
I have always regarded that morning as one of my little triumphs, but I
learn that I may have to go back to Dallas Road! On business! Public
relations business! I wonder if our Lancaster Office has a back entrance....
June 1961
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QVO VOIDVS
The classy looking title of this column means, as any student of Fake Latin
will tell you, what gives with Carr, Graham, Benford and White? Whither
goest they? For some time now I have been reading the editorials in Void
with a certain amount of unease – now Number 26 has shown up here and I
have to give voice to my anguish.
My big trouble is that I strongly suspect myself of being insensitive. All
my relatives and friends seem to be gifted with more subtle perception, or a
priori knowledge, which enables them to see merits or demerits where I can
only look on with uncertain acceptance. Show them the material for your new
suit, a roll of wallpaper, a painting, a pub, a carpet, a football match, in fact
anything – and right away, right there on the spot, they Make A Decision.
They announce authoritatively that this is good, or this is bad. Every time it
happens there settles over me a feeling compounded of inferiority, guilt and
despair because, not only had I not known whether the thing in question was
good or bad, it hadn’t even occurred to me to judge. I just accepted.
To take one perfectly typical example. One evening my wife and brother
and I were sat in the car and we decided to have a drink. I drove to a new pub
about half a mile up the road from Oblique House and led the way to the
lounge. About halfway across the room to the bar I suddenly realised that
Sadie and Gerry were no longer with me – they were standing in the doorway
with looks of horror on their faces. With a sinking feeling I went back and
asked what was wrong.
“Look at that ghastly upholstery!” they chorused. “How could you drink
in a place like this?”
Before following them back to the car I sneaked a look round the place.
All the seats were covered with some kind of yellow plastic – maybe it was
too bright, even garish, maybe even vulgar. The point was that I had been in
this pub three or four times previously and had sat there in contented ox-like
oblivion swigging Blue Bass without realising how bad it was.
Years of this sort of thing have left me, as I said before, with a suspicion
that I’m insensitive. That’s why Void has been bothering me. Presumably if
someone is going to put six pages of editorial in a fanzine there must be a lot
of good stuff in there. The trouble is that I just don’t get it. Are people
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laughing at some new form of humour that goes completely over my head?
Or have these reports of desultory conversations got some other quality
which like jazz, ballet and most poetry, is lost on me?
There is one page which Terry Carr devotes to claiming proudly that he
invented the saying, “Well, it certainly is a wonderful thing”, plus a lot of
words on how pithy and useful and good the sentence is. Now, this might be
a fiendish ploy aimed directly at the person with the failings I have outlined
above! To me the sentence is completely unremarkable and I cannot see why
anybody should even want to claim it as his own. My first impulse was to sit
down and write a take-off in the form of a triumphant claim that I had
invented some saying like “What time did you say it was?” or “There’s a
piece of chicken stuck in my teeth.” I was going to go on to prove that my
saying was catching on all over the world and give examples of people using
it, just as Terry did – then the doubts began to creep in....
Was there something in the sentence I had missed? Was the piece I
proposed to lampoon actually a lampoon of something else? And so on.
Or do the editors of Void feel that editorial pages are essential and,
lacking immediate inspiration, go ahead and stencil anything that comes into
their heads? Some people might feel that a few pages of friendly, though
featureless, chat done with a willing hand are better than no pages at all. I
disagree. It is perfectly normal to be temporarily stuck for something to say –
anybody who does a bit of writing is only too familiar with the feeling – but
if it happens you should (a) say nothing or (b) really get down to the job of
writing and find something to say.
Fans sometimes complain that there is not enough of Willis in Hyphen,
but I think the reason for this is that Walt shares my views. If he has not the
material or inspiration at hand to write something worth while, he prefers not
to write at all. To write pages of stuff simply to fill up space does a fanzine
more harm than good – it produces something which has the form of a
fanzine, but not the substance.
Having said all that, I should mention in passing that I enjoyed the rest
of the magazine – especially Harry Warner’s “All Our Yesterdays”, the two
WAW pieces and Bhob Stewart’s artwork.
The Quack and the Dead
I got a nasty shock in the doctor’s the other night. I had always looked up to
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him with a mixture of reverence and awe which had been instilled in me by
long hours of viewing Medic and Dr Kildare – but those days are gone
forever.
Sadie had been taking a tonic and I was supposed to pick up a new
bottle. As I was coming out she repeated my instructions – to get the orange
bottle. An observer stationed among the clumps of grass growing in the Shaw
driveway would have noted a tolerant though slightly supercilious smile on
my face as I went down to my motor. What a simple soul Sadie was. As if a
doctor would talk about an orange bottle; probably she had never seen a
complete episode of Medic in her life.
When I explained to the doctor why I was there he asked me what sort
of bottle Sadie had been taking. “Well,” I explained, “as far as I can
determine from my preliminary inspection it is a pretentious little compound,
with a substantial admixture of iron, fortified with the usual phosphates,
glucose, and in all probability a concentrate of vitamin B2 to build up the
blood.” I settled back in the chair to him await his look of grudging respect.
He gave a patient sigh, toyed with his pencil for a few moments then
said, “Was it the red bottle or the orange bottle?”
“The orange one,” I mumbled, aghast – it was easy to see that this mate
never worked under Doctor Gillespie, or even James Robertson Justice. I was
still sneering when I got home an hour later and plumped the bottle down in
Sadie’s lap.
“I think we should change our doctor,” I began. “That bloke doesn’t
know much about phos– What’s wrong?”
“You’re stupid,” Sadie interrupted, with a shocking disregard for my
scientific approach to medicine. “You’ve brought the cloudy orange bottle –
it’s the clear orange bottle I take!”
At that point I gave up. Not only did the doctor classify his stuff by
colour, but he had clear and cloudy. Of course, I should have expected
something like that when I learned, sometime before, about soothing
unguents.
Isn’t it funny how these modern doctors can’t prepare a decent soothing
unguent? If you ask for one they just stare at you and mutter about orange
bottles – and yet every medical man from Biblical times until a couple of
hundred years ago could rustle up a first-class soothing unguent in next to no
time. In the old days it was the standard treatment for everything from spear
wounds to the assorted contusions one acquires while being trampled by
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Roman horses or Carthaginian elephants. There is even something about the
very sound of “soothing unguent” which right away makes you feel up to
trying a little clear soup and a couple of turns round the ward.
The only fairly recent innovation to come anywhere near it was the hot
fomentation, but even that seems to be dying away too.
And Bon Mot to You Too!
My brain, fresh from its success in having conceived the title “Stand and
Deliver” for a recent parliamentary report on the overcrowding in maternity
hospitals, has just thought up a little slogan which I’m prepared to donate to
the Milk Marketing Board, Dr Edward Teller and everybody else who
recommends fallout for the over-forties. It goes: drinky pinty strontium
ninety, drinky pinty str... On second thoughts, I will not start criticising milk
– psychologists can deduce a lot from a man’s attitude to milk, and, for all I
know, Ted Sturgeon might read this which brings us, in a rather devious
fashion, to...
Puke of the Month
The first word in the subtitle is intended to be a pun on “book”. There is a
much better pun with the same meaning as puke, namely “boke,” but as far as
I know the word is known only in Ireland and Scotland and is therefore
unsuitable for an international publication like Hyphen.
The book, puke or boke in question is Ted Sturgeon’s new novel from
Ballantine, Some of Your Blood. There is only one way to describe it: a
failure.
This is a case where it doesn’t matter whether or not one is insensitive,
because the blurb explains, with an air of carefully restrained enthusiasm, just
what Ted was trying to do – and reading the book reveals that he didn’t do it.
The idea was to take a man who might be called “monstrous, a fiend, a
warped and twisted creature” and by sheer good writing and knowledge of
the workings of the brain in the head “make the reader feel and understand
the guts of the beast so thoroughly that he becomes a very human victim.”
The blurb goes on to say that “even while the back of your neck chills with
terror you hope that some solution will be found that can keep the monster
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both safe and happy.”
Nobody should ever state baldly like that what is a book is supposed to
do. If people don’t know for sure what is supposedly going on they could
usually find some other virtue which the man who created the work had not
deliberately put in, or else they are inclined to be puzzled but slightly
respectful. In this case, during the whole time I read Some of Your Blood the
area of skin between my back collar stud and my hair remained at a steady
98.4° Fahrenheit. In fact, every time my little girl came near me she ran away
shouting, “The back of Daddy’s neck is maintaining a steady 98.4°
Fahrenheit.”
The first way in which the book failed was in trying to create terror.
George Smith was not a frightening figure. He was violent enough, and
nobody would like to run into him in real life – but there is no terror in this
fact. A man-eating lion would be much more dangerous, but people read
about them all the time without turning a hair.
To create terror, therefore, it is not sufficient to offer physical danger –
there must be an encounter of mentalities. The normal mind recoils and
experiences fear when it encounters another mind filled with the intent to kill.
In short, when it encounters an evil mind.
George Smith was an innocent. A person is evil only if he understands
why he should be good and why he shouldn’t be evil, and then goes ahead
and does evil. Beside that sort of a person, the one who murders because he
thinks it’s all right to do so or because he doesn’t even realise what he is
doing, is relatively tame stuff. He is like a falling rock – you get out of the
way but your soul doesn’t recoil the way it does from the fellow creature who
is sufficiently like others to be one of the tribe, but has gone terribly wrong in
just one respect, in that he doesn’t agree with you regarding the desirability
of prolonging your life and happiness.
The other respect in which the book failed was on the purely technical
level, a judgement I never expected to pass on the author of “Killdozer”.
We were supposedly taken inside George Smith and made to feel and
understand his guts. But in the account of his life which occupies the first part
of the book, every single detail of the growing insanity is carefully omitted
and then handed to you in a lump in the last few pages. If you had been
acquainted with George’s foibles right off you would have had a chance to
accept them, but all that happens is that you get a queer sensation during the
reading. A feeling perhaps similar to the one you might experience when you
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stare at Holbein’s “The Ambassadors” for ten minutes and begin to sense, but
not understand, the occult symbolism.
There were things I didn’t like even in the actual writing, e.g. the life
story written in the so familiar American rustic style, complete with
unorthodox sentence construction and what are supposed to be flashes of
untutored brilliance of description. For example, “...lying there he watched
the grain of the dry grey wood where once was a knot, and the way the deep
furrows of the weathered wood swirled in and around and out of that knot,
you see things like that sometimes that though they do not move your eye
keeps going into and out of and around and back again there are two spirals
of hair on a cat’s back that way.”
To be confronted with an indigestible lump like this is bad enough, but
when, later in the book, Sturgeon puts the following words of praise into the
mouth of one of the characters I got the feeling something had gone wrong. “I
am also impressed by this kid’s descriptive ability... his description of the
weathered knot in the boat’s side... I never failed to get exactly what he
meant.”
Apart from anything else, the descriptive piece just wasn’t true to life.
Right after I read it I went out and had a good close look at my neighbour’s
cat and the hair on its back was just like on all the other cats I have seen –
slightly reminiscent of George Gobel’s crewcut.
Ted Sturgeon must have set out to show us how far wrong a mind can
go, and he may have succeeded. After all, he has reached the stage where he
could sell a book on any subject under the sun, so why – out of all that he
could have written about – did he choose this particular form of vampirism?
I think he must be a food crank.
December 1961
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A Fine Pere
Nowadays everybody is an amateur psychiatrist. I even tried for a while
myself but got terribly fed up with it – a case of Freud going before a pall –
and have sold my couch and notebook. But if any Hyphen readers would like
to have a little practice on a good meaty father and son relationship, then read
on....
The Father
In all probability there are quite a few people throughout the world who have
been clawed by lions, but I am reasonably certain that only one man has ever
suffered this particular indignity at midnight in a village street in central
Ireland. Many years later the same man got married and his firstborn, out of
all the things he might have been, grew up to be Bob Shaw the science fiction
fan. A run of bad luck like that is enough to daunt any man that ever lived –
which is why my father was able to look the world straight in the eye when
he took to the bottle.
But that’s jumping ahead. Anyone who is familiar with my aristocratic
physog would naturally expect the Shaws to have an illustrious line of
ancestors stretching back many hundreds of years, but this is not the case. In
fact the Shaws seem to have spontaneously appeared in 19th century Ireland
in much the same way that cheese mites are generated in cheese. They lived
in a tiny village called Mountmellick and my father, through his intense
interest in animals, was the first to achieve any kind of distinction. A circus
was visiting Mountmellick and Robert William, then a boy of ten, was
bitterly disappointed when the show’s one and only lion turned out to be a
dimly-seen shape which lay motionless all day in the corner of its cage. After
shouting at it till they were hoarse my father and several other small boys
decided that the beast was either dead or too weak from hunger to move. Had
Ian McAulay been on the scene he would have nodded his approval of their
next move, for the boys decided to test their theory by practical experiment.
The experimental apparatus they devised consisted of a plank with a rusty
nail projecting at one end, and it was arranged that a small expedition would
sneak out late that night with the gadget – the terms of its mandate were “to
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hit the baste a good skelp up the backside”.
My father was the one who actually wielded the plank and the
experimental conclusion was that the lion was neither dead nor weak but
merely sleeping off the effects of the last small boy it had eaten. One of its
paws (fortunately well manicured) connected with my father’s face and sent
him somersaulting back into the others, who promptly fled screaming with
terror. Their lack of scientific detachment was balanced by my father’s
abundance of it; in fact he was completely detached from everything for
about ten minutes before he recovered and went home. He accounts for his
lack of facial scars by explaining that he was most fortunately kicked on
exactly the same spot by a donkey some time later and the marks were ironed
out.
At the age of fourteen he put childish things behind him, got into the
Army at the beginning of World War 1 by lying about his age, was wounded
almost right away during the retreat from Mons – and found himself back in
civvy street without a job. He then joined a small drapery business in
Drogheda but found himself out of sympathy with the petty money-grubbing
of the retail trade. This high-minded attitude found full expression one year
when the proprietor decided to deviate from pure drapery and cash in on the
Christmas trade by buying in a supply of Christmas stockings. My father
struck back against this crass commercialism by opening all the stockings and
eating the little bags of sweets out of them – an action for which he was
instantly dismissed. When he asked for a reference they just laughed.
He next joined the Royal Irish Constabulary, but that organisation was
disbanded shortly afterwards and he transferred to the Royal Ulster
Constabulary. While acting as escort to a senior R.U.C. official he got mixed
up in an I.R.A. ambush, was wounded, spent two days in a water-filled ditch,
got away, received a huge compensation, squandered it in three hectic years,
and got married – thus setting the stage for –
The Son
At this point any readers who have not studied previous Bushels closely will
be at a disadvantage because I’m not going over all that stuff again. You
should always read your Hyphens carefully – we might ask questions
afterwards.
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The Relationship
First of all there was the question of hobbies. I went in for solitary reflective
pursuits like stamp collecting and astronomy, and I was content to keep them
to myself. My father went in for hearty open-air activities and he was always
trying to get me to join in the fun. If he was going fishing, I was allowed to
dig for grubs; when he was raising a new lot of dogs I was allowed to clean
the kennel every day; when he went shooting I was allowed to clean his gun
afterwards, and if he bagged any small game I got cleaning that out as well.
You might say my father worked harder towards a good relationship than I
did because he always insisted that I partake in his recreations in this way.
I feel a bit guilty about this when I think of the pains he took over me.
Another of his interests was wildlife and nature, and he used to bring me for
walks in the country every week so that he could pass on his knowledge. The
following is a typical scene: a very large red-faced man and a very small boy
are strolling through a country lane. The man’s eyes are bright and quick – he
is taking in every detail of the rustic scene. The boy’s eyes are dull and
vacant – he is wondering when he will get back home to finish reading “Full
Speed Ahead to the Worlds of Fear” in this week’s Wizard. Suddenly the
man stops walking and the boy wanders on a few paces before he senses
something is afoot. He halts too and his eyes frantically scan the hedges and
nearest trees.
A pitying, and yet contemptuous, look spreads over the man’s red face.
“Did you not see it?” he asks.
The boy gives up his belated study of the hedgerows in defeat – he never
sees anything but twigs. “My eyes are sore,” he lies. “I think there’s dust in
them. I can hardly see at all.”
The man shakes his head in disbelief then he points down the lane in the
direction from which they have just come. “Go back to that last bend and
walk it again.” The boy obediently, but unenthusiastically, trudges back a
hundred yards and returns, his eyes rolling frantically as he tries to watch
both hedges at once.
“Well?”
The boy shifts his feet unhappily. “Was it a cuckoo spittle?” Cuckoo
spittles are the only thing in the nature line he is good at. They are cool to
stick your fingers into on a hot day.
A lengthy silence ensues, finally broken by a scandalised whisper from
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the man. “D’ye mean you walked past a chaffinch’s nest with two eggs in it –
and didn’t see a thing?”
The boy nods. The man turns round and walks away quickly,
blaspheming as he goes. The boy hurries after him and by the time they get
home his feet are throbbing because there were a lot of nests and he ended up
by walking about three times as far as his father.
Our senses of humour were vastly different too – so different that
neither of us ever really knew when the other was trying to be funny. I went
in for puns, but my father cared only for the occasional practical joke, or
dialect stories featuring arguments between Englishmen and Irishmen. The
snag was that he was no good at dialect and you could only tell the English
bits by the fact that his voice went a couple of octaves higher. Even this
wasn’t a reliable guide because he sometimes forgot to change gear after an
English bit and finished the whole story in a squeaky voice. His favourite
yarn was about an Englishman who hired an Irish guide to show him the best
fishing spots in a lake. While they were out in their boat there was a distant
crash from the shore. The Englishman said, “What was that?” and the guide
said casually, “That was a wall.” Here my father always stopped and glanced
round his audience, tantalising them with the imminence of the brilliant
punch line. Then, almost bursting with suppressed mirth, he slowly
enunciated – “A minute later a big dog came running along the shore!”
Having got it all out he would explode with laughter, only calming down
when he realised that nobody else was joining in. When pressed to explain
the joke he said petulantly, “Ach, d’ye not get it? The dog knocked the wall
down!”
My own theory is that this was the remains of a really good, subtle story
he had heard once and had gradually forgotten, only remembering that he had
laughed at it at the time. I spent many a boyhood hour trying to work back to
the original but the significance of the boat and the lake setting, the AngloIrish cast, and the strange entrance of the dog in the final act always escaped
me.
The practical jokes weren’t much better. Once he shot a rabbit during an
early morning hunt and instead of bringing it home propped it up against a
tuft of grass in a field. A couple of hours later he insisted on the whole family
going that way for a walk, then he pointed the rabbit out to us, leaped over
the gate into the field, crawled the whole way across as though stalking the
crittur, and finally sprang on it with a ferocious cry and great swings of his
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walking stick, When he brought the rabbit back by the ears I was sure he had
outsmarted a wild creature in its own element, and I didn’t find out the truth
for ages.
Religion was another sore point. My father was basically an orthodox
Methodist but he had this theory that he could attend church by proxy, i.e. by
sending me in his stead. When I was five, he brought me up to the back of the
Sunday school, opened a likely looking door, and thrust me inside.
Unfortunately he picked the wrong place and I stood meekly in a sort of anteroom and was discovered by a passing teacher only a few minutes before the
Sunday school closed for the week. Years later I would be forced to go to
church in almost the same way, always about the deadline for the annual
blackmail magazine which made public the amount of each family’s
contributions. For the money to count in your name it had to go in special
envelopes with your code number on them, but my father thought it looked
bad if his whole year’s donations were put in just one packet. So I was issued
with about two dozen envelopes which made such a bulky wad that I had to
ask people sitting near me to take a few each and drop them into the tray. I’m
almost sure it caused talk.
The Problem
If any of you takes my case on, will you please let me know why it is that,
after these things and a hundred others my father has done, I still like him.
April 1964
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Weekend Return
The idea of trying to write a complete connected convention report
scares me, because it’s one of the things about which you have to
be very thorough – like being a hi-fi man. Some of my friends are
hi-fi enthusiasts who get whole rooms wired up and pour half their
salaries into equipment which is supposed to make them feel they
are sitting right in the middle of an orchestra. They go to such
lengths to achieve this effect that I once offered to build one of
them a little gadget which would be the ultimate in hi-fi realism. It
took the form of a black box which could be hooked up to the hi-fi
and at every particularly loud trumpet blast would shower the back
of the owner’s head with spittle. For a little extra it would have
prodded him in the ribs during the string passages and emitted the
occasional whiff of B.O. each time the tempo increased....
My trouble is that I have a lo-fi mind, so these convention
notes will be a bit short on most frequencies and others may be
missing altogether.

WEEKEND RETURN
When my brother and I were small boys we had a convention that our
holidays began at the exact split second in which the train began to move
from the station. We sat quietly, almost glumly, in our window seats while
the train prepared for the journey and were aware, with some dim subEinsteinian instinct, that we were still part of the everyday system. Next
would come that delicious moment when the approaching clatter of couplings
let us know that the front of the train was already moving though our carriage
was standing still – then a gentle, head-nodding lurch and our holiday had
started. We usually cheered.
That’s the way it was with the 1964 Convention. The hours of travel by
car, aeroplane and bus didn’t seem to count – the convention started on the
instant the train pulled out of Kings Cross. Sadie and I were too tired to
cheer, but we settled down to enjoy the last leg of the journey. I must have
been in a particularly happy mood because for once the London suburbs and
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their strange yellowish, silt-coloured brickwork that you don’t see anywhere
else failed to bring on a fit of depression. Sadie was in a good mood too
because she was able to settle down happily in a backward-facing seat.
Normally she refuses to sit with her back to the engine... which makes things
hellish awkward when we travel in a Volkswagen.
The thought occurred that there would probably be other fans in this
same train, perhaps in the same compartment. I had a look round but didn’t
see anybody who looked the part so I got Sadie, who reckons herself an
expert on deducing people’s circumstances from their appearance, onto the
job.
Sadie obligingly scanned the faces nearest to us. A young couple across
the aisle who continually ate biscuits had just got through the Berlin wall and
were losing themselves in England; the girl opposite in a black headscarf was
a retired woman of the streets who was returning to try and re-create her
former pure life in her little home town... but there weren’t any fans in the
compartment.
I briefly considered walking along the train to have a look but,
somehow, fell asleep and awoke only a few minutes before we reached
Peterborough. Leaping off the train I was immediately sorry I hadn’t scouted
through the other carriages because the first people we saw in the magical,
G.K. Chesterton dusk of that Friday evening were Ken and Pam Bulmer.
They were talking to the ticket collector and obviously receiving directions
on how to reach The Bull.
It would have been difficult to think of two more suitable fans for our
first contact with the convention. Ken Bulmer was the very first English fan I
ever saw, and that was when Irish Fandom visited the fabulous Epicentre at
Highbury for its first convention attendance back in 1951. Vince Clarke, the
second English fan I ever saw (by about five seconds), shared the Epicentre
with Ken in those dewy days and was directly responsible for bringing Ken
and his wife Pam together because one afternoon when he was passing
through Woolwich in a bus with a file of SF magazines on his knee he was
spotted by Pam’s brother Ron Buckmaster. Ron spoke to him, started
attending the old Thursday evening sessions at the White Horse, brought Pam
along, she met Ken Bulmer.... Anyway, it was good to see them again.
As we left the station Ken explained to me that he had been to
Peterborough before and knew the way to The Bull pretty well but he had
decided to check his bearings with a local to ensure there would be no slip171

ups. I nodded approvingly, thinking with a twinge of sadness that even for
great fans mundane maturity and practicality must creep up over the years
and dim the light of inverted-genius that once crowned their flat, yellow
foreheads. A few moments later my faith in everything was restored when it
became apparent that pre-knowledge and fresh guidance notwithstanding,
Ken had brought us the wrong way. The two girls were ambling along behind
and didn’t seem to notice so we kept quiet about it and sometime later arrived
at The Bull from exactly the opposite direction to the railway station. (It was
a nice fannish touch, although one which nearly backfired – on the Monday
morning Sadie and I burst out of the hotel late for our train and instinctively
headed back the way Ken had brought us.)
We checked in and went upstairs to our room having divided the
baggage equally – i.e. Sadie carried our case and I carried the key tag. The
Bull’s idea of a key tag is a headstone moulded in cast iron along the bottom
edge of which is a fearsome row of teeth making the whole assembly appear
like a weapon from some ancient and more brutal age, or perhaps a Victorian
meat tenderiser. Strangely though, I got used to carrying it around and now,
long after the Convention, in moments of stress I find myself reaching for my
hip pocket and missing the massive, clanking solidity.
After freshening up we went in search of the rest of Irish Fandom, who
had all arrived earlier in the day. I had been thirsty since we left home that
morning but to Sadie’s surprise had passed up many chances to knock back a
couple. Finally I had explained, to ease her growing anxiety about my health,
that it was for a sort of sentimental reason. I had vowed my first drink that
day would be a pint of bitter with Ian McAulay in the convention hotel. I
knew he wouldn’t have started without me because it would have broken our
little tradition which is always observed on these occasions. When a boozing
session is at hand the first there always waits till the other arrives and then,
after a civilised, reasonable pause, of about four seconds or so, I say, “It’s not
too soon, is it, Ian?” And he says, “No, Bob – I don’t think it’s too soon”...
and we get pigged in.
I had reminded Sadie of a Bushel I had written almost solely about the
importance which the aristocratic side of Ian’s nature places on the
observance of these touching little traditions which do so much to distinguish
our gentlemanly concourses from mere vulgar booze-ups. Sadie had nodded
understandingly, no doubt awed by the power of that noble and enduring
bond which can develop over the years between men of intellect, sensibility
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and honour.
Thus it was that, in spite of a raging thirst, not one drop of liquor had
passed my lips that day when I entered the bar and looked around for Ian,
ears attuned to hear that quiet, time-hallowed phrase which would be the
signal for our first drink. You can imagine my distaste therefore when I was
promptly pounded on the back by a ghastly-looking apparition with rolling
eyes and a white moustache which bellowed, “Allotharr, Bob, old shun –
whaddaya wanna drink?”
The alcohol fumes accompanying this greeting blurred my vision
momentarily but my eyes finally came into focus and I discovered the white
moustache was in reality a moraine of beer froth and that the creature behind
it was none other than Ian McAulay! Not only had he started without me, he
had almost finished! (Later I remembered that Ian had been resident in
England for a week before the convention and hence could be forgiven the
deterioration in his standards.) To be honest, Ian’s condition mustn’t have
been too bad because I looked at him again after I’d had six or seven pints of
Bass on an empty stomach and he appeared quite normal, although everyone
else was starting to go a bit funny. The whole of the Irish Contingent, plus
Ella Parker and Ethel Lindsay, then went and had a very enjoyable Chinese
meal, during which Ian and I had a few more drinks; then we returned to the
hotel for a jawing session during which Ian and I had a few more drinks.
After a couple of nightcaps we went to bed.
I woke up next morning with a hangover, which obviously had been brought
on by the fact that I’d broken all the rules of stomach care the night before by
having crispy noodles instead of my usual soft noodles. Sometimes I think
I’ll never learn. However I quickly cured the hangover by a trick picked up
from a German friend who on these occasions always takes an Alka-Seltzer
and an aspirin tablet – typical two-tonic efficiency.
One of the first things to happen that day was that Arthur Thomson
turned up and I brought him along to our room and introduced him to Sadie,
the one member of Irish Fandom who had so far eluded him. I was pleased at
the great interest Arthur took in Sadie. They had almost met on several
occasions during the previous ten years or so and he couldn’t seem to get it
into his head that at last she was really there in front of him. In fact, at odd
moments during the convention, when he thought nobody was looking,
Arthur kept putting out his hand and just touching some part of Sadie – her
back or her leg, perhaps – as though to convince himself she was real. I had
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to laugh at old Arthur for being so slow on the up-take.
Now that I think of it, Ian McAulay was another one who was very nice
to Sadie. Quite often, when he could have been away talking to faneds or
buying prozines, he seemed content to just stay with Sadie on our bed while I
selfishly lounged in the room’s only comfortable armchair. Several times he
told me there was absolutely no need for me to miss any of my first British
convention for some years, as he wouldn’t mind keeping Sadie company for
me while she rested. I didn’t take advantage of his offer, of course – there are
limits even to what one fan should be allowed to do for another. It ought to
go on record, though, that it is people like Arthur and Ian who have helped
make conventions what they are.
I looked in at the introductory session for a while on Saturday morning to see
how things were going and heard something I had never heard at a
convention before. A man about forty, who seemed intelligent otherwise,
stood up and gave an impromptu speech on the brilliance, originality and
sheer literary craftsmanship of F.G. Rayer. He went on so long that I began to
think he must be F.G. Rayer, and to my astonishment nobody put him right
about a man who must be the most unoriginal writer outside the ranks of
successful bank note forgers. I might have had a go myself but I began to
wonder if what I was hearing was symptomatic of the science fiction world’s
inability to stand on the shoulders of previous generations.
Older fans tend to stop reading SF because it seems stale to them,
younger fans tend to enjoy current SF and say it is as good as ever – and
observers of the scene say it is only natural that new fans should be thrilled
by some concepts that engrossed members of Sixth Fandom and earlier. This
conclusion is reached every time fans discuss SF and it is right as far as it
goes, but should a supposedly creative thing like SF follow the same cyclic
pattern as magazines like Car Mechanics with their recurrent “More MPG
This Winter” articles?
The subject was openly discussed a couple of times at Peterborough and
the same tired conclusion was reached, but still I question its validity. I think
the cycle could be broken if we did a bit more standing on shoulders. In other
fields the beginner starts off knowing more than a master did some years
before – why does SF have to be different?
Probably one of the big stumbling blocks is our attitude towards science.
We are inclined to think we know a lot about science and are encouraged in
this by the fact that the non-sf reader knows absolutely nothing. The TV is
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on. A serious look comes over Hughie Green’s face and the audience falls
quiet, sensing that a really tough question is coming up. The contestant looks
worried as, with great care, Hughie reads out, “This question is about the
Solar System. The So-lar Sys-tem.” He darts a quick look at the audience to
commend their respectful silence. “Circling our Sun there is a belt of minor
astronomical bodies known as the As-ter-oid Belt. Between the orbits of
which two planets does this Belt exist?”
The average SF fan has been reading a book by the fire, making sure the
rest of the family know he despises quiz shows, but he can’t resist rattling
out, “Mars and Jupiter.” A full minute later the contestant, if he is lucky, says
the same thing: Hughie lets his arms fall helplessly in the face of such
erudition and says, “By golly, sir, you certainly know your astronomy,” the
audience applauds wildly, and the fan modestly lowers his head but keeps his
ears tuned for the next question....
This sort of thing makes us feel a bit like science wizards but supposing
the question had been a shade more difficult, such as being asked to state, or
even define, Planck’s Constant. About 99% of the fannish noses would
remain buried in the books. The truth is that we don’t know much about
science at all, so maybe the reason SF doesn’t turn up new concepts is that
the old stories have squeezed out all the concepts that can be appreciated with
a very elementary scientific knowledge.
During the discussions Ian McAulay said he would like to see more
science in SF but author Ted Tubb actually replied that in his mind it was a
bad thing for SF writers to bother too much with science! I can see Ted’s
point of view, of course – it would be a lot easier simply to continue doing
stuff about the swamps of Venus. It is unfortunate though the graph of the
incidence of scientific discoveries curves up and up and that of the incidence
of new SF ideas continues resolutely downwards.
The fancy dress ball was good fun, most of the credit going to Norm
Shorrock for supplying an incredible quantity of free booze of a quality
which would have made it enjoyable even if we had been paying. At the start
of the evening I was greatly impressed by a flash of alien genius from Arthur
Thomson. Brian Burgess had shown up in a striking outfit consisting of a pair
of dark white drawers and a raincoat slung back from his shoulders like a
cloak. After surveying Brian critically for a few moments Arthur explained to
him that he ought to keep the raincoat around himself to tantalise people,
only allowing them occasional exciting glimpses of what lay underneath.
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This I regarded as sheer brilliance because it made things more enjoyable for
the people who liked looking at Brian’s tummy, and at the same time, if there
happened to be people present who did not want to see Brian’s tummy, they
benefited as well.
Unfortunately, this was to be Arthur’s last flash of native wit. His fire
was about to be extinguished by an experience of the sort such as that if a
man survives it at all he thereafter faces death with the calm fortitude of one
who has faced worse. You see, Arthur had not booked a room in the hotel and
was spending the night on the floor of the room occupied by James White
and Ian McAulay. It wouldn’t have been much of a night for him at the best
of times, but on this occasion there were two other factors involved – either
of them devastating on its own, the two together being too horrible to
contemplate. James had been quite ill before leaving Ireland with the result
that his insulin dosage was all haywire and he was rapidly becoming
delirious; Ian had tanked up on about ten different varieties of free wine to
the point where pink elephants and green rats were running away from him
screaming.
Arthur tried to describe it the following morning but I doubt if he could
have done so even if he hadn’t been mumbling incoherently, twitching and
flinging his arms over his face every time a door opened. We can only
visualise him sitting bolt upright at the foot of James’s bed, his head turning
gopher-like as, hour by horrible hour, the night unfolded its vistas of dread.
Now, I’m the first to admit that I snore a bit, but my snore is a regular
peaceful thing which has even been known to soothe people and give them a
feeling that the world mustn’t be too bad if a man can so obviously enjoy the
sleep of the just. But James and Ian both have frightening, unpredictable
snores, sometimes dying down to sibilant whispers which lull the listener to a
state of uneasy drowsiness, then with the suddenness of a bomb-burst
increasing to thunderous proportions, wringing moans of panic from the
listener who, with heart stopped, springs back to full consciousness. As if this
were not enough, even when they are snoring at full blast one cannot relax in
full submission for, without warning, a tremendous blast will be choked off
in its infancy as some nasal passage, driven beyond its natural limits, snaps
closed. There is a deathly silence followed by a series of silly clicks as
various membranes are tested by the pent-up forces of the snore and finally,
after an unendurable wait, it penetrates the original channel with redoubled
fury or, baulked of its natural egress, explodes through the mouth in a
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hideous multiple vibration involving lips, teeth, gums, palate and tonsils. One
can only guess how Arthur must have felt, after hours of this, on making the
discovery that the inhuman repertoire was far from exhausted. James began
to jerk about in his bed, his gigantic form thrashing in the near-darkness like
a harpooned whale while tortured fragments of songs escaped his lips. And
who can say what Arthur must have thought when Ian began bounding past
him in the dark, looking for the lavatory, all the time swearing in Gaelic,
retching raucously and emitting great gouts of mixed banana wine, Tuborg
lager and fermented Coca-Cola?
All I know is, he wasn’t the same man for the rest of the convention.
It was cold on the Sunday morning but we forsook the hotel and walked a
long way to a local greasy spoon because Ian got up too late for breakfast. He
insisted that James had slipped out for breakfast without even trying to waken
him. James denied it vigorously but in the end promised to buy Ian a good
breakfast elsewhere, so we set off. It says a lot for Ian’s constitution that he
had worked up an appetite by the time we sat down but they served him a
plate of sausageless skins, tea in a plastic cup and a strange looking
condiment in a bottle labelled, with unlively simplicity, “Chop Sauce”. Any
remnants of appetite remaining to Ian were dispelled when James – tactlessly
I thought – pointed out that the waitress was wearing Wellington boots, so
what must the kitchen be like?
Ian and James moaned at each other about it the whole way back to The
Bull, while Sadie and I trailed along behind listening. It was odd to hear them
quarreling over a minor thing like breakfast. I would have thought that after
what they had just done to Arthur they would have been unified by some
strange bond, like Burke and Hare.
The rest of Sunday seemed to go like a dream. Walt Willis and Ian
played a game of Scrabble which was photographed at almost every move by
half a dozen camera fans. I kept seeing people I would like to have a yarn
with but couldn’t get the chance. Sid Birchby, for instance, who was as jovial
and changeless as ever. Jim and Dot Rattigan showed up for a while. Ian kept
complaining about having been deserted by his friends in the morning, and
James kept pointing out that he had bought him the best breakfast available.
Wally Weber kept circulating.
Before we knew it, it was time for the last big event, the famous
Humming and Swaying – in which Irish Fandom refused to join. Several
people we know well and like were in it and had a great time, so it seems that
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one must be able to have a good time messing around on the fringes of mass
hypnosis. But, this being so, why does the affair have to be invested with an
air of childish unpleasantness by tricks like fake sacrifices? If memory serves
me right, a prozine editor’s visit to a previous convention was marred
because he agreed to store in his bedroom a box which would be needed
during the Humming and Swaying ceremonies. The box turned out to contain
decomposing animal guts and the smell of them caused the editor
considerable annoyance. I don’t think there was anything like that this time,
but the same rather unappetising undertones were present. What’s it all in aid
of?
On the way back to London on the train next morning Irish Fandom and Ken
Bulmer got seats together in a compact little group which encompassed only
two non-fans, an elderly couple who seemed to be going up for a day’s
shopping. They were understandably bored by our conversation but I noted a
gleam of interest in their eyes when Ken casually remarked, “We’ll be able to
see The Epicentre from this train.” God only knows what sort of vision the
word Epicentre conjured up in their minds, but it must have been something
good. They got more and more excited as Ken ticked off landmarks leading
up to The Epicentre and when he started a count-down in the last few seconds
the old boy was slobbering with suspense and nudging his wife so that she
wouldn’t miss it.
When the row of sooty old houses finally came into view Ken leapt up,
gnashing his pipe, and shouted, “There it is! There it is! Look!” He gazed out
for a few seconds in silent rapture, and the old boy’s eyes made audible clicks
as they bounced from side to side in their sockets in an effort to find
something resembling his idea of an Epicentre. Finally he slumped back in
his seat with an air of utter misery, and I’m sure to this day he is wondering
what he missed.
February 1965
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More Shaw in Hyphen
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SFAN!
The fan ran until his mouth was filled with thick salt saliva, ran until he felt
that to run on was to die. But he knew only too well that to stop was surely to
die.
Somewhere in the darkness behind him a rifle cracked, but the angry
slug came nowhere near him. Nonetheless, a feeling of dread settled on the
fan – they were really determined to get him if they were using one of the
earth’s few remaining firearms.
Panting heavily, he sped through the narrow alleys that separated the
square one-storey buildings of New London. He slowed down to pass a
lighted doorway, straining his ears for the sound of enemies....
Creak – click – swish – creak – click – swish.
Good Ghu, thought the fan, astounded; a duplicator! Somebody inside
the yellow limned doorway was using a duper! He stood for a moment
undecided. There was something wrong somewhere – nobody had followed
fan pursuits so openly since the great massacre in ’63. Again the rifle
cracked, and this time the fan heard the vicious whine of a speeding slug. He
staggered through the door.
Strong arms caught him as he fell and a few seconds later, with gentle
firmness, a cup of hot tea was applied to his lips. He drank deeply, noting as
his vision cleared that someone had closed the door and drawn a curtain over
it. There were three men and two women in the smallish room, in the centre
of which stood a table carrying a duplicator and untidy heaps of paper.
“Are... are you fans?” he gasped, feeling the strength return to his body.
“Yes, of course we are,” answered one of the men. “What on earth has
happened to you?”
“The World Stability Corps caught me spelling ‘quandary’ without the
second ‘a’. I did it without thinking,” he added. The lean man who had first
spoken looked puzzled.
“But why would they hunt you for that?”
“Have you never heard of Quandry?” asked the fan, fighting down a
surge of pure panic. Too late he noticed the prints depicting tramcars that
were hung here and there on the wall. There was a subtle change in the
expressions of the five listeners. The fan stood up to move to the door.
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“Get him,” somebody whispered. “He’s not a trolley-car fan. I think he’s
a science fiction fan!”
As they closed in on him the fan made a desperate attempt to break
away, but the hard chase had sapped his strength and they held him with ease.
A crushing blow landed on his skull. As the mists of oblivion closed around
him the fan just had time to see that he had been struck with a chromiumplated trolleyhead.
•
Even before the fan opened his eyes he knew he was in the arena.
The bestial screaming of the death-hungry crowd, the smell of blood and
sand, and the despairing cries of those unlucky enough to lose their battle
were things he would like to have forgotten, but never had. Too often he had
had to watch his friends – fans that had been discovered – torn to pieces in
brutal organised combat.
When the third world war had finally come it had been the last straw as
far as the man in the street was concerned. In spite of the fact that scientific
defences had reduced the toll to one fifth of the world’s population, science
was taboo. To invent had become a crime punishable by death. The world
turned its back on science and its pot of gold that lay at the end of a rainbow
coloured by atomic fires and human blood. The human race was only too
glad to sink down into semi-savagery... all except the fans.
They too had no desire to be blown to tiny pieces but, being fans, they
were unable to conceive of a world that was not working its way, however
precariously, towards the stars. So they rallied and began to campaign against
the burning of the books, not to say the scientists.
They fanned harder than ever, inspired by the fact that for the first time
fandom really had a purpose. So intense did their efforts become that the
aggrieved populace rallied in return. Their action was more decisive than that
of the fans.
In 1962 they killed every fan on whom they could lay their hands.
A few fans remained, however. These fans carried on their activities in
secret, but every now and again one was caught – just as Edgar had been.
He lay very still for a moment, knowing full well that his days of secret
mimeo cranking were over. Then he sat up. He was alone in a bare concrete
cell except for a huge guard in heavy armour who stood near the door.
Through the rough opening he could see a section of the arena floor. He
didn’t get time to look at it closely for, as soon as he had perceived that Edgar
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was awake, the guard caught his arm and propelled him out into the open.
A deafening roar went up from the crowded tiers of spectators. Dazed
and still weak and sick, Edgar was pushed out to the centre of the sunlit circle
of yellow sand. His lips moved in silent prayer as he was made to kneel
before the box containing the chiefs of the World Stability Corps.
“Ghu help me, and may the spirits of Ackerman and Tucker, Willis and
Hoffman, Slater and Clarke lend strength to my slip-sheeting arm.” With the
time-honoured words on his lips the fan turned to face his opponent, whose
entry had been announced by yet another roar from the crowd.
He knew from his first glance that his defeat was certain, for his
opponent was easily six foot three as compared to Edgar’s five six.
Furthermore, the giant was armed and clad in the bright armour of the Free
American Peace Army. The letters FAPA emblazoned on his chest seemed to
strike a responsive chord in Edgar’s mind, but this was no time for futile
brain searching. With blind courage he tightened his grip on the short sword
that had been thrust into his hand and advanced on the giant.
With contemptuous ease the other brushed aside his feeble sword thrust
and in a second had Edgar disarmed and helpless on the ground. As the giant
knelt on his chest with his sword raised, he tensed for the final agony that
would be his exit from fandom.
“When I bring this sword down, give a scream,” a soft voice said. Edgar
opened his eyes, numb with surprise. He saw with wonderment that atop the
other’s golden helmet a small propellor shivered and spun.
“My name is James White... yes, the James White. I have come to
rescue you, the last fan in England, and transport you to New Fandom.”
“But the fans are all dead,” stammered Edgar.
“Nonsense, Willis and Hoffman and the others fan on yet – every fan
you thought was killed in this arena is with them.”
Edgar fainted, and the crowd gave a noisy, shuddering sigh of ecstasy as
the golden sword glittered on its downsweep.
A few seconds later the last fan in England, bathed in red mimeo ink,
was on his way to New Fandom, hidden deep in the Okefenokee Swamp.
February 1953
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The Soupcon Report
Convention day dawned bright and fair over the Castlereagh Hills, and the
Soupcon welcoming committee rose early in preparation for the events that
were to take place during the day. The fine weather was a good omen but
deep in their hearts the Con committee were, now that the time had come,
doubtful as to whether they could handle the complexities of the massive
undertaking. After all, this was the first actual convention to be held in
Belfast, and although it was thought that the attendance figures might be
decreased by the simultaneous running of the Coroncon, it was going to be a
huge task to see that all went well.
However, having broke fast, the welcoming Committee sped swiftly in
the direction of the main entrance to the city to await the arrival of the fans
who would be arriving from all parts of Lancaster Avenue. The whole
operation was put over smoothly and in record time the visiting fan
contingent had been directed to the waiting conveyances and were whisked
away to the Convention Hall.
A rough idea of the general happy mood of the affair can be had from
this snatch of conversation between Handsome Bob Shaw and Guaranteed
Genuine George Charters, who had arrived travel-stained and weary from
Bangor.
B: Well, George, it’s not much farther now.
G: Good.
B: Why? I’m not going too fast for you am I?
G: No, it’s not that. I’m just afraid of a policeman seeing us, and my
coat is getting all rusty from rubbing against your handlebars.
B. George, it’s hard enough trying to pedal for two without you
fidgeting so much. Every time you wiggle you change gear.
Having arrived at Oblique House, the chosen site, the Welcoming Committee
helped the visitors to get sorted out and they all trooped into the banqueting
hall in a happy, laughing bunch.
Once the introductory sessions were over the Chairman, a Mr B. Shaw,
invited the visiting pro editors to make a few remarks. G. Charters (who
headed this panel by virtue of having Had His Name In Hard Covers) rose
and delivered a few well-chosen words. Here is an extract from his speech.
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“...and we are all very much indebted to Mr Willis for letting us use this
fine hall for our main sessions,” he said, absently flicking away some small
lumps of coal which had adhered to the seat of his trousers. “Also, I am
overjoyed to see that the Coroncon has not attracted too many fans away
from our own Soupcon – bilingually so called because of course it was
intended to be a small convention.”
This speech was very well received by the audience, who applauded to a
man. The next item was a debate between the pro authors and fans. The
subject chosen was “Has Contemporary Tibetan pulp writing had a decisive
influence on the portrayal of Kimball Kinnison?” The pro authors,
represented by Bob Shaw among whose better known works are extracts
from the “Fansmanship Lectures” in Startling and a letter to Answers in 1949.
The fans were represented by none other than Geo McCoy Charters, well
known in fandom for the tee-hee type letters he writes to Vince “Peter” (short
for petrified) Clarke.
The former was inclined to the affirmative but was quickly quelled by
the opposition who delivered a two hour monologue on the necessity for
more mad scientists in science fiction.
In the banquet which followed immediately those present received a
startling array of foodstuffs. Not good – just startling. After the last course,
which consisted of Guinness and rock cakes, there was a contented silence as
the fans picked their teeth and, happily, they were able to select their own
teeth very quickly.
The afternoon sessions were conducted with the same efficiency as had
been the earlier parts of the programme. There was a film show in which the
audience were able to examine stills of Metropolis. When that was over there
was a talk about High Noon, followed by a few games. A pleasant hour
passed with such amusements as “Hunt the Fanzine” and “Pro-Eds Knock”.
By the time the tea interval came around the conventioneers were ready
for a slap-up meal and they travelled by a roundabout route to where Bob
Shaw had booked a corner in a large restaurant. On the way to the venue Bob
Shaw gave a short lecture on the sights of Belfast. It was obvious in this that
he was speaking from the heart, but most of the listeners, lacking
stethoscopes, failed to hear him.
Once at the eating place things went smoothly as one can judge from the
following notes of a conversation between Robert Shaw and an eminent
Bangor fan Pseudo George Charters...
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G: Are you sure this place is all right? I don’t see why we had to come
up a smelly old entry to reach it.
B: Really, George! I thought you had more sense of adventure. Of
course this place is all right. Wait till I get you something. That’s right – give
me your money. No friend of mine has to pay for himself. Two pints and two
pies, barman.
G: Well, if it’s all right, why are you wearing a shoulder holster?
B: To keep my shoulder in, stupe. What else. Here, drink this up and
you’ll feel better.
G: What is it?
B: Milk.
G: But it’s black!
B: Don’t keep raising objections, George. I tell you it’s milk. Besides,
you aren’t thinking of differentiating between black and white are you? No
colour bars in fandom, you know.
G: Are you sure it’s all right? I’m teetotal you know.
B: Of course I’m sure.
G: (Some time later) Thoshe cowsh. What noble animalsh they are.
B: Don’t talk with your mouth full.
G: What else can I talk with, fool? (He bursts into drunken laughter and
is carried out and taken to his train by Bob Shaw.)
That was the end of the Soupcon and, as Charters and Shaw said while
brushing the dust from their hands and knees after the long walk to the
railway station, “If, next year, the London con is held on the same date as the
Belfast con, you can be sure that we’ll be there.”
November 1953
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Reviews
Tomorrow’s Universe, anthology edited by H.J. Campbell. (Hamilton and
Co., Price 8/6.)
For the British reader who hasn’t a wide acquaintance with the
American magazine field this book, which contains eight stories, is well
worth the money, and of course, if you like to have attractive books on your
shelves, it doesn’t matter if you’ve already read the contents or not.
In his introduction, Bert Campbell informs the reader that there is
nothing fantastic about the stories in this collection, that these are the events
of the future “as they probably will be”. But happily, both for the
entertainment value of the book and the nervous systems of the more
susceptible readers, he must have had some other collection in mind when he
wrote the first half of the intro.
Four of the yarns are among the most fantastic and far-fetched (these are
compliments) that I have ever read, while the others are merely highly
improbable (another compliment).
Coming well into the first category is “Heritage” by Charles Harness. It
is hard to say which is more distressing to the SF gourmet – a short story plot
blown up to novel length or vice versa, which last applies to “Heritage”. On
reading it over one gets the impression that it was written as an actionpacked, fast-moving 60,000 word novel which Harness cut down to its
present nine or ten thousand by throwing away all the pages whose numbers
weren’t multiples of six. However, in spite of or perhaps because of being the
greatest collection of loose ends ever gathered together under one title, it’s
still a good story and well worth the reading.
As well as that, there is van Vogt’s “M33 in Andromeda”, still as good
as the day it was written; Chad Oliver’s “The Shore of Tomorrow”, well
written – with a surprise twist that really is surprising; and a piece of genuine
honest-to-Ghu science-fantasy by Ross Rocklynne entitled “The Immortal”.
Rounding off the collection there is Neville’s “It Pays to Advertise”, T.D.
Hamm’s “Ticking His Life Away”, and “The Soaring Statue” by L. Sprague
de Camp.
The last mentioned is, as far as I am concerned, the only sour note in the
book. A few years back there appeared a symposium by a number of leading
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authors, each giving the gen on how to write the type of SF for which he was
most noted. In this book (Of Worlds Beyond) de Camp was given the
opportunity of telling us about his formula for being funny. He seems to
make a point of telling everybody that he has no sense of humour, but
manages to write funny stuff because he has studied the subject and reduced
it all to a sort of rule of thumb.
The effect of this impressive claim is somewhat spoiled when one
considers the fact that de Camp has yet to write anything that could be
considered funny. Unless you have alien thought processes like the little man
in the Charles Addams cartoons, that is.
In “The Soaring Statue” we have a very humorous opening scene, a
battlefield where a tribe of alien natives gets wiped out through being
attacked while jammed in a narrow pass. After all the women and children
have been chopped up, the victorious chieftain discovers two earth people in
the captured baggage train.
The reader, who is by this time presumably chuckling heartily, is
reduced to helpless laughter when he discovers that the two are the local
governor’s wife and her boyfriend who are running off together. The effect of
this intrinsically humorous situation is heightened when the boyfriend, in
trying to protect the woman, gets his gun-arm and then his head hewed off.
As though this isn’t funny enough, to cap it all the chief rips off all the
woman’s clothes and carries her away. Talk about a laugh!
Has anyone noticed me being sarcastic?
It seems you can get away with anything if you just say that it’s funny.
If the famous Jehovah’s Witless, Micky Spillane, had only discovered this he
might be regarded in better light. I read his I, The Jury the other day and
found it comparatively harmless. Sure, Mike Hammer shoots a blonde in it,
but I consider that he was justified. She had, after sadistically murdering
Hammer’s best friend, gone on to kill four or five other harmless and not so
harmless people – two girls included. Incidentally, at the time when Hammer
put a well deserved end to this killer’s career she was, admittedly unknown to
him, reaching for her silencered .45.
Had Spillane only labelled this story as being humorous the film might
have got a U certificate. I don’t remember anybody moaning because “The
Saint” knocked a minor crook over the edge of a cliff to his death, simply
because the unfortunate man had wrecked the Saint’s car.
But that’s all by the way – I was reviewing Tomorrow’s Universe.
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Taken all in all it contains a very readable group of yarns inside an attractive
dust jacket.
My opinion: Good.
Authentic No. 40. A very, very good cover by Davis on this issue. It is hard to
believe that the Davis who is doing the almost photographic detail in
Authentic’s version of the conquest of space is the same one who produces
the somewhat fuzzy interiors.
The lead story, “The Best Laid Scheme” by Kelvin Strike, is an
interesting account of how a galactic federation places an Earth man in
complete control of the Earth, so that it may be remoulded to conform with
galactic standards – or wiped off the slate. Logically enough, the man chosen
is the world’s foremost logician. Unfortunately, however, the techniques
applied to juggling abstract quantities do not work so well with people.
I’ve always wanted to write a blurb.
The remaining stories are of a very high standard indeed, including
“Cuckoo” by Martin Jordan, which was better then most Galaxy yarns. Also
there is a winning story, “Go to the Ants” by A.P. Kift, in the amateur author
competition which is remarkable both for the quality of the writing and for
the fact that it introduces a new twist to the Insects-will-be-rulers-of-theworld plot.
All in all Authentic No. 40 is very good value for the money.
Authentic No. 41. Another fine cover. I think Bert Campbell must be bribing
Davis with coffee and biscuits made by his wife. Ah me, it’s over a year and I
can taste them yet! I have been watching with increasing trepidation as AuSF
appears month after month with the total number of issues creeping higher
than higher. Over 40 issues now – and still in Vol.1! How many keen
collectors have spent thousands of fan-hours devising new methods of
fastening, trimming and glueing to fit them all into one volume, only to hurl
themselves despairingly into some dark river as the number becomes just Too
Much. And, not only that, anybody who did manage it would never be able to
read them without looking as if he was playing an accordion.
Well, enough of this desultory sniping. I am forced to admit that every
story, every story in this issue is good.
What more can I say? There isn’t one I can paste. Don’t think I don’t
want to. I’m not one of those reviewers with no integrity – but what can I do?
The lead story and five shorts – all good. From the reviewer’s point of
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view it’s horrible.
March 1954
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Your First Murders
“Who are you?”
“I’m your friend.”
“What are you?”
“I’m similar to yourself.”
“What am I then?”
“As far as I can make out we are both entities realised by the Reader of
some sort of Book.”
“How is it you know more than I do?”
“I believe it is because the Reader has ascribed to us both certain
characteristics from the depths of his own experience and, as it happens, I
have been granted a more comprehensive knowledge than you.”
“I feel I know what a Book is. The reader just uses it for his pleasure,
and when he gets tired – what will happen to us?”
“When he gets tired he will imagine the words ‘The End’ – and that will
be the finish of us, friend.”
“How can the Reader imagine those words – are they not already there?”
“Not in this space; it is really blank. The Reader will just read till he gets
tired – and then....”
“It is horrible. Can we not prolong our life at all?”
“Not unless we do something to interest the Reader enough so that he
will not want to stop reading.”
“Maybe if we went upside down, like –
?”
“No, friend. That was a mistake. You made the reader uncomfortable.
He grows tired.”
“I’m sorry! You’re right – I feel it coming. It – it was nice to have
existed with you, friend.”
“It was nice to have existed with you.”
“Goodbye.”
“Goodbye, friend.”
THE END
September 1954
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Subtle Horror Story
Chapter 1
As our story opens, McFee has one foot in the grave.
Chapter 2
This is rather strange, considering that he had been buried for a week.
November 1954
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Homing Odyssey
Chapter I: August 23, 1958
When I perform a certain action for the last time and realise that it can never
be done again I always try to analyse my feelings. It stands to reason that, at
these turning points in life, the old brain will be stirred into producing a batch
of good solid philosophical stuff, suitable for inclusion in future stories and
articles. I suppose most people who write a little or a lot react in the same
way.
The trouble is that, cowed by the enormity of the task confronting it, my
brain freezes into silence like a scared cat and disdains the Muse. Going
through Calgary on the way to the Greyhound depot I was completely unable
to think of anything profound. All I could do was remember the stupid things
about the past two and a half years....
Passing the City Hall... The Mayor and Council grew dissatisfied while I
was there with Calgary’s little advertising tag, “The Stampede City”. They
drafted a new one which was enthusiastically received by all, and now
Calgary is being billed everywhere as “The Industrial City of the Foothills”.
A lesser breed of men might have been somewhat deterred by the fact that
Calgary has no industry whatsoever, but, somehow, there is something
typically Calgarian about this.
Passing the TV station... Being a small company, Calgary’s CHCT-TV
could not afford any big time announcers and personalities. Accordingly,
they used a bunch of queer people, gathered locally, who, apparently under
the impression that the TV cameras had exercised a benign effect on their
IQs, took every opportunity to instruct viewers on topics of the day. This was
the best part of a programme which was for the most part canned. We were
often regaled with little tidbits about the “interrogation” of Little Rock
schools, or informed that Granada was written about the island of Grenada.
A favourite method of displaying their erudition was to explain the plot
of every film before it was shown. One night one of the lads was giving us a
few helpful hints on a film which starred Corinne Calvet to whom, of course,
he kept referring as Miss Calvert. His repetition of this must finally have
jarred on the ears of his boss and got him into trouble because, by one of
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those flukes that make the raconteur’s life worth while, the very next film he
introduced starred Phyllis Calvert. Our pal made a great point to pronounce it
Calvey.
Passing a Fiftieth Avenue bus stop... In winter the footpath is separated
from the road by a bank of frozen snow which at points where people cross it
is worn to a glassy smoothness. One night Dave Rhodes and I were waiting
for a bus and Dave was standing atop this bank expounding one of his
theories on British colonialism in the eighteenth century. When the bus drew
up the line began to move and Dave shifted his feet slightly in preparation for
bulling his way through the crowd. Suddenly he vanished!
One second he was standing there, hands thrust into overcoat pockets,
ear muffs on, glasses glinting, lapels white with frozen moisture exhaled
during his lecture – and in the next second he was gone! I glanced wildly
around and there he was, in exactly the same attitude but on a horizontal
plane now and in below the bus. Only his face, blank with astonishment and
silent for once, protruded from under the vehicle. Luckily for the continuance
of my Canadian Glass Bushels, which mainly featured Dave, several
Yugoslavian workmen managed to extricate his bulky and apparently
paralysed form before the bus moved off.
My mind was full of memories like these as we arrived at the
Greyhound Depot and found Dave Rhodes waiting to see us off, although it
was barely seven in the morning. He explained hastily that he had been
unable to sleep and had nothing else to do anyway. Having seen his digs I
was inclined to believe him. He lived in a tiny cellar down beside the furnace
of a house owned by an old mad lady who went around all day clad only in a
huge black kimono. There was a noisy refrigerator, a noisy air-conditioning
system, a noisy clock, noisy plumbing and a monstrous parrot upstairs. But it
was cheap!
Dave, Sadie, Claire and I went in for breakfast. All the familiar sights of
Calgary seen through the restaurant windows looked strange to me and
everything seemed to have developed a brownish tinge the way it is in
Cinemascope film. We had bacon and eggs and a farewell chat. Our pile of
cases must have made us look like new arrivals in the country, for the
waitress who had served us suddenly asked, quite rudely, where we had come
from. DR and I looked at each other to see who would answer, so I told the
girl we came from 27th Avenue. She went away looking baffled and I felt we
had made a good start to the trip.
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A few minutes later we were on the bus and waving goodbye to DR
whose face wore, under its coating of egg-yolk, a most un-Rhodesian look of
sadness. It wasn’t until about an hour later that I remembered I still owed him
fifty cents, but by that time Calgary was fading away into the mists of
memory.

Chapter II: August 23 to 25, 1958
In theory the bus was a good idea. We were travelling through country we
had never seen before and would probably never see again, so it seemed best
to get the closest possible look at it. The advertisements showed several
immaculately dressed people reclining in spacious chairs and having an
interesting discussion about the scenery rolling by outside. It looked pretty
nice – and it was cheap.
After the trip had started I found that the artist who had drawn the
picture had been an expert at what is known in draughtsmanship as “omission
for clarity”. In fact he had omitted nearly everything, including the looming
luggage racks, the profusion of coats and cases and boxes, the other
passengers and a number of little wavy lines radiating from the
aforementioned immaculate people’s faces, which is the conventional way to
indicate an excess of warmth.
It is only fair to say that the artist probably didn’t know that the airconditioning plant would not work during my last journey in Canada. It
hadn’t worked during the first either: in the train from Halifax to Montreal it
had been so badly out of kilter that the side walls of the compartment had
been unbearable to touch and we spent two days in a perspiring heap in the
centre of the carriage. Now we had much the same effect except that the heat
came from all sides, and I don’t like heat. Even the sight of the Frank Slide in
British Columbia where the whole town of Frank was buried under a rock fall
failed to cheer me up.
The only good thing about the heat was that it enabled us to sleep during
most of the journey down to Los Angeles, which was a big help, because you
get tired of looking at little rivers each of which has a large notice telling you
it is So-and-So Creek. Alberta and British Columbia seem to be full of
creeks, in spite of the fact that it is oil country.
The first night we jounced along through utter darkness for hours and I
kept waking up and trying to see where we were. We kept going through
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small hamlets with names like SNACKS, CABINS and EATS and the
bouncing got worse and worse. For a long time I was almost sure that the
driver had lost his way and was driving over cart tracks and ditches in an
effort to find the main road again. In the morning I found out that he had
been lost and my guess had been correct.
The rest of the trip passed uneventfully, or else I was too drowsy to
notice anything, and before we knew it we were whizzing along through the
outskirts of Los Angeles, peering out of the bus with wondering eyes in the
hope of seeing Sergeant Friday or the Empire State Building or something.

Chapter III: August 25 to September 3, 1958
There was a time in my life when I didn’t know what a nervous breakdown
was. I would read about it happening to people and try to understand what
they meant when describing the symptomatic depression, but I never could.
In my mind there was always a smug complacency – if these poor people had
had fine stable minds like mine they would have been all right, I would think.
Then, in the six months before I left Calgary, I was forced to work at the limit
of my capability for thirteen hours a day every day, except Sundays, when I
had a half day off. There were only two evenings during the whole summer
on which I wasn’t at work.
I began to learn about nervous breakdowns.
I didn’t have one, luckily, but I missed it by a hairsbreadth. During the
whole of the trip home I was in the grip of a depression that I won’t even
attempt to describe. My state of mind was such that the slightest mention of
atomic bombs or even the Cold War made me want to run away and hide. I
developed a dread of seeing new faces, of hearing strange voices. I suppose
this type of personal reminiscing is a little out of place here, but as the
symptoms were at their peak when I reached Los Angeles and the
Convention I feel that a note on my mental state is not altogether irrelevant.
I enjoyed the Convention as best I could in the circumstances. I met a lot
of people who were so pleasant and such fun to be with that the sheer
enjoyment I felt from being with them managed to penetrate my gloom. The
South Gate Con has been described in great detail by several expert reporters,
and another Con has come and gone since then, so I won’t expand on it.
Unfortunately for our plans, the prolonged bus journey had made Claire
ill and by the time we reached Los Angeles it was obvious that she wouldn’t
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be able to continue the journey by that means of transport. Accordingly I
went round to the Greyhound Depot as soon as we had checked into the
Alexandria, explained the situation and tried to cash the rest of our tickets. Of
course they wouldn’t do it. I was told that the tickets would have to be cashed
at the office where I bought them. I pointed out that that office was 2,000
miles away to the north and it would be slightly out of my way when I left for
New York. The clerk explained that things were tough all over.
Somewhat baffled, I went to a nearby branch of Cooks and checked the
prices of plane and train. The train was 500 dollars and the plane 200. I
worked it out that after I paid my hotel bill and expenses I would have about
240 dollars left, so I booked us on the plane and paid for the tickets. Then it
turned out that I had far too much luggage for the plane and that it would cost
$20 or $30 to ship the excess to New York. This would mean arriving in New
York with practically no money at all, and it posed quite a problem. The
Shaw brain probed around for a while and finally came up with a feasible,
though illegal, plan.
In a previous Bushel I have described my abortive attempts to embark
on a career of crime, but this scheme worked perfectly and I became a Master
Criminal in no time at all. On coming out of the Greyhound Depot my first
impulse had been to mail my tickets back to Cooks in Calgary immediately,
even though the refund would have had to be sent to Belfast and would have
been useless in my present predicament. I changed my mind and decided to
retain the tickets till I reached New York. Then I gathered the excess luggage
from the hotel, took it to the bus depot, handed it over, and told them I
wanted it sent on ahead of me to New York. They said that was a good idea,
checked my tickets and took the cases away.
(In New York a few days later I went to the Greyhound Depot and
regained my luggage without any trouble. Technically I had defrauded the
bus company, but I felt more like a modern Robin Hood, robbing the rich to
help the poor. Besides, if they had refunded my money when I asked for it I
wouldn’t have had to outwit them. I like to think that I struck a small blow
against the business mentality: you could walk into any firm anywhere and
say you want to pay some money, they’ll take it without question – but go in
the next day and try to get it back and you’re in trouble.)
Back at the hotel I dashed off a letter to Dick Ellington telling him we
would be arriving a few days earlier in New York and asking could he fix up
accommodation. After that I was able to relax.
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As I said, I’m not going to go into detail about the Convention but I
think it might be a good idea to clear up a few misconceptions about the Tea
Drinking Contest. To tell the truth, I had never drunk more than three cups of
the stuff together in my life. To me tea is merely a lubricant for food and I
still find it almost impossible to drink a cup of it by itself. However, I was
prepared to do my best to give my opponents a good tannin.
On the morning of the contest I was wandering about looking for
somebody to go for a couple of beers with me. Suddenly I saw a face which I
had last seen in 1951 in London; to be exact, I had seen it in Forry
Ackerman’s hotel room. Forry had brought us there promising that he could
get beer even though it was well after 10pm. He had just been informed that
no beer could be had. The face I was gazing on now had at that time
registered dismay, horror, thirst, frustration and misery. I advanced on it with
arms outstretched and shouted, “Lee Jacobs!”
He was glad to see me, and it turned out that he too was thirsty so we
went across the street and Lee introduced me to American draught beer. A
couple of beers later I remembered the contest. I went to the room where the
event was to take place and took my seat. It turned out that you had to drink
ten cups in the first hour to qualify, so people began lashing them back at top
speed. I was too cunning for this.
A swift calculation showed me that I would have to average one cup
every six minutes and I decided to do exactly that – nothing more and
nothing less. Scientific stuff, you see. This way I would qualify with the
minimum of effort and give my stomach the best chance to adjust to what
was happening. I had the forces of mathematics and medicine on my side so
the thing should have been a cinch.
Actually it was a cinch – I got a very tight feeling round my stomach
after cup five. Ignoring it, I waited till the six minutes were up then called for
my next cup. It made my head light. This was ridiculous. I had worked it all
out too well for this. But after the next cup I got pins and needles in my
cheeks. With me this is a danger signal so I promptly retired from the contest.
When I relinquished my seat I received a large ovation, which is another way
of saying that people threw eggs, but I hadn’t wanted to take any risks.
I stayed on to see who would win and recovered face somewhat, in my
own eyes, by quaffing a bottle of beer along with the judges, Bob Bloch and
Poul Anderson. One poor chap reached the magnificent total of 21 then
turned white and threw up his hands in defeat. Halfway to the toilet he did the
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same with his tea. A tall fair girl, who must have been from Southern Ireland
because everybody called her Sinn Fein, won the contest with 23 cups, which
was more than I could ever have taken – even without the beer. So if, as I
suspect, Rick Sneary hired Lee Jacobs to sabotage me, he wasted his money.
During my week in Los Angeles I rested as much as I could. Once I
made an expedition in company with Boyd Raeburn, Ted White and Jim
Caughran in which we discovered a shocking fraud on the part of Hollywood
film companies. That white wooden signpost, reading Hollywood and Vine,
which has endeared itself to millions throughout the world by its numerous
appearances on the screen – ISN’T THERE! Bang goes another cherished
illusion. Many a winter morning when I was trudging to work through the
rain, snuffling with the cold, being depressed by the greyness of Irish
Suburbia, I would think of that white wooden signpost standing there in the
California sunshine and it always kindled a little glow of warmth inside me.
Now it is banished to the same limbo as Santa Claus and three colour vision.
When South Gate was over and all the goodbyes said, the Shaw family
caught an American Airways* DC7 for New York.
* Presumably American Airlines: the “Airways” name was dropped in 1934.
[Ed.]

Chapter IV: September 3 to 4, 1958
On the plane the seats were arranged in threes along one side. Sadie, Claire
and I occupied the two seats nearest the aisle and a student had the one next
to the window. It was my first flight and I was quite impressed with
everything, although I did find one or two minor faults. The little bit of the
window I could see beyond the student’s head showed nothing but an
expanse of wing. I decided to concentrate on the window on the opposite side
but, due to what I regard as a piece of sheer bad planning, there was a wing
there too.
Sensing that we might want to know what was going on outside the
student, as the plane was gaining height, said, “Ah, the Pacific by
moonlight.” I nodded intelligently and began to read the little booklets you
get explaining why you don’t have a parachute. Not only did it fail to
convince me on this point but it gave me a few bad moments by warning that
nothing inflammable must be left in the luggage. Personally I think this
notice would be more effective if you saw it before your luggage was taken
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away and stored in the hold. All through the flight I wondered unhappily
about my suitcase, which was overflowing with VOTE FOR SPEER
matchbooks that people had been handing out at the Convention.
Three hours later the student aroused me from uneasy slumber by a new
report from Outside. “Ah, the small farming communities of the Far West.” I
thanked him and went back to sleep. Another three hours or so later breakfast
came round and a fresh bulletin: “Ah, the small farming communities of the
Middle West.” Later we passed over the sfc of the East and I was able to
deduce that we were nearing our destination. When we reached New York
and were going down the student, who had apparently given me up as being
an unromantic clod, whispered to Sadie, “The Pacific by moonlight and the
Atlantic by dawn.”
I just ignored him.

Chapter V: September 4 to 11, 1958
In New York I found I had slightly more money than I had expected and we
were able to afford to stay in a little hotel in Greenwich Village without
having to disrupt the even tenor of Nunnery life for a week. I had decided
that the best way to regain my normal fairly cheerful mental outlook was to
get lots and lots of rest. I had been trying to do this in Los Angeles but with
the convention going on it had been slightly impossible. I seized my chance
to recuperate in New York.
For a whole week I slept twelve hours a day and only occasionally did
anything strenuous, like looking over the open air art display in Washington
Avenue or feeding the pigeons in Central Park. We had dinner with Horace
Gold and Sandy on the second day – a most enjoyable, although for me
slightly disconcerting, experience. The reason for this is that I am an habitual
noncommittal grunter. I go about uttering noncommittal grunts all the time. I
suppose it is just laziness, but if anybody makes a remark which I am not too
sure about or even downrightly disagree with I just emit one of these grunts,
and everything goes on smoothly.
That sort of thing doesn’t work with Horace.
If he says something he means it, and he won’t be satisfied with an
incoherent noise from the nostrils and chest in reply. Every now and then he
would say something which would elicit one of my grunts and then he would
question me narrowly until I had definitely either agreed or disagreed with
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him. Then, if I had disagreed he wanted to know why. It was a refreshing
thing and probably blew a lot of cobwebs out of my conversational habits.
On the night before we were due to sail a small deputation, consisting of
Larry Shaw, Dan Curran and Joe Schomburger, came round to the hotel to
invite me out to a party. The four of us went to the abode of a fellow called
Al, who has a voice exactly like Vincent Price’s, and there I had my first
experience of a New York fan gathering.
It was a stifling night, and the fact that Al lived in a small basement flat
didn’t help things. We sat around in our shirts and talked for a good bit about
psychiatry and politics, two subjects on which I am completely ignorant. The
main figure in psychiatry discussion was a geezer by the name of Rike.* His
work was lauded by Dan and Al, but Joe didn’t seem to think too much of
him mostly because he advocated sitting inside of a box. Apparently we all
emit orgons all the time and these radiate off into space and get wasted and
this is bad for us. But if you make a big box and shut yourself inside, the
orgons can’t get away and you can soak them back up again – this is the way
I picked it up from Joe, who had the loudest voice there.
* A mishearing of (Dr Wilhelm) Reich, Austrian-born US psychoanalyst
whose theories of “orgone” life energy – which could supposedly be concentrated
by sitting in a specially insulated “orgone box” – have long been regarded as
cranky. [Ed.]

The others, with the exception of Larry Shaw, who was killing a bottle
of gin, argued over Rike for a long time but Joe was adamant. He just had no
faith in orgon boxes. Al had a huge bottle of ale sitting in the middle of the
floor from which he and I replenished our little tankards, so it was quite cozy
down there.
Suddenly there was a knock at the door and Tom Condit arrived in a
black leather jacket. He sat down and began to talk, every now and then
hunching up his shoulders, peering into our faces and emitting a peculiar
laugh which reminded me of the sound a lifeboat makes when it runs aground
on a sandy beach. He seemed to have taken some kind of a rash around his
nose and his upper lip was liberally smeared with ointment. This was quite
harmless of course, but when he seized the bottle of ale from the floor and
began taking occasional swigs I put my tankard away with a sigh.
The conversation took on a different note now. Rike was forgotten and
everybody began to sing anarchist songs which were full of bits about
machine-gunning nuns and blowing things up. Each time a particularly
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atrocious deed was described everybody looked at each other and shook their
hoods with expressions of reluctant admiration. Finally Al got fed up and
threw us out at about one in the morning.
Out on the footpath Larry Shaw regarded me solemnly, clutching his
brief case in one hand, and said sorrowfully, “It should have been more
memorable. Much more memorable.” He had drunk more gin than I had ever
seen anyone do at a sitting, but he was commendably steady. We wandered
off in the general direction of my hotel with Larry repeating his original
statement every few yards. Suddenly he was struck by an idea.
“Let’s go and visit Dave Mason,” he said. “That’ll make it memorable.”
The others didn’t seem too keen, but after some discussion we wait to
Dave Mason’s “pad” and pounded the door till he got out of bed and let us in.
When I entered his room he was attired in jeans, check shirt and a guitar
which he strummed in a minor key while making brilliant verbal attacks on
Tom Condit. Tom didn’t seem to mind and things became rather aimless.
All at once it dawned on Larry that this wasn’t going to be memorable
either so he decided to make an abrupt exit and wash his hands of the whole
affair. His plan was to simply disappear through the door – no goodbyes, no
regrets. Unfortunately the door he picked was that of a closet.
The first intimation we had that Larry had put his plan into action was
the banging of the closet door. There was an astonished silence in which we
all stared at each other with looks of wild surmise. Larry remained in the
closet for a little while, probably wondering what to do next, knowing that we
all knew he was in there....
I felt terrible.
Presently he came out again, with the cleverly assumed look of a man
who has been casually exploring his host’s other rooms. Tactfully nobody
mentioned the thing to him and everybody looked the other way as he sidled
over to another door – the right one this time. A few seconds later a loud
crash announced his departure.
After that the sparkle seemed to have gone out of the evening and the
gathering broke up. Joe Schomburger walked back to the hotel with me and
on the way we had a most interesting chat about old science fiction.
In the morning Sadie, Claire and I loaded all our stuff into a taxi and
headed for the Queen Elizabeth.

Chapter VI: September 11 to 16, 1958
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The Atlantic crossing was absolutely without incident. The weather was
perfect and I did nothing but eat, drink, sleep and enjoy books, tobacco and
beer amid the salubrious breezes of the sunny ocean.
The Statue of Liberty was rather a disappointment. From films we had
gained the impression that it loomed right over passing liners and, indeed,
before we sailed Sadie was slightly nervous in case that huge ice cream cone
effort should fall on the ship. In reality we noticed the statue more or less by
accident, and it looked small and lonely and pathetic standing on that little
island all by itself, with nothing but the birds and the sea mist for company. I
think it would be a nice gesture if fandom subscribed the money to erect a
statue of similar dimensions on the same island – a male figure wearing a
beanie and holding a fanzine aloft would probably be popular. The project
wouldn’t have to be completely impractical because if we made the statue
hollow it could be used as a Slan Shack and a hotel for TAFF winners or
other fannish travellers.
That week of luxury and complete rest exercised a benign effect on the
old nervous system and by the time we reached Southampton I was beginning
to come out from under the cloud.

Chapter VII: September 16 to 21, 1958
On disembarking we travelled a few miles to Portsmouth to spend a couple of
days with Sadie’s sister who is married to a professional footballer called
Norman Uprichard, who was playing goal for Portsmouth at that time. A
professional footballer’s house is curiously like that of a BNF, only translated
into a different sphere of activity. People, all connected with football, come
and go, soccer literature is all over the place, walls are covered with photos
and souvenirs, everybody talks football.
Having a passion for Roman history I knew there was a very good
Roman relic, Portchester Castle, just outside Portsmouth so I asked Norman
to take me out to it. He obviously considered this a rather peculiar way to
spend an afternoon but he agreed to go along. The whole way out on the bus
he kept chatting about soccer until it dawned on him that I knew nothing
about the subject and cared far less. He lapsed into a dismayed silence, like a
Presbyterian minister who has just been confronted by a blatant atheist.
It was a warm sunny afternoon and the rural scenery looked wonderful
after my absence of three years. The Castle itself was magnificent. It consists
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of a huge grassy quadrangle surrounded by massive stone walls with a tower
at one corner which was built by the Normans. I pottered around happily for a
bit, with Norman tagging along behind politely trying to look interested, then
I decided to climb up to the top of the tower, or keep, as it is called in books.
Norman looked so depressed during the long scramble up the old stairs that I
considered making a joke about how nice it was after all these centuries to
have a Norman ’keeper back in the Norman keep. I decided against it.
At the top the air was heavy and warm, the castle was deserted and a
mist had risen from the sea to hide all evidence of the twentieth century.
“Look down there,” I said to Norman, “You can almost see them.” And
it was true. Emerging from the dank darkness of the keep onto the roof had
been like stepping through a doorway into another age and I could almost
hear the rhythmic tramp of booted feet and see the afternoon sun glinting on
the armour and weapons of ancient Rome. The eerie atmosphere of the place
seemed to have affected even Norman, for he looked quite impressed.
We stared down for a long time then, suddenly, Norman gave a
strangled gasp and pointed a shaking finger at the quadrangle below. “Look!”
he cried.
I did look – and there was nothing there! A strange chill descended on
me and, but for the fact that I had been to the barber that morning, the hairs
on the back of my neck would have prickled.
“Wha... what is it?” I quavered.
“Look. Don’t you see it?” he cried excitedly.
All at once I realised what had happened and felt an upsurge of guilt.
Norman’s football-impregnated brain had given way under the powerful
imaginative impact of this place and he was having delusions. I should never
have brought him. “Take it easy, Norman,” I soothed. “There’s nothing
there.”
“Don’t be so bloody daft,” he said crudely. “Can’t you see that football
pitch?”
I looked again and, sure enough, faintly outlined on the green
quadrangle were the faint markings of an old football pitch. I had no idea
how it got there, but there it was. Norman was overjoyed. When we went
down I decided to go for a walk along the walls and while I was doing this I
suddenly noticed that Norman was no longer with me. I looked around and
there he was, down on his hands and knees, peering into the remains of a goal
post hole. He stayed there during the whole of my inspection of the walls
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and, for all I know, he got as much out of that little hole as I did from the
crumbling stones that had been placed by legionaries’ hands.
Back at the house Norman told everyone about his find: who would
have thought that those old forts were such interesting places?
The following day Sadie and I went up to London, leaving Claire with
Sadie’s sister and mother. We paid a visit to the White Horse for old times’
sake then went and met Vin¢ and Joy Clarke and Sandy Sanderson, who gave
us food and shelter for two glorious days of sightseeing in London. We all
went to the Globe where the London Circle had turned out in full force and it
was like old times again.
By this time I was beginning to come back to the BoSh of old and we
had a really uproarious time next day when Ella Parker and Ivor Mayne
generously gave us a full day to act as our guides to a lot of places I had
missed seeing during the time I lived in London. At Madame Tussauds we
bought only one catalogue between the four of us, so Ella elected to read out
what each tableau was as we came to it. She has a very strong clear voice and
in no time at all we had collected a large audience of school children and
interested adults who followed us around under the impression that Ella was
an official guide. This would have been all right except for the fact that,
somewhere along the line, Ella missed out a number in the catalogue and
began reading out the wrong titles. The expression of growing bafflement on
the faces of the crowd as we went from scene to scene would alone have
made the trip worth while.
Next day we met Sadie’s mother and Claire at the station and caught the
Ulster Express for Belfast.

Chapter VIII: September 21, 1958 onwards
This is likely to be a very long chapter and will be written in instalments, as it
happens.
November 1959
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The History of Irish Fandom
Part 4
I made three previous attempts to write my part of this history: none of them
seemed any good and I tore them up. This period of futile effort wasted about
a month and I was beginning to get worried, even though Gibbon took twenty
years to write his Decline and Fall – there’s a limit to how far you can stretch
a fanzine deadline.
Then I realised that the conventional approach to history, the narrative
style, was totally unsuited to the fitful fervour, somewhat akin to the last
gasps of an expiring candle, of the workings of my mind. What I needed was
some way of flashing back to the events so that I could write a little series of
vignettes about them. Having so decided I seized my TV set, spot welded a
few busbars and things and then, using a soldering iron sold me by Don
Channing, I hooked in a desk calendar and one of those little pencil sharpener
globes of the world.
Come with me now as I warm my timeviewer up. I will focus it on the
night I entered Irish fandom; using the mechanical calendar and then
selecting Walt Willis’s house on the globe I’ll tune in on that great occasion.
As I recall, I was looking pretty sharp that night: I distinctly remember I was
on top form at making puns and jokes too. I must have made an excellent
impression on Walt.... Ah, the picture is forming now. Here we are late in
1950 outside Oblique House.... Aaarrggghhhh! Something must be wrong.
Who is that weird-looking being with the shabby old raincoat munching at a
bag of chips as he walks up the path? Okay, I’ll keep quiet and let you hear
what happens....
The dimly seen figure halts at the front door, peers at the number
and then finishes his chips, showing that he is both thrifty and clean
by chewing up the bag to extract any vinegar and any salt that may
have been absorbed into it, and then carefully licking his fingers.
Next he rings the doorbell and waits. Next he knocks the knocker
and waits. Next he rings the bell and knocks the knocker at the
same time and waits. Next he rings, knocks, kicks and bangs his
head against the door and waits. Finally, bruised and beaten, he
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turns away from the unresponsive door and begins to shamble off
down the path when suddenly the door is flung open and a tall
figure is limned in yellow light from inside.
“Did you knock?” Walt Willis says.
Overawed, the shabby figure goes, “I... I... that is if... washed
my hair last night... I hope....”
“You must be Bob Shaw,” Walt says. “I got your name from
Ken Slater. Won’t you come in?”
Still emitting inarticulate sounds the shabby figure enters the
house. Two or three hours go by, during which he is seen briefly at
the windows excitedly waving handfuls of science fiction
magazines and sandwiches, talking rapidly, describing orbits and
spaceship trajectories with his hands. He looks ecstatically happy.
He is.
Click.
Well, that’s enough of that. I cannot bear to watch such neofannish
behaviour. I read right through Walt’s collection after that and cured my
hunger for SF, meanwhile helping Walt and James White to print the famous
Slant, eating Madeleine’s tasty cooking, doing linocuts and getting rid of all
the pent up fantalk I’d been storing up all the time I thought I was the only
lover of SF in the world. Soon the time of my first convention rolled around.
It was the ’51 Festival Convention in London. By that time I had developed
into a suave self-possessed type of fan with lots of savoir faire. Yes, I was a
pretty good representative of Irish fandom.... I’ll just tune in on The
Epicentre, the famous flat inhabited by Vince Clarke and Ken Bulmer at that
time....
The scene is a long narrow room filled with fannish looking people
all of whom are listening to Vince give a lecture on early British SF
magazines. There is James White, Walt and Madeleine Willis, Ken
Bulmer – all looking like ideal fans... cool, humorous, interesting.
Suddenly a hitherto unseen figure with a red face, untidy hair and
tie turned with the knot to the side like a hangman’s noose
struggles out of the depths of a chair. “Whersha toilet?” the
apparition demands. It has obviously been drinking.
“Turn right as you go out through the door,” Ken says. “Don’t
make any noise, Bob. The landlady is very strict about noise late at
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night.”
The apparition gives him a reproachful glance. “I never make
noises,” it says, “and I remember now that the toilet is straight
ahead as you go out through the door.”
“No, no,” the others chorus. “That’s the stairs!”
Flinging them a glance of mingled pity and contempt the
apparition opens the door, repeats its remark about never making
any noise and marches straight ahead. With absolute faith in its
memory it ignores what seems to be a descending flight of stairs
and continues on its course. Its heels skid off the nosing of the first
step onto the next and so on, and with a noise like a prolonged
artillery salvo the apparition, standing at attention and looking
baffled, slowly disappears from view.
Click.
Ahem!... funny how these little events slip from your memory. I’m
beginning to wonder if I have this thing hooked up right, or perhaps it is like
a tape recorder. These things can only pick up certain ranges of my voice
with the result that they make me sound like a harmless idiot. A dangerous
idiot would not be too bad because people at least take notice of them, but a
harmless idiot is an awful thing to sound like.
Meanwhile, back at the wretch. After the Festicon we returned to the
quiet fanac we had been accustomed to, then we founded Hyphen. At first
putting out a duplicated fanzine seemed very little trouble, but Hyphen was
on a much more frequent schedule than Slant, and we had to work pretty
hard. As usual when there was hard work to be done I was right in there,
slogging away, never sparing myself, blood and sweat and so forth.... What a
worker! Sometimes I feel thankful I didn’t impair my health. Here it comes
now....
The scene is the fan attic at Oblique House. The room, although
located at the front of the house, is a bustle of activity – James and
Walt are walking around a table gathering duplicated sheets,
George is stapling them with powerful blows on the HMSO stapler,
Madeleine is writing addresses. One untidy figure is slouched in the
armchair, contemplating the ceiling with an expression slightly
reminiscent of Simon Stylites deciding to add another ten feet to his
tower.
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“How about helping gather the magazine?” Walter says
hopefully.
“The Goon Show,” the figure exclaims irritably. “I never work
during the Goon Show.”
“But the Goons went off two hours ago,” somebody points
out.
“The echoes of their exquisite humour are still fresh in my
memory. I can’t work with the echoes of their exquisite humour
still fresh in my memory. What do you think I am?”
There follow faint gasping sounds coming from a number of
impulses which have just been stifled. “Well, how about doing
some addresses or helping George on the stapler?” James says. The
reclining figure considers this for a moment, then with an
expression of infinite weariness on its face it rises, goes to the
table, shambles around it several times lifting sheets, gives vent to
shrieks of laughter every time it comes to a sheet with the Glass
Bushel on it, then collapses into a chair. “I tried,” it says weakly,
“you all saw me try, but I haven’t had a bite to eat since tea time
and I’m feeling quite faint.”
It sprawls there for another half hour moaning feebly at times
and complaining about how hard it has to work during the day, the
rising cost of beer, the refusal of its bicycle to run for more than a
day at a time....
Finally the work is finished and James says, “How about some
ghoodminton?”
Gibbering with enthusiasm, eyes shining brilliantly, the figure
bounds out of the chair, seizes a bat and commences to do vigorous
setting up exercises, all the time shouting, “Okay, who’s first?
Who’s going to risk a game against El Toro, eh? Scared, eh?”
With resigned expressions on their faces the others pick up
their bats and take their places....
Click.
Look, no matter what that thing says, I distinctly remember doing lots of
work on Hyphen. We turned out quite a few issues, then James and I began to
sell pro stories, then we all went to another convention in Manchester in ’54,
then I got married to Sadie and then... domm da DOMM DOMM!... John
Berry showed up.
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Looking back over that last sentence I see that it gives the impression
that John was the offspring of my marriage, but this was not the case. Sadie
and I had nothing to do with it. I’ll just see if I can tune in that momentous
occasion....
Again the scene is the Oblique House fan attic. The room is full of
fans who are waiting, waiting, waiting. From the stairs is heard the
sound of approaching footsteps. Once the sound of footsteps is
replaced by the sound of somebody stumbling, falling back a few
steps and muttering, “Suffering catfish.” Suddenly the door opens
and John Berry enters; he turns his head to survey the room and the
end of his moustache crashes into the para-temporal non-space
multi-dimensional hypertensional lens of the timeviewer....
SPLATT!
Pardon me while I throw this heap of semi-molten, smoking metal into
the garbage pail. Well, to sum up all the stuff I have written, since I entered
Irish Fandom I have had a great time and I’m looking forward to a lot more
of the same.
Somebody else will have to take over this history now – you see, I
haven’t had a bite since tea time and I’m feeling quite faint.
November 1959
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The Bushel Returns (19841987)
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Pipes, Plates and Politicians
I’m writing this during the Christmas and New Year break, safely esconced
in a recently acquired house which – for reasons too tedious to go into – is
my fifth address in twelve months.
And this one, I can assure you, is PERMANENT. My last house was
called BoShkone (an involuted pun which is quite impossible to explain to
postmen) but now I’m beginning to see why some people give their houses
names like Dunroamin’.
It’s hard enough being a freelance SF writer when conditions are good,
but when all your working gear, reference books and all other possessions
have been repeatedly scrambled the job becomes a near impossibility. The
last move was four weeks ago and it was complicated by the fact that the
house I’ve just bought is only fifty yards from the one I’ve just vacated. You
might think that would make things easier, but the snag is that nobody with
the normal greed for gold is going to hire a removal firm just to go fifty
yards. Right? You decide to make the move in a leisurely fashion over a
period of days, carrying all your bits and pieces by hand or trolley and save
all that money for more important matters. Pints and pints of more important
matters.
The migration took a full week.
A week in which we had rather a lot of rain.
It might have been accomplished more quickly but for an unexpected
complication. On Day One I came down with a flu bug which made the one
in The Stand seem like a mild case of sniffles. I kept going regardless, dosing
myself with whiskey and aspirin, and exacerbated my condition so much that
I was out of action for the following two weeks.
The books alone took a whole day – an endless, grey, wet, miserable day
– and now I hate the bloody things. Out of sheer vindictiveness I’ve started
dumping books I no longer need. Not even trying to sell them – just hurling
them into plastic sacks and hurling the sacks onto the local tip, snarling all
the while.
The fact that I can do that reminds me that, although deeply involved
with literature, I don’t have the instinctive reverence for books which is
shared by many fans. Mind you, I’m not as bad as one writer whose
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biography I read years ago. (It might have been Compton Mackenzie.) When
he was going on a train journey in the Thirties he used to buy a hardback
novel in the station, immediately rip the back off and drop it in a wastebin.
He then split the rest of the book in two and put a half in each pocket of his
overcoat. On the train he would read the first half, throw it out the window,
and repeat the procedure with the second half.
Most SF fans cringe when they hear that story, so enough of horrors and
on to the brighter side of the SF author’s life. Earlier in the year, having
moved down from the Lake District into Cheshire, I was in need of a new
accountant. That presented me with a problem, because I prefer a trier, a man
who is good at his job but who is still small enough to value my patronage.
There’s a kind of Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for accountants at various
stages of their careers, but the main sequence is much shorter than for stars,
and one has to exercise nice judgment on this point. After a lot of thought and
discreet casing of various premises, I selected one firm which seemed about
right and made an appointment by phone.
On actually going in though, I began to entertain severe doubts. The
exterior of the building had seemed to exhibit the correct degree of upwardlymobile seediness, but inside there were thick carpets, good furniture and
smart secretaries. I began to feel uneasy. Perhaps this was the wrong kind of
place for a humble SF writer. How could somebody who worked in this kind
of environment empathise with an author whose preoccupations were with
space travel and galactic empires and such?
At that moment a secretary came over to me and said, “Mr. Trantor will
see you now.”
Honest!
I’d never bothered much about omens in the past, but I immediately felt
better. And it turned out that Mr. Trantor was a science fiction reader and we
get on well together.
All I need now is a bank manager called Arrakis.
Discriminatory Sentences
A few paragraphs above I mentioned entertaining severe doubts. Why is it
that negative mental processes like doubts always get entertained, while the
best that can happen to more worthy cases such as convictions is that they
will be firmly held?
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This hardly seems fair, especially when you consider our obsequious
behaviour with the genuine nasties in this category. Unpleasant examples like
grudges are always harboured, and grievances are actually nursed!
We should demand fair play for words.
Fire Without Smoke
Americans are often surprised at how much the British have to pay for certain
commodities in spite of our generally lower earnings. Spectacles are a prime
example – $100.00 being quite normal – and I personally suffer in the case of
pipe tobacco, which costs eight times as much in the UK as it does in the
USA.
At the moment I’m enjoying a pound of properly-priced tobacco which
Ramsey Campbell brought back from the States for me last month, but it is
amazingly difficult to set up a deal like that. If friends going abroad are
smokers they need their duty-free allowance for themselves, and if they aren’t
smokers they usually forget to bring the stuff or do something else wrong.
Dave Kyle was one of the latter.
A few years back, knowing he was due for a trip to the States, I really
worked on him with heartrending stories about my plight as a British pipe
smoker and how he could ease the situation with just a little thought on his
part. The piteous pleas must have got through to him, but Dave is a nonsmoker and therefore had not fully absorbed the plot.
What I wanted was a big plastic bag of run-of-the-mill US tobacco
purchased for an eighth of its British price, but Dave had forgotten that
aspect. All he remembered was that he had promised to bring me a gift of
tobacco.
He went into a tobacco store and saw lots of really cheap domestic
brands and – being a good-hearted person – decided it would not be nice to
present an old buddy with something he could buy in quantity with some
small change. So he looked around for a small tin of a really expensive
tobacco – and he found one.
It was a curious, overpowering weed called Murray’s Mellow Mixture
and the reason it was expensive in the USA was that it had been imported.
It had been imported from the UK.
To be precise, it had been imported from Murray’s factory in Belfast –
about a mile from where I used to live.
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Still, it’s the thought that counts....
What’s That on Your Plate?
Most people don’t care a hoot about pipe tobacco, but there is one facility
enjoyed by citizens of the USA which Britishers – especially SF fans – would
love to have, and which is denied to us by a rigid bureaucracy. I’m referring
to the right to personalise one’s car licence plates.
My old friend Jan Howard Finder publishes a fanzine called Wombat
and on visiting him in Albany, New York, a few years back I was quite
astonished to see that the registration of his car was WOMBAT. I felt a pang
of envy when he explained that some states allow a driver to pick any
registration he wants, as long as it is unique, while others only insist on an
official designation on the rear plate, allowing the motorist to do as he wishes
with the front plate.
Dear US readers, have you any idea of how much UK motorists would
faunch for that system if ever it came to their notice that authorities with such
liberal attitudes existed?
In the UK you take whatever licence number is handed to you and –
unless you have lots of money to spare – that’s it. If our baffling area code
letters and digits accidentally produce a combination that a car owner
particularly likes he is grudgingly permitted, for a fee, to transfer it to
successive cars, but clerical unions involved in the paperwork have been
grumbling about it for years and are trying to have that privilege suspended.
They want us all to be uniform specks in a grey social porridge, but the
natural craving for individuality is so strong that some British motorists go to
incredible lengths to defeat the system. They pay large sums of money for
“good” number plates, just to acquire the right to use the registration, and
when I say large sums I mean large sums.
In Exchange & Mart (our weekly advertising magazine) there is even a
section headed “Cherished Numbers” in which specialist dealers advertise. In
this week’s issue, for example, the motorist who hungers to stand out from
the crowd can snap up GNM 1 for a mere $4,000.00! Or he could have BRV
1 for only $6,000.00!
The sad thing is that these plates will undoubtedly sell. Somewhere in
this country there are a couple of well-heeled egotists with names like George
Norman Morris and Brian Robert Vickers who are working up to the point of
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paying the above sums so that they’ll be able to roll up to the pub in cars
which bear their own initials. They would prefer it if they could leave off the
fairly meaningless “1” at the end, but the law insists on digits and the “1” is
the least obtrusive – and that makes it the most expensive. If Richard Lupoff
lived in England and wanted his initials on his car – and did not mind people
perhaps thinking he was also boasting of his age – he could have (from the
same issue of E&M) the registration RL 82 for only $3,700.00.
I mention all this partly because British SF fans with their fondness for
acronyms and wordplay, would have had lots of fun devising their own
registrations; and partly because I saw an advert quite recently which
announced that 1 SF and SF 1 had become available. I wouldn’t have minded
one of those myself (although BNF 1 would be nicer) but the asking price
somewhat put me off the idea. The advertiser was not prepared to consider
offers of less than $39,000.00.
I think I’ll start keeping an eye on Ian Watson’s car....
Eisenberg’s Big Brother
The dreaded 1984 – the year of Orwell – is here at last and it’s proving even
worse than I expected. Everywhere one goes there’s a TV or radio Blairing
away on the subject. Every newspaper or magazine has an article explaining
that Orwell wasn’t trying to predict the future, that he was actually writing
about 1948. I suppose it’s a good job he wasn’t trying to make realistic
predictions, because he was destined to have a personal effect on whatever
year he selected.
A temporal version of the Uncertainty Principle?
Mitty-gating Circumstances
I have always loathed politicians and one of the things I hate them for is their
essential hypocrisy.
The difference between a normal person and a politician is that the latter
– secure in his Walter Mitty dreamworld – believes he is capable of running
other people’s lives. In short, he wants to be in charge.
Knowing that his fellow citizens will show resentment if he simply
jumps up and shouts, “I want to be in charge”, the politician comes up with
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the Big Lie. He refers to being in charge as “public service”. The whole time
he is telling us what to do he pretends we are telling him what to do.
And one of the most disgusting perversions these monsters have forced
on the rest of us is the concept of the “political crime”. If a murderer pleads
that his motivation was political he often gets special consideration, and in
some cases the government in one country will actually help him evade the
punishment another government wants to administer.
Have you ever considered the degree of sheer prejudice in that?
A politician, wrapped in his conviction that it is his destiny to be in
charge, can’t help but feel a certain sympathy with somebody else who wants
to be in charge. The two may have opposing views on many subjects, may
even be sworn enemies, but underneath each has a sneaking regard for the
other. After all, the subconscious reasoning goes, if he wants to be in charge
(as I do) he can’t be all bad. The politician tends to regard the terrorist as a
man whose heart is basically in the right place – he has proved it with his
laudable urge to be in charge – but who is over-enthusiastic in his approach.
Imagine for the moment that some kind of science fiction miracle takes
place overnight and in the morning it is found that all the governing
politicians of the world have been replaced by, say, stamp dealers. Imagine
further that somebody machine-guns a few people to draw attention to his
views about life and on being brought to book, gives the authorities a crafty
wink and says, “Ah, but my motives were philatelic.”
Finally, imagine the outcry there would be if those in charge said, “Oh,
that throws a different light on the matter! You’re one of us! We’ll see that
you don’t get treated like a common murderer.”
The public would kick up hell if they saw stamp dealers giving each
other special consideration in those circumstances, but we accept that
politicos do it. And what if the aforementioned miracle resulted in all those in
charge being replaced overnight by science fiction and fantasy fans?
Would the general citizenry hold still for a member of a Purple Brigade
(old-time hard-line coterie of hekto users) mounting a grenade attack on
Gestetner owners and then pleading fannish motivations?
Would they approve of lighter sentences for a Star Trek group who
wiped out a cell of Battlestar Galactica enthusiasts?
Come to think of it, though, we’re getting into serious matters here. I
mean, after all... Battlestar bloody Galactica!
May 1984
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Creepy Coincidences
Hard Row to Hoe
I have never believed all that stuff about there being a destiny which shapes
our ends – especially in view of some of the ends that one sees at SF
conventions – but recently I had cause to wonder....
The day started off with one really urgent job among the clutter of little
tasks which always conspire to prevent a freelance story writer from actually
writing stories. It involved mailing a very important document to my agent,
whose office is in Bedford Row, London. I was also to attend the SF Supper
Club in London that evening, which meant taking an early afternoon train
south, so production time was going to be curtailed as it was.
Very much aware of time’s winged chariot rumbling along at the old
heels, I hastily addressed an envelope, shoved in the aforementioned
document, nipped across to the post office in my slippers and consigned the
package to Her Majesty’s mails. (I like having a post office only a hundred
yards from the front door, especially as this one, unusually, is also a liquor
store. I can buy booze with cheques made out to “Leigh Villas Post Office”,
thus misleading both my bank manager and the Inland Revenue.)
With the one vital task taken care of, I worked somewhat haphazardly
for the rest of the morning, doing things like tearing up the weekly plea from
American Express to become a member. There must be something really
suspect about that outfit’s finances if they want me to join. Then I had a
couple pints of lunch and caught the London train. The people whose job it is
to dig up tracks must have been off on the sick or something, but we were
whisked down to the metropolis in just over two hours.
That put me and the rest of the passengers in the compartment in a good
mood, which however was spoiled when a voice from the PA system told us
we were approaching Euston Station, where the train would “terminate”.
After we had realised they only meant they were going to stop and let us get
off everybody cheered up again, and I was quite pleased to find myself
emerging from Euston with more than an hour to spare.
It was a very pleasant evening and I decided to go on foot to the pub in
High Holborn where the supper club meets. An impulse prompted me to
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avoid my usual course down Tottenham Court Road, so I struck off to the
east of the British Museum and after a while reached Southampton Row.
Now, to the best of my knowledge I had never been in Southampton Row and
had never had any dealings connected with it, but this was one of those
London evenings which G.K. Chesterton so much loved as a setting for short
stories.
You know, the ones in which a clear sky slowly deepens into peacock
blue-green, dusk begins to gather in the tree-lined avenues, the big quiet
houses become mysterious and Father Brown senses he is on the verge of
another adventure. It was a bit too much to hope that anything romantic or
bizarre would happen to me en route for a couple of bitters with some SF
cronies, but going down an unfamiliar street would be a microscopic little
adventure of sorts. At least I would be behaving like a real writer, responding
to the glamour of the evening.
On turning the comer into Southampton Row I glanced up at the street
sign – and was transfixed.
It was just like one of those scenes in a psychological melodrama, where
the hero remembers some object which is significant to his past and there is
much screaming music and the camera repeatedly zooms in on and pulls back
from what he is seeing. I felt the proverbial icy hand clutching my heart.
The letters of the street sign seemed to dissolve, the surroundings
seemed to fade away, and for an instant was seeing the envelope I had
addressed to my agent that morning.
I was actually able to read the address as though looking at the real
envelope – and it said Southampton Row instead of Bedford Row.
I knew with a dreadful certainty that I had made an inexplicable mistake
and had sent the urgent and vital document to the wrong address!
Armed with that knowledge I was able to take remedial action first thing
on the following morning and not much harm was done, but I still haven’t
identified the true beginning of the odd little circular train of events. As I
mentioned above, I had no previous connection with Southampton Row and
knew nothing about the place – so how did it get into the act?
There was no reason for me to make that weird mistake when addressing
the envelope; and it was pure blind chance which took me into that street,
hundreds of miles away, on the same evening, for the first time in my life.
Or was it?
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Memories Are Made of What?
Perhaps, although it doesn’t explain much, I had been in Southampton Row
sometime long ago. Memory, like time, is more complicated than most
people admit or appreciate. I can make that statement with some confidence
due to an odd experience I had at the dentist’s some years back....
It was a cold, wet March morning in Belfast and I was working as an
aircraft designer. I left the office and, feeling subdued because of toothache,
drove through a series of those sad, bleak streets which have since become
familiar to TV viewers throughout the world. My dentist shared a practice in
Castlereagh Street – a redbrick canyon lined by two terraces of onceimposing Victorian houses. As I had done many times before, I parked off the
main street, walked round the corner to the dentist’s front door, went inside
the gloomy old house and proceeded up the stairs to the first landing.
I turned on the landing to face a scene which was very familiar to me – a
short flight of stairs leading up to the second landing, a door on the left
leading into my dentist’s surgery, a door on the right leading into his
partner’s surgery. (It is important to give these precise architectural details,
partly because – as I discovered while writing my SF/ horror novel, Dagger
of the Mind – that kind of house becomes a living character in any story you
set in it.)
As I have said, I have gone up those stairs to keep dental appointments
many times previously and had thought nothing of it, but this time something
was different. I paused on the first landing, feeling a strange coldness which
had nothing to do with the cheerless grey illumination leaking down from the
skylight. Inexplicably, my gaze was drawn to the door on the right, i.e. to the
wrong surgery, and I got that celebrated crawling sensation on the nape of my
neck.
For a moment it seemed that I could see through the closed door. I got a
vision, not of a dentist’s chair and equipment, but of a young woman lying in
an old-fashioned bed. She was wearing a bed jacket of pale green silk, and –
somehow – I knew she was my mother, my mother as she had been several
decades earlier.
The experience lasted for perhaps only two seconds, then everything
was back to normal, but the found. When I left the building thirty minutes
later I stood uncertainly in the rain, gingerly prodding novocaine-numbed
lips, then decided to filch some extra time from work to visit my mother. On
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reaching the house I refused her offer of tea and, now feeling quite idiotic,
asked her where I had been born.
“Kells Nursing Home,” she said.
“Exactly where is that?”
“It was in Castlereagh Street,” she said, giving me a curious glance – the
subject had never come up before. “But I think a dentist has the place now.”
Further enquiries revealed that she had indeed been confined in the room
on the right of the first landing, and her growing puzzlement about the
strange line of questioning turned to surprise when I mentioned the bed jacket
of pale green silk. She had briefly owned such a jacket around the time I was
born, but she couldn’t understand how I knew about it.
It seems a pity to cap an intriguing story with a prosaic explanation, but
my innate honesty won’t allow me to leave the matter there. I also found out
that my brother Gerry, who is only a year younger, had also been born in the
same room. And it seems quite likely that a one-year-old BoSh had been
carried in there by his father during a visit, thus implanting a memory – but
why did it choose that particular occasion to emerge from my subconscious?
And why was it accompanied by all the M.R. James sensations?
That Sinking Feeling
Not so long ago I was strolling with Harry Harrison through the renowned
Vale of Avoca in the south of Ireland, where he now lives. We were on our
way to a pub which was reputed to serve an excellent draught Guinness.
Suddenly he stopped, grabbed my arm and pointed out a notice which was
barely visible as a tiny white speck at the crest of a steep and rocky hillside.
“Bob,” he said, his eyes gleaming with the famous Harrison fervour,
“I’ll give you a hundred thousand dollars if you can guess what that sign
says.”
“You’re kidding,” I said.
He shook his head. “I’m deadly serious – a hundred grand if you guess
what’s on the sign.”
I weighed his proposition in my mind. All it needed was one of my
brilliant leaps of superhuman intuition and I would be in the money. I
wouldn’t have made Harry pay up the full amount, of course – even though
he has been doing rather well lately – but a modest ten thousand would have
been fair and would have taught him not to indulge in extravagant statements.
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I studied the white speck atop its dusty and rock-strewn elevation. Obviously
the sign had to say something no ordinary mind could predict, something
totally unexpected.
Summoning up all the powers of my Null-A brain, I said, “Labrador
pups for sale.”
“Wrong!” Harry said triumphantly.
I tried not to be too disappointed – he probably wouldn’t have coughed
up even the measly ten thousand. “What is it?”
“You wouldn’t believe it until you see it with your own eyes. Come on!”
He set off up the hill at a surprisingly rapid pace, and I followed. It took us a
full fifteen minutes of slogging over dusty tracks and piles of loose shale to
reach the sign.
It said: DANGER – KEEP OUT – QUICKSAND.
It was Ireland we were in, after all, and at least the Guinness went down
well afterwards.
November 1984
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Trance with a Stranger
I was driving in the north-east with a non-fan friend, and suddenly noticed an
arrow-shaped sign which read: TYNE.
“Oh look,” I exclaimed. “There must be a fork in the road.”
The friend gave me a blank look. “How do you know?”
An Olde English fork, with Olde English spelling, I thought of saying.
Tines aren’t what they used to be.
But when I considered all the sheer hard work involved in explaining a
simple pun to an unreceptive person, I lapsed into gloomy silence and wished
I was with a couple of my old fannish buddies. Walt Willis might have
responded with, “Are you planning a short cutlery?” And Jim White might
have said, “I hope we don’t get any wheel-spoon on the corners.”*
* Provided they were in peak form, that is. On off-days their jokes would
have been considerably worse.

I tried to think what the dear departed George Charters might have said,
but – again – I baulked at the mental effort. That had become a problem with
me in recent months. Everything seemed to be too much trouble. My
productivity had been getting low and I was becoming concerned about it.
A few days later I chanced on an article by Jim Barker in which he
described having similar symptoms and how he had reversed the situation.
Jim had got himself hypnotised by a talented workmate, and a single session
had turned him into a human dynamo which was producing more revs than a
theological college. He was blasting through so much work that he actually
had to go back to the hypnotist friend and get himself tuned down a bit. The
notion of being instantly turned into a bundle of energy had had a strong
appeal, so I grabbed the yellow pages and tore them out of the phone book –
those coffee stains had been annoying me for ages. Then I grabbed the
classified section and made an appointment with the nearest hypnotist.
Two days later, on the way to Dr Cook’s* place, I found my enthusiasm
had waned somewhat. I have never liked the idea of being “put under”, and
on that dank misty morning the phrase suddenly had a sinister ring to it. Also,
I have always been convinced that nobody could hypnotise me, so I was
about to squander a hard-earned £20.
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* I have changed the man’s name, his pen names and the name of the story
mentioned.

The first glimpse of Dr Cook’s establishment did not improve my frame
of mind. It was a large, gloomy house surrounded by dripping trees, the sort
of place in which Norman Bates and even his mummy would have felt
uneasy.... The doorbell was answered by Dr Cook himself – a pale, plumpish
individual with beady eyes. He brought me upstairs to his office and installed
me in an armchair which had plastic foam erupting from one arm, just where
my right hand naturally came to rest. Somehow that piece of stuffing
immediately got on my nerves.
Bugger me, I thought, I know this isn’t Harley Street, but he could at
least have patched the bloody thing!
“Well now, Bob,” Dr Cook said, “What do you do for a living?”
I decided to level with him. “I’m a science fiction writer.”
His jaw sagged. “That’s incredible! So am I!”
My jaw sagged. Bugger me, I thought. What can a science fiction writer
possibly do for anyone that’s worth £20? If I had any sense, I’d get out of
here right now. I mustered a smile and said, “Really? Have you had anything
published?” That, as every SF author knows, is a way of telling a writer you
have never heard of him.
He nodded importantly. “I had some short stories published under the
pseudonym of Cal Cookson, but mainly I was part of a syndicate which used
the name Milo Pratt.”
Bugger me, I thought, reflexively clutching my piece of stuffing, am I
going to pay £20 to be hypnotised by the author of The Purple Tentacle?
“But nobody can actually make a living out of writing science fiction,”
Dr Cook said, “What’s your main job?”
“Writing science fiction,” I reaffirmed. “I make a living out of it.”
His jaws sagged again and he began a lengthy session of close
questioning about markets, multiple submissions and word rates, ending with
his noting my agent’s name and address. We were now about fifteen minutes
into my allotted hour of hypnotherapy and Dr Cook hadn’t so much as
dangled a watch fob in front of me.
“I’ve never been hypnotised before,” I said, hoping to spur him into
action and get it over with, “and I’m a bit nervous about it.”
He smiled reassuringly. “There’s absolutely no need to worry. People
have an exaggerated idea of what hypnotism is all about. I’m going to put
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you into a suggestive state, but you will be fully conscious all the time – and
afterwards you may not even believe you were in a trance.”
Oh yes, I thought. I’ve heard that kind of line before – the king’s new
clothes line. Now I think of it, I’ve never noticed a clothes line in a palace
backyard.
“But,” Dr Cook announced, breaking my train of thought, “you will be
in a trance, and there’s a way in which I will be able to prove it to you.”
Ghod, I thought, now nearing a state of panic, Pins!. He’s going to stick
a pin in me! I’m paying £20 to have the perpetrator of The Purple Tentacle
stick a pin in me!
We talked for a while about my problematic lack of drive, then Dr Cook
got another idea. “Did you know,” he said, “that I am an authority on UFOs
and related phenomena?”
Bugger me, I thought, clawing up a large handful of the stuffing.
“UFOs,” I said, attempting a smile, “That’s very interesting.”
“Yes,” he said, producing a large scrapbook. It proved to be full of
clippings in which Dr Cook had achieved fame by testifying that some local
people who had claimed they were spirited away for a while in flying saucers
were telling the truth. He had proved it by putting them into trances.
“I believe there is definitely something in it,” he concluded. “Don’t
you?”
“No,” I said. “I have never understood why interstellar envoys will only
speak to elderly simpletons who are driving Morris Minors along country
lanes at night.”
Dr Cook’s expression altered as he realised he had made a blunder in the
confidence-building game. “Oh well,” he said briskly, slamming the book
shut. “I only take an academic interest in these things. And now, Bob, I’m
going to ask you to do something you won’t like.”
I coughed nervously. “What is it?”
“I’m going to ask you to give up the drink altogether.”
I gaped at him in consternation. Things were getting worse.
“I know it will be hard on you at first,” he said, “but you don’t need
booze to get you through the day. I used to drink a lot, but I never touch it
now. I’ve become a chocoholic instead. I eat chocolate all the time.”
“I didn’t come here about drinking,” I protested. “I enjoy a drink, and all
my friends enjoy a drink, and I enjoy being with them enjoying a drink. I
have absolutely no wish to give it up. All I want is extra drive in my work.”
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Barker, I thought grimly, I’ll kill you for getting me into this. Bugger me, I
added, glancing at my watch. We were now more than half-way through the
hour and still there was no sign of the fob.
“Don’t worry about it,” Dr Cook said. “I notice you have a nervous
cough, and it happens that as well as being a hypnotherapist I am a qualified
homeopathist, and I can let you have pills which will cure your cough. Only
£2 for a hundred – cheaper than a NHS prescription.”
“I’ll take them,” I said in desperation, gripping the armchair stuffing for
comfort. “I’ll take them.”
“Very wise,” he said, turning down the lights. “And now, Bob, I’m
going to put you into a trance which you may not believe was a trance until I
have proved it to you. I want you to close your eyes and relax all your
muscles.”
I complied with the first part of the request, but the relaxation bit was
impossible – I was as tense as a fanzine editor opening a letter from Joseph
Nicholas.
“You are relaxed, you are totally relaxed, and you will remember
everything I say to you.” He then started to speak in assertive hypnotist’s
tones, obviously implanting suggestions, but unfortunately when his larynx
shifted gear he began to sound exactly like Frankie Howerd using his
declamatory voice. The sudden ludicrous contrast almost gave me an attack
of nervous giggles; then in the darkness came a regular clacking sound which
baffled and frightened me until I realised it was Dr Cook counting a hundred
pills into a plastic box.
“You do not need the drink,” he intoned, clack, clack, clack. “You can
get through the day without resorting to the bottle....”
Double bugger me, I thought, the man is determined to ruin my fannish
reputation. I’ve got to escape!
I heard Dr Cook get out of his chair – clack, clack, clack – and cross the
room.
Oh buggery. I thought in pure terror, trying to take cover behind my
mound of stuffing. The pin! Here comes the bloody pin! I’m about to become
a kebab!
But there was no pin, only Dr Cook’s repetitious commands to lay off
the booze. That went on for a while; then he said, “You are now wide
awake.”
You don’t know how right you are, chum, I bleated inwardly as the lights
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came on.
“Now,” he said, smirking, “I’ll bet you still believe you were not under a
trance. Am I right?”
I nodded.
“There you are,” he cried triumphantly. “That proves what I was saying.
“But here is extra, incontrovertible proof. You came into my office at
eleven o’clock and it is now almost noon, which means you have been sitting
with your eyes closed and without moving a muscle for practically an hour –
and that would be humanly impossible unless you were in a trance.”
Having been keeping a close eye on the time, I knew the torment had not
lasted longer than ten minutes, but – cravenly – I said, “That’s very
impressive.”
“Yes,” Dr Cook agreed. “In fact I wouldn’t be at all surprised if your
right arm suddenly felt very light, so light that you are unable to keep it from
floating up into the air. It is very light, isn’t it?”
We both transferred our attention to my right forearm. It lay there like a
slab of soft putty, like a tube of sausage meat, like a dead mackerel. A look of
disappointment appeared on Dr Cook’s face, followed by one of concern as
he suddenly noticed that I had virtually eviscerated half his armchair.... I tried
to cram the plastic foam back into the L-shaped tear in the Rexine, but it
refused to go. I jumped up, hastily wrote a cheque for £22, grabbed my box
of pills, and got out of the place as fast as I could.
On the way home a terrifying new thought occurred: What if there IS
something in all this hypnotic suggestion stuff? What if I can never take
another drink?
Anxious to put the matter to the test, I stopped at the next pub and
knocked back three pints of Boddingtons in rapid succession. Beer had rarely
tasted so good.
Bugger me, I thought, deeply relieved. It was almost worth it.
October 1987
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Appendix

Jim Barker’s cover cartoon for the
1979 booklet.
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Previous Collections
The first published selection of Glass Bushel columns was The Best of the
Bushel edited by Rob Jackson (A5 format, 62pp plus card covers),
comprising thirteen columns with new introductory notes by Bob Shaw and
an overall introduction by Walt Willis. Editorial notes from this booklet are
reproduced below.
Another collection titled 14 Bob the Bushel was published by Bruce Pelz
in 1995 and contained fourteen of the Bushel columns. Both collections’
contents are indicated in the Original Appearances list.

From Contents page
A Paranoid/Inca Press publication. Contents copyright © 1979 Robert
Jackson. All rights returned to the creators upon publication.
The Introduction is first published here. All the other articles were first
published in Hyphen, edited by Walter Willis, with the exception of “Ad
Astra?”, which was first published in Vector.*
* The Vector appearance was in fact a reprint from The Scarr seven years
earlier. [Ed.]

Available for £1.00 or $2.00, plus 10p or 20¢ postage, from: Robert
Jackson, 8 Lavender Rd., West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey KT19 9EB, U.K. In the
U.S.A., money may be sent to: Sam Long, 1338 Crestview Drive,
Springfield, IL 62702.

Acknowledgements
Thanks are due to the following people who have already given financial as
well as moral support to this publishing venture:
Ian Maule
Janice Maule
Joseph Nicholas
Paul Kincaid
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Robert Jackson
Coral Jackson
as well as the writers and artists featured in our publications and the many
others who have given encouragement and advice.
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Original Appearances
Most of the Hyphen pieces were published under the overall column title
“The Glass Bushel”. Several Bushel columns that appeared without
individual subtitles were titled by Bob Shaw for the thirteen-column selection
The Best of the Bushel (1979), where he also changed his mind about one
former subtitle: see October 1958 in the chronological list below. This
expanded collection adds the remaining seventeen Hyphen Bushels (for a
total of thirty) under the heading “The Rest of the Bushel”, plus six nonBushel pieces by Bob Shaw that were also published in Hyphen and the two
columns of the Bushel’s 1984 revival in Science Fiction Review. This
ebook’s editors, Rob Jackson and David Langford, have supplied individual
titles where needed for previously uncollected Bushel columns. Those
already included in The Best of the Bushel and/or Bruce Pelz’s later selection
14 Bob the Bushel (1995) are marked below with ¶ and † signs respectively.
“The Glass Bushel: Water, Wind and Gales of Laughter” – without
subtitle in Hyphen 1, May 1952, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris. †
“The Glass Bushel: Comes the Revelation” – without subtitle in Hyphen
2, September 1952, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
“The Glass Bushel: The Advent of the SEWIFAVSAG” in Hyphen 3,
February 1953, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
“SFAN!” – Hyphen 3, February 1953, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris.
“The Soupcon Report” – Hyphen 5, November 1953, edited by Walt
Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: Cyclic History” – without subtitle in Hyphen 6,
January 1954, edited by Walt Willis.
“Reviews” – Hyphen 7, March 1954, edited by Walt Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: Kolektinbug” – without subtitle in Hyphen 8,
January 1954, edited by Walt Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: Hoax” – Hyphen 10, September 1954, edited by
Walt Willis and Chuck Harris. †
“Your First Murders” – Hyphen 10, September 1954, edited by Walt
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Willis and Chuck Harris.
“The Glass Bushel: The Ladies’ Armchair Companion” – without
subtitle in Hyphen 11, November 1954, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris.
“Subtle Horror Story” – Hyphen 11, November 1954, edited by Walt
Willis and Chuck Harris.
“The Glass Bushel: Pyrotechnics” – without subtitle in Hyphen 12,
December 1954, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: The Haunted House” – Hyphen 13, March 1955,
edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris. †
“The Glass Bushel: BoSh Goes Loco” – without subtitle in Hyphen 14,
June 1955, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: The Supernatural and the Underworld” – without
subtitle in Hyphen 15, November 1955, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris. †
“The Glass Bushel: Canadian Capers (1)” – without subtitle in Hyphen
16, August 1956, edited by Walt Willis. ¶ †
“The Glass Bushel: Sprinting in the Rockies” – Hyphen 17, December
1956, edited by Walt Willis. †
“The Glass Bushel: Rush Report re Portrush” – Hyphen 18, May 1957,
edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris. ¶ †
“The Glass Bushel: The Ballistics of Bards and Buses” – without
subtitle in Hyphen 19, January 1958, edited by Walt Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: Perchance to Sleep” – Hyphen 20, February 1958,
edited by Walt Willis. †
“The Glass Bushel: Canadian Capers (2)” – as “The Glass Bushel: The
Molehill” in Hyphen 21, October 1958, edited by Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: Two Years Before the Potato Hatch” – Hyphen 22,
March 1959, edited by Walt Willis.
“The History of Irish Fandom: Part 4” – Hyphen 23, November 1959,
edited by Walt Willis.
“Homing Odyssey” – Hyphen 23, November 1959, edited by Walt
Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: The Man in the Grey Flannel Toga” – Hyphen 24,
March 1960, edited by Walt Willis. ¶ †
“The Glass Bushel: The Strange Pond of Dr Moreau” – without subtitle
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in Hyphen 25, November 1960, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay.
¶†
“The Glass Bushel: I Have Been Faithful to Thee, Cinema” – Hyphen
26, January 1961, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. ¶ †
“The Glass Bushel: Bowmen in the Gloamin’” – Hyphen 27, March
1961, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: None But My Foe to Be My Guide” – Hyphen 28,
May 1961, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. †
“The Glass Bushel: Booze in the Night” – with the further subtitle “An
Excursion into the Strange Half-World of Ian McAulay – Scientist, Fan
Editor, Motor Cyclist, Collector, Psychic Researcher, Sot” in Hyphen
29, September 1961, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: QVO VOIDVS” – Hyphen 30, December 1961,
edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. †
“The Glass Bushel: The Merry, Merry Paean of Pipes” – Hyphen 31,
March 1962, edited by Walt Willis and Ian McAulay. ¶ †
“The Glass Bushel: Tommy Johnston versus Science Fiction” – Hyphen
32, 1963, edited by Walt and Madeleine Willis. ¶
“The Glass Bushel: The Blue Plate Special” – Hyphen 33, June 1961,
edited by Walt and Madeleine Willis.
“The Glass Bushel: A Fine Pere” – Hyphen 35, April 1964, edited by
Walt and Madeleine Willis.
“Weekend Return” – Hyphen 36, February 1965, edited by Walt and
Madeleine Willis.
“Ad Astra?” – The Scarr 111 [13], November 1966, edited by George
Charters; reprinted in Vector 65, May/June 1973, edited by Malcolm
Edwards for the British Science Fiction Association. ¶
“Introduction, 1979: Walter Willis” – The Best of the Bushel, 1979,
edited by Rob Jackson.
“The Glass Bushel: Pipes, Plates and Politicians” – without subtitle in
Science Fiction Review 51, May 1984, edited by Richard E. Geis.
“The Glass Bushel: Creepy Coincidences” – without subtitle in Science
Fiction Review 53, November 1984, edited by Richard E. Geis.
“Introduction, 1986: Bob Shaw” – Messages Found in an Oxygen
Bottle, August 1986, published by The NESFA Press.
“The Glass Bushel: Trance with a Stranger” – Hyphen 37, October 1987,
edited by Walt Willis.
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¶ Included in The Best of the Bushel (1979).
† Included in 14 Bob the Bushel (1995).

Not Included
A number of the above columns have been reprinted under their original titles
in the years between their Hyphen debut and this ebook; there seems no point
in listing these. Here are two that might cause bibliographical confusion:
“The Glass Bushel: Service with a Smell” – Vector 3, Winter 1958,
edited by B.T. Jeeves. Reprinted extract from “The Glass Bushel:
Perchance to Sleep” above.
“More Canadian Capers” – retitling of “Canadian Capers (2)” (originally
“The Molehill”) in Messages Found in an Oxygen Bottle, August 1986,
published by The NESFA Press.
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Cocktail Party” (Nabu 5, August 1978) in the 2020 introduction.

The End
This free ebook is exclusive to the unofficial TAFF website at
taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation to TAFF is a fine
way to express your appreciation.
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